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The hoary and sacred River Sarasvati played a great role in the simple lives
of the Vedic people of India of the recent centuries. It was indelibly associated
with the collective consciousness of the community, the precursor of the
later Hindu civilization. The achievements of the people of the Sarasvati
region were extraordinary. The great Vedas, the Vedic Sanskrit language
and the cultural symbols, practices and achievements have formed a
continuum over thousands of years.

It is in the fitness of things that erudite scholars from diverse fields of
scientific knowledge came together in a Conference recently to exchange
their knowledge and insights on different aspects of what is rightly known
as Sarasvati River Civilization. The papers read and the discussions in the
Conference should remove any lingering doubt on the reality of the great
River Sarasvati. I do hope that those who have been propagating that
Sarasvati was only a mythological river, and persisting with the colonial
myth of ìAryan invasionî, which has now turned into ìAryan migrationî,
will turn a new leaf.

It is a matter of great satisfaction that thanks to the efforts in the State
of Haryana, Sarasvati stands rejuvenated above the ground right into
Rajasthan. Those who take pride in their civilizational identity will indeed
be happy when the river finally joins the sea waters on the west of our
country, after traversing through Gujarat. The ancient symbol will then
once again acquire renewed significance in the memory and rituals of the
people of the country.

I compliment and congratulate the organizers and sponsors of this
Conference.

October 23, 2008 Swami Dayananda Saraswati

Foreword





This compilation contains multi-disciplinary papers presented at the
Conference held from Oct. 24 to 26, 2008 on ëVedic River Sarasvati and
Hindu civilizationí based on researches and studies carried out during the
last 50 years which throw a new light on the origins of civilization and
accounts of a remarkable cultural continuum in India, exemplified by Hindu
civilization as a linguistic area.

This work has to be read with a critical review of the work published
in 2007 tracing, from a euro-centric indologistís perspective, the roots of
Indo-European languages.

This presentation of an euro-centric view-point is intended to be a
prelude to the presentation of an alternative view of the continuum of
cultural traditions, evolution of languages in ancient India, thus challenging
the received wisdom of euro-centric origins of Hindu civilization (as
exemplified by the much-debated Aryan invasion/migration theories).

Search for European homeland has engaged many scholars for over
200 years; a 2007 account of main facets of this scholarship appears in a
book by DW Anthony, The Horse, the Wheel, and Language: How Bronze-Age
Riders from the EurasianSteppes Shaped the Modern World, Princeton University
Press. A critique of this book appears elsewhere in this compilation.

24 October 2008 Dr. S. Kalyanaraman

Sarasvati Research Centre
kalyan97@gmail.com

Preface
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Earth and Life-Sciences





The legendary river Sarasvati, which flowed from the Himalaya and emptied
finally into the Gulf of Kachchh, has vanished. Tectonic movements change
river courses, behead streams and sometimes even make large rivers such
as the Sarasvati disappear.

MIGHTY RIVER OF VEDIC TIME

There was this highly venerated river Sarasvati flowing through Haryana,
Marwar and Bahawalpur in Uttarapath and emptying itself in the Gulf of
Kachchh, which has been described in glowing terms by the §Rgveda.
ìBreaking through the mountain barrierî, this ìswift-flowing tempestuous
river surpasses in majesty and might all other riversî of the land of the pre-
Mahabharat Vedic period. More than 1200 settlements, including many
prosperous towns of the Harappan culture (4600 to 4100 years BP) and
ashrams of rishis (sages) lay on the banks of this life-line.

Where has that great river gone? It is today represented by the
disproportionately wide and astonishingly water-less, sand-filled channels
of Ghaggar in Haryana and Marwar, Hakra in adjoining Bahawalpur, and
Nara in Sindh (Fig. 1). These channels, which discharge only floodwaters,
are quite apparent in the Satellite imageries (Fig. 2).

The legendary Sarasvati was indeed a great river which rose in the
Bandarpunch massif of the Great Himalaya in western Garhwal
(Fig. 3A), flowed south-west ward through a channel past Adi Badri,

1

River Piracy
Sarasvati that Disappeared

K.S. Valdiya

(Source: Resonance, May 1996, pages 19-26).
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Bhavanipur and Balchhapur in the foothills, and met the Shatadru or Satluj
(which then veered towards the south-east). The Shatadru came from the
region of Mount Kailash in southwestern Tibet (Fig. 3B). The ancient
Sarasvati was thus formed by the confluence of what are today the Yamuna
and Satluj rivers flowing in entirely different directions (Fig. 1). The two
joined at Shatrana, 25 km south of Patiala, and flowed through a 6 to 8 km
wide channel (Fig. 4) known today as the Ghaggar. Obviously, a large
volume of water flowed down the Ghaggar channel. Even today the
combined discharge of the Yamuna and Satluj is of the order of 2900 million
cubic metres per year. It must have been many times more in those days.

The Ghaggar is known as Hakra in northwestern Marwar and
Bahawalpur (Pakistan) and as Nara in Sindh, before it discharges into the
Gulf of Kachchh. Drishadwati ñ now a dry channel called Chautang ñ joined
the Sarasvati near Sirsa from the east (Fig. 1). It was at Kurukshetra in Manuís

Fig. 1. Legendary Sarasvati of Vedic times was formed by the joining together of
the Shatadru (Satluj) and what is today known as the Yamuna. The Aravali was

not a highland but a thickly forested terrain sloping south-west wards.
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Brahmavarta between the Sarasvati
and the Drishadwati where the epic
battles of Mahabharata were fought
in the post-Vedic period.

WETTER PERIOD IN MARWAR

Western Rajasthan ñ including the
Thar tract ñ was a wetter region
some 40,000 years ago. Periods of
dryness alternated with phases of
wetness. This is testified by pollen
grains buried and trapped in the
sediments of the Lunkaransar and
Didwana lakes and by
thermoluminescence of sands in
dunes and floodplains. The Sarasvati
and its tributaries held sway in the
northern part, and the Lavanavati
(Luni) had an organized drainage
network of perennial streams in the
southern part. It was in this well-watered, presumably fertile and
congenial land of the Sarasvati, Drishadwati and Luni that the Stone
Age people established their settlements (Fig. 5), and developed their
Palaeolithic, Mesolithic and Microlithic cultures.

From 10,000 to 3,500 years BP, the climate was quite wet ñ the rainfall
being almost three times what it is now (Fig. 6). This is indicated by the
analysis of pollen (dominated by those of Syzygium, Pinus and Astemisia).

Fig. 2. Satellite picture of the Haryana-
Punjab region, showing the

disproportionately wide of the Vedic
time Channels (with little or no water)
abandoned by big rivers which have

migrated to the east or west.

Fig. 3. (A left): Main confluent of the Sarasvati, what is today called the Tons branch
of the Yamuna, springs from the Har-ki Dun glacier. (B right): Source of the other
confluent of the Sarasvati, the Satluj lies beyond the Indo-Tibetan border range.
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Cutigens in pollens and fragments of charcoal of stubbles imply that these
people had taken to agriculture 9,400 years BP in the area of the Lunkaransar
and 8,000 years BP in the Sambhar lake tract. More than 75% of the 1,600
settlements of Harappan culture have been found in the valley of the
Sarasvati, such as at Banawali and Kalibangan in the Ghaggar Valley and
Ali Murad and Kot in the Hakra Valley. The Harappan Civilization, dating
back to the period 4,600-4500 to 4,200-4,100 years BP, was spread over nearly
13 lakh square kilometre area, stretching from Sutkongedar in the west,
through Mohenjo-daro in the west-northwest, Ropar in the north, Alamgir
in the east, Sutkotri in the south to Lothal, Rangpur, Rojri and Dhaulavira
in the south-west (Figs. 5 and 7). The older Harappan sites are concentrated

Fig. 4. Dry channels of the Ghaggar and its tributaries seem to have been the
former courses of the confluents of the Sarasvati (Based on Yashpal et. al., 1980).
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Fig. 5. Site of settlements of the Stone Age people in the Palaeolithic to Neolithic
period (Based on V.N. Misra, 1995 and other sources).

Fig. 6. Analyses of pollen buried with sediments in the Lunkaransar and Didwana
lakes indicate according to Gurdip Singh and his colleagues (1974) ñ that in the
period 10, 000 to 3,500 years BP Western Rajasthan used to have at least three times

the rainfall that it has today.
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Fig. 7. Major Settlements of the Harappan period (A.H. Dani and B.K. Thapper).
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in the lower reaches of the Sarasvati, while later Harappan settlements nestle
in its upper reaches ñ in the Shiwalik domain. There seems to have been
upstream migration around 3,700 years BP, presumably prompted by a
decline in the river discharge. Why was there a reduction in the river
discharge? Perhaps the climate had worsened, as indicated by the lake
waters turning saline around 3,700 years BP (borne out by overwhelming
appearance of halphytes among the aquatic flora of the lakes). Or, perhaps
the Sarasvati had been robbed of its water.

GANGA STOLE AWAY SARASVATIíS WATER

Tectonic movements overtook the northern part of the Indian subcontinent,
and the Aravali started slowly rising. The evidence for the continuing rise
or uplift of the Aravali Range is quite striking. The western flank delimited
by faults is marked by very steep straight scarps. The gently west-flowing
streams draining the very old mature terrain of Mewar either descend
suddenly in waterfalls, or flow through deep gorges and ravines in the
western flank of the range. These streams are characterized by entrenched
meanders and incised channels, and show development of uplifted terraces
on their banks before abruptly swerving across the active faults.

The Sarasvati was forced to shift its course ñ progressively eastward.
The Chautang channel (Fig. 1) possibly represents the course abandoned
by the eastward migrating Sarasvati. Uplift of the Aravali domain
accentuated the pace of erosion of the terrain. Consequently, a branch of
the Chambal River started cutting its course northwards by headward
erosion. It cut the channel deeper than that of the Sarasvati (Fig. 8), and
thus beheaded the Sarasvati. During rains, the floodwater of the Sarasvati
rushed into this new channel (later to be called Yamuna) culminating in
the capture of the Sarasvati by the Chambal, the southwestern tributary of
the Ganga. This was a case of river piracy, resulting from accelerated
headward erosion, which in turn was prompted by tectonic uplift of the
terrain. Thus, the Ganga had robbed the Sarasvati of the major portion of its
water through the agency of a branch of its tributary, the Chambal (Fig. 8).

The reduced flow in the Sarasvati, coupled with the onset of dry
climatic conditions over western Rajasthan, forced the Harappans to migrate
upstream and settle down in the foothills of the Siwalik domains. This must
have happened about 3,700 years BP. The Markandeya and the Varaha Puranas
tell us that the Sarasvati was in decline during the Mahabharata time. Sage
Manu states that the Sarasvati vanished in the sand at Vinasan, near Sirsa.
There is allusion to the disappearance of the river in ëVan Parvaí of the
Mahabharata, and also in the Siddhant Shiromani.
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Fig. 8. A south-flowing branch of the Chambal (the southwestern tributary
of the Ganga) cut its channel headwards and captured the water of the
then south west flowing Sarasvati. The new channel, through which the
diverted water flowed, was later named Yamuna. Map shows the drainage
pattern after this river piracy ñ after the Sarasvati was robbed of its water

by the Ganga through the agency of its tributary.
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GREAT BETRAYAL

The Aravali continued to rise. The newly formed Yamuna was forced to
migrate progressively eastward. Satellite imageries show that it has migrated
10 to 40 km (in different segments) since the time of Lord Krishna, who was
born in a prison on the bank of the Yamuna. The Satluj likewise moved
westward, abandoning its older channels successively. Dry channels such
as Wah, Naiwal and Sarhind bear testimony to the progressive westward
shifting of the Satluj. Finally it got deflected, possibly as a result of

Fig. 9. When the Aravali rose, and as the land to the west sank, the Satluj
charged its course abruptly, making a sharp U-turn at Ropar.
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paroxysmal uplift of the Aravali domain and concomitant subsidence of
the land to the west. This is obvious from the spectacular U-turn of the
Satluj at Ropar (Fig. 9). The Satluj joined the Sindhu, and the Sarasvati was
left high and dry Sarasvati was betrayed once again.

However, some water of this Himalayan river continued to flow into
the Hakra-Nara channel until about AD 1245, when there was a great
migration of the desert people out of the region. The Satluj finally ceased to
contribute water in AD 1593, when it changed its course finally and decisively.

Deprived of the waters of the two snow-fed rivers (Yamuna and Satluj),
the Sarasvati was reduced to a puny river, left with the waters of the petty
streams rising in the Siwalik domain ñ Wah, Ghaggar, Dangri, Markanda,

Fig. 10. In Assam and Bangladesh, as in Haryana-UP, the channel through which
river piracy occurred, is named Yamuna.
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Sarsuti, etc. Only flood waters flowed down the large channel that was
once the mighty Sarasvati.

Western Rajasthan gradually turned into a parched land of moving
sands. It was not only the Satluj that was moving westwards. Indeed, all
the rivers of the Sindhu system ñ including the Asikni (Chenab), the Vipasa
(Beas) and the Sindhu itself ñ have been shifting perceptibly. The Sindhu
migrated 160 km westwards in historical times. It appears that the uplift or
rise and subsidence or sinking of the ground resulting from crustal
movements causes changes in the courses of rivers, the beheading of streams,
the piracy of their waters, and the disappearance of rivers, some even as
great as the river Sarasvati. This is the effect of the continuing tectonic
subsidence of the belt adjoining the Pakistani mountain front. The Sarasvati
is no more. But the anastomosing network of dry channels which lose
themselves in the desert sands, tells us of the river that was great, and of
the human history which was glorious. The network of canals across several
states implies the return of the Sarasvati to the land that was once very
green and fertile.
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Vedic Sarasvati: Scientific Signatures on its
Origin from the Himalaya

V.M.K. Puri

INTRODUCTION

Whenever one ponders over ancient river systems of India, only three rivers
emerge in Hindu ethos, viz., Ganga, Yamuna and Sarasvati. Nevertheless,
Sarasvati is celebrated all over the country in different forms. It is a river,
the best of rivers, Naditame. She is the mother in whose lap a civilization
was nurtured. She nourished the people living on its bank, Ambitame. She
had attained the status of a divinity even in the days of §Rgveda, Devitame.

In Vedic geography, there is a mention of Sapta Sindhu, i.e., seven rivers
in which Sarasvati attains an important description (Fig. 1). Most of these
rivers exist even today except Sarasvati which has disappeared completely.
Those scholars who question the antiquity of Hindu civilization even doubt
the existence of Sarasvati in India. Nevertheless, recent scientific studies in
this connection have revealed data to irrefutably prove that Sarasvati did
exist in India as described in Sapta Sindhu in ancient scriptures. In this
connection, contributions of modern scientists like Drs. S.S. Merh, B.P.
Radhakrishna, Baldev Sahai, K. Kasturirangan, S.L. Rao, B. Shashishekharan,
S.P. Gupta, B.B. Lal, Shivaji Singh, Narhari Acher, S. Kalyanaraman, K.S.
Valdiya, etc. is duly acknowledged. The term Sarasvati has been very loosely
used to describe more than 30 channels that are located in different and
unrelated areas like Badrinath in Himalaya to West Bengal in the east and
elsewhere in India. Therefore, the term Vedic Sarasvati is used to designate
the mighty river that had existed in north-west India that finds its reference
in Sapta Sindhu.
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Vedic Sarasvati was a gigantic river system that originated from Himalaya,1

entered the plains and flowed in southwesterly direction through present
day Haryana, Punjab, Rajasthan and Gujarat before joining the Arabian
sea. This river was mightier than present day Brahmaputra and Ganga.
Ancient Vedic Civilization flourished along its banks and important cities
like Kurukshetra, Shatarna, Sirsa, Kalibangan, Banawali, Rakhigarhi,
Pilibanga, Suratgarh, Lothal, Dholavira, etc. flourished along this mighty
river. Nevertheless, it was a lifeline of northwestern and western India.

It is, therefore, natural that this river is adored in §Rgveda in 72 richa
(verses) and other later scriptures. In §Rgveda, this river has been described
as supreme2 amongst all other rivers, as a swift and violent3 river that
possessed enormous discharge responsible for causing massive floods on a

Fig. 1. Map of Sapta Sindhu (Nation of Seven Rivers), Marius Fontane, 1881;
Histoire Universelle, Inde Vedique (de 1800 a 800 av. JC)

Alphonse Lemerre, Editeur Paris.
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large scale.4 In Mahabharata, this river has been described to follow a course
towards the sea.5 With passage of time, it became extinct ñ the only major
river in northern India to suffer such an unfortunate fate. At present, only
its fossil valleys have been deciphered at numerous locations whereas it
has become a seasonal river in some other areas.

PERENNIAL SOURCE OF VEDIC SARASVATI

A mighty river of the magnitude of Vedic Sarasvati must have a perennial
source. This source should be in a position to provide a continuous supply
of water from a permanent reservoir to the river system. Such reservoirs do
exist in Himalaya in the form of glaciers which cover nearly 9.3% of its total
area. A glacier is a mass of snow and ice that flows due to gravity (Puri and
Siddiqui, 1966)6 and occupies a U-shaped valley. The glacier terminates
where melting processes make it impossible to survive. A melt water channel
flows out from its terminus. This melt water channel develops into a river
system due to contributions downstream from other tributary glaciers lying
in the same basin. Consequently, this river system acquires a perennial
nature (Puri and Shukla, 1996).7 Therefore, any perennial river must originate
from a glacier or a glacier system that is bound by a well-defined basin. It is
quite logical to conclude that even Vedic Sarasvati had a glacier-fed source
and it was a perennial river system.

India is located in a tropical region but temperate like conditions do
exist in high altitude areas in the Himalaya. High relief causes accumulation
of snow and ice that in turn give rise to glaciers. In the past, these glaciers
had descended to still lower elevations in Himalaya due to cooler climate
caused by Pleistocene (Berggren, 1995)8 Ice Age. These bodies have left
behind their signatures implanted on topography (Puri et al., 1996).9

Therefore, the surmise of Rishi pertaining to the origin of Vedic Sarasvati
from Himalaya (§Rgveda, op. cit.) is correct since glaciers are restricted to the
Himalaya only.

CRITICAL BASIN IDENTIFICATION IN HIMALAYA

Even a casual glance on a map depicting present day rivers of northern
India will reveal two clearly identifiable and distinct river systems. The
first belongs to the Indus system that flows towards the Arabian sea and
the second to the Ganga system that flows towards the Bay of Bengal; the
latter encompasses the Brahmaputra also. Moreover, a critical zone exists
in northern India which is drained by the Yamuna River. It flows in a very
peculiar manner after entering the plains near Kalesar (Haryana). Its course
is almost southerly and it gradually swings eastwards and joins the Ganga
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on its southern bank at Allahabad. Geological studies have indicated that
migration of the Yamuna River towards east is still continuing today. This
anomaly in distribution pattern in rivers of northern India is very significant
and deserves closer scrutiny.

Compilation of glacier inventory was taken up as a global project under
the aegis of International Commission of Snow and Ice (ICSI.) and UNESCO.
Consequently, a Temporary Technical Secretariat (TTS) for World Glacier
Inventory (WGI.) was established at Zurich. The main objective of this
endeavour was to attain uniformity in data collection in science of snow,
ice and glaciers all over the world. Therefore, the TTS delineated various
mega river basins in the world in a specified sequence called ëorderí and
issued appropriate guidelines for data compilation (Muller et al., 1977).10

Fig. 2. Second order basins of Indian Himalaya.
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The TTS for WGI followed inverse Strahler order (commonly used in basin
analysis conducted in geomorphologic observations) for demarcating
various stream orders of the world. Thus, a base map on 1:20 Mio scale was
compiled in which first to fourth order basins were identified. Here, stream
and basin orders are used as synonymic terms since stream is always
delineated by a basin.

As per the base map of the TTS for WGI for India, only two first order
basins encompass the entire Himalaya and north Indian sub-continent, viz.,
the Indus and the Ganga (Fig. 2). The Indus First Order Basin contains only
2 Second Order Basins, 5 Third Order Basins, 13 Fourth Order Basins and
87 Fifth Order Basins. On the other hand, the Ganga First Order Basin
comprises 2 Second Order Basins, 5 Third Order Basins, 23 Fourth Order
Basins, and 42 Fifth Order Basins. The Fifth Order Basins were computed
by Glaciology Division, Geological Survey of India.

The critical zone in which present day Yamuna migrates lies at the
conjunction of Bhagirathi Fourth Order Basin towards east and Satluj Fourth
Order Basin in the north and the west. The encompassing basin is the
Yamuna Fourth Order Basin. It is the most critical basin in which the fossil
valleys of Vedic Sarasvati are located and deserves a close study and
analysis. In other words, the target basin is located in juxtaposition to Ganga
First Order Basin in the east and the Indus First Order Basin in the west and
northwestern areas.

YAMUNA FOURTH ORDER BASIN

This basin is located in present day eastern part of Himachal Pradesh and
western Garhwal Himalaya of Uttaranchal. Six rivers drain this basin but
in a very peculiar manner, i.e., in an anti-clockwise disposition. A brief
analysis of glaciation in this basin deserves special consideration.

GLACIATION: PRESENT AND PAST

A. Impact of present day glaciation: Amongst the catchment area of six
river basins of higher Fifth Order Basins in Yamuna Fourth Order Basin,
the largest basins, viz., Tons and Yamuna merit special attention from
geomorphologic point of view. Markanda catchment (yet another higher
order basin) has a different (westerly) orientation whereas that of remaining
five basins converges towards Paonta Doon north of Siwalik belt. Out of
these six catchment areas, the present day glaciers are restricted to only
Tons Fifth Order Basin while the remaining ones are devoid of it. The only
other potential basin that could hold glaciers is Yamuna Fifth Order Basin
but surprisingly no glaciers are found even though its northwesterly
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extremity is conducive to glaciation. However, the main reason for the
absence of glaciers in remaining other four basins is that topographic
elevations and catchment configurations are such that these bodies cannot
exist under the present day climatic conditions.

In Tons Fifth Order Basin, the glacierised area is 152.19 sq. km, which
works out to be 3.2% of the total basin area. The estimated water content
locked up in this basin has been calculated to be 6840 million cubic metres
of water equivalent (W.eq). The largest glacier in the basin is Banderpuch,
which is a 9 km long transverse valley glacier having northwesterly
orientation. The river Tamas or Tons emerges from its snout as melt water
channel and continues to grow as the largest drainage in entire Yamuna
Fourth Order Basin whereby its daily discharge (Q) is almost equal and
sometimes exceeds the combined daily discharge of the Aglar, Yamuna,
Giri, Bata and Markanda rivers. It is striking to record that a linear
relationship between the glacierised area and summer mean daily discharge
has been established in some of the Himalayan basins (Puri and Swaroop,
1996).11 Hence, contrary to expectations, it is the Tons and not the Yamuna
River that is responsible for major contribution to the nourishment of
Yamuna Fourth Order Basin due to the presence of present day glaciation
conditions in Tons basin.

B. Palaeo-glaciation in Yamuna Fourth Order Basin: Glaciers, at present,
are in a state of recession with a few exceptions in Himalaya. However,
these glaciers had occupied much lower elevations on this mountain system
as compared to the present day heights during prime of glaciation in
Pleistocene Ice Age. With emergence of warm phase of climate, i.e., inter-
glacial period, glaciers started retreating at a faster rate. These bodies have
left distinct signatures implanted over the terrain. A general discussion on
palaeo-glaciation in Himalaya is beyond the scope of this paper.
Nonetheless, it will suffice to mention that glaciers had descended in
Himalayan terrain almost up to 5000 ft elevation during prime of glaciation.
It is quite possible that glaciers might have descended to still lower
elevations (as in Kangra Valley) but all such signatures have been obliterated
now.

In Yamuna Fourth Order Basin, palaeo-glaciation limits have been
identified based on geomorphologic and glaciological parameters. In
southern Yamuna Fifth Order Basin, the palaeo-glaciated area is 609.38 sq.
km which is 27.5% of the total basin area but at present no glaciers are
found in this basin. Hence, it is estimated that 1, 09,620 million cubic metres
of water (W.eq.) has been released that was locked up in the glaciers of
past. On the other hand, in northern Tons Fifth Order Basin, 1713.13 sq. km
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area was covered by glaciers during prime of glaciation, which accounts
for 35.13% of the total basin area. The estimated water content (in terms of
W.eq.) stored in the basin was 3, 08,340 million cubic metres. As mentioned
earlier, present day stored water content is merely 6840 million cubic metres.
Therefore, 96.8% of stored water in the form of glaciers during Pleistocene
Ice Age has already been released from the basin. In other words, the glacier
area vis-Ωa-vis total basin area of Tons Fifth Order Basin has shrunk from
35.13% to 3.12% during the corresponding period.

It is quite striking that such a large estimated quantity of water has
already been released from Yamuna Fourth Order Basin since the last Ice
Age. The above estimates do not account for monsoon precipitation and winter
liquid precipitation from western disturbance during the past humid phase
which is now extremely difficult to measure. As per present day scientific
experience, a factor of 2.5 can be applied to arrive at a workable figure.
Consequently, water released in the past would work out to be 1.0278 billion
cubic metres from a basin area of 7090.45 sq. km. In other words, 145 million
cubic metres has been released per sq. km. of Yamuna Fourth Order Basin.

The important parameters are summarized below in a tabular form:

Table: Glaciological Parameters in Yamuna Fourth Order Basin

Parameters Tons Fifth Order Yamuna Fifth Order

Basin area (km2) 4876.7 2213.75

Present day glaciated area (km2) 152.19 -

Estimated water stored in
present day glaciers (106 x m3) 6840 -

Palaeo-glaciated area (km2) 1713.13 609.38

Estimated water content
stored in the past (106 x m3) 3, 08,340 1, 09,620

Estimated water released ñ 145 x 106 m3 per sq. km basin area

GEOMORPHIC ANALYSIS

A. Drainage Analysis: The peculiar drainage pattern of Yamuna Fourth
Order Basin around Paonta Doon area requires a brief discussion:

Bata River ñ It is the smallest river in the entire basin and originates
from Thandoi RF as a consequence of three seasonal channels. It flows
towards south and swings to east and later follows southeastern direction
before joining the Yamuna River (in Yamuna tear), 6 km south west of
Paonta. The river valley is very wide and it hardly contains any discharge
in it.
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Markanda River ñ It originates from a distinct catchment around Nahan
in Siwalik hills, flows westwards for almost 25 km and swings south-
southwestwards. It cuts across the Siwalik belt and enters the plains near
Kala Amb and continues to follow almost southwesterly course in Haryana.

Giri River ñ It originates from Shimla-Narkanda divide which is a non-
glaciated catchment and flows initially in south-southwesterly direction.
Subsequently, it takes a southeasterly course and joins the Yamuna River,
5 km north east of Paonta.

Tons River ñ It initiates as a melt water channel of Banderpuch glacier
and flows towards south west for nearly 75 km to Pabbar confluence (a
major right bank tributary). Thereafter, it acquires almost southerly course
till it joins the Yamuna (flowing in westerly direction) near Kalsi, again in
Paonta Doon.

Yamuna River ñ It originates from Yamunotri area in a high altitude
region from a non-glaciated source at present. It flows in almost
southwesterly direction in Paonta Doon and enters plains cutting across
Siwalik belt at Kalesar through Yamuna tear fault. This drainage flows
almost westwards in Paonta Doon and occupies a massive valley that
contains a thick pile of sediments.

Aglar River ñ It originates from Dhanolti area of Mussoorie hills from
a non-glaciated source and flows in west-northwest direction. It joins the
Yamuna River east of Paonta in Paonta Doon.

The Aglar, Yamuna and Giri rivers meet together at Dhalipur, east of
Paonta whereas the Tons joins the Yamuna, 17.5 km north of Dhalipur at
Kalsi. On the other hand, the Markanda and Bata rivers flow in almost
opposite direction. The Bata River is a remnant of ancient drainage that
had been captured at a later time thus reversing its flow direction. Moreover,
all the rivers except the Markanda join one another in Paonta Doon area.
Yamuna, Bata and Markanda rivers occupy very large respective valleys
but contain very low discharge. These rivers can be safely said to be misfit
ones.

B. Terrace Evaluation: Paonta Doon lying north of Kalesar in Siwalik
belt needs careful examination as it acquires a geomorphologic peculiarity.
Five drainages as mentioned above are oriented in anti-clockwise disposition
from their respective catchments and converge in this area (Fig. 6). It is
situated over a thick pile of sediments and the drainage here acquires a
considerable width. The elevation difference between Paonta and Kalesar
ñ a stretch of nearly 10 km ñ is hardly 12 m (40 ft). In this valley, sediment
pile is very thick and one gets the impression that present drainage is
absolutely a misfit in Paonta Doon area. In other words, it is quite clear that
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a major drainage was flowing in this area that has brought down this huge
pile of sediments.

Verma (1971- 74)12 carried out geological mapping of the area between
rivers Markanda and Yamuna. Apart from mapping various elements in
Siwaliks, he mapped four generations of terraces in the area. It is quite logical
that the oldest terraces are located at the highest elevations in the valleys.
Important oldest terraces are enumerated below:

Discovery of Adi Badri Terrace (Figs. 3 & 4) is a recent discovery by
the author in Adi Badri area, located just south of Siwalik hills, almost 30
km north of Jagadhri. A pit was excavated in the oldest terrace on the western
bank of Somb River by Archaeological Survey of India who designated it
as Pit-3 (Fig. 5). It exhibits angular-shaped pebbles of high grade
metamorphic rocks and quartzite embedded on the wall of the aforesaid
pit. This alien lithology generated tremendous interest as this terrace is
situated south of Siwalik hills in Haryana plains.

Fig. 3. Adi Badri showing old temple in foreground. Somb River drains the area.
Old terrace in the upper portion excavated by ASI.
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Sudanwala Terrace: The discovery of Sudanwala constitutes a major
breakthrough in delineating the course of Vedic Sarasvati. It contains a
signature of this river that is masked now. This terrace is located 2 km S
10o E of Sudanwala and nearly caps the top of Siwalik hill. Average elevation
of this terrace is 660 m (2178 ft) above mean sea level. It is oblong shaped
and possesses almost horizontal disposition. Constituent pebbles of this
terrace consist of different lithological composition but quartzite and
metamorphic material are prevalent (Fig. 6).

Bata Terrace: It is located almost linear in shape on the slopes of the
Bata River. This terrace is now dissected at a number of places due to
development of younger channels and trends in almost WNW ñ ESE
direction. Here also, pebbles of above-mentioned lithology are very common.

Fig. 4. Oldest terraces in Yamuna Fourth Order Basin and Yamuna Tear
Fault showing displacement of the Siwaliks in the centre.
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Garibnath Terrace: This terrace is situated in the most strategic position
in Paonta Doon and lies NNE of Paonta. It is spindle shaped and trends in
almost N 15o E-S 15o W direction. The elevation difference from the terrace
top (594 m) to present river bed (408 m) is 186 m (614 ft). Most of the pebbles
found in this terrace are from metamorphic and quartzitic rocks.

Markanda Terrace: This terrace occurs in a linear shape on the southern
slope of the Markanda Valley, lying ESE of Nahan. It is also dissected by
recent channels. The percentage of quartzitic and metamorphic rocks as
pebbles is very high.

CONCLUSIONS

The present day provenance of the Bata, Markanda and Adi Badri consists
of Siwalik rocks and it should have deposited pebbles belonging to rocks

Fig. 5. Close view of Adi Badri terrace.
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occurring in Siwaliks only like sandstones, shale, greywacke, etc. The Siwalik
hills do not contain rocks belonging to quartzitic and metamorphic suites.
The presence of alien rocks as pebbles in the oldest terrace, point towards a
conclusion that another mighty river had once occupied targeted valleys. It
is significant to record that younger terraces in these valleys comprise rocks
belonging to Siwaliks only and do not contain even a single pebble of
quartzite and metamorphic rocks except along the present day Yamuna
Valley.

Therefore, terraces at Sudanwala, Bata, Garibnath, Markanda and Adi
Badri provide an irrefutable scientific evidence to suggest that a gigantic
river was flowing in almost WNW direction in the past. Its dimension was
very large as it contained very high discharge and traversed a region where
the above-mentioned rocks, viz., metamorphic and quartzite occurs in
abundance. Such a region does exist in central and upper reaches of Yamuna
Fourth Oder Basin where Central Crystalline and Jutogh Group of rocks
are located towards north, north-east and eastern side of the above-
mentioned terraces.

Fig. 6. Metamorphic rock and quartzite pebbles in the
oldest terrace at Adi Badri.
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VEDIC SARASVATI

Origin of Vedic Sarasvati: Palaeo-glaciation parameters have been utilized
in upper reaches of the Tons Valley to develop a model for the identification
of the source of Vedic Sarasvati. Moreover, all the scientific evidences
discussed earlier in this paper point to only one conclusion that present
day the Tamas or Tons River was in fact Vedic Sarasvati in its upper reaches
that was fed by a large glacier. It was fed by glaciers that had descended to
much lower elevations in Garhwal Himalaya than the present day level
during Pleistocene Ice Age. Also, parameters suggested by Bahr (1997)13

and Klemen et al. (1997)14 were used in re-constructing the model for the
trunk glacier.

Sarasvati Glacier: A massive trunk glacier occurred at the head of the
present day Tamas or Tons River and its snout was located at Naitwar
situated on its confluence with the present day Rupin River in Har-ki-Doon
area of Garhwal Himalaya, Uttaranchal. This trunk glacier has been
designated as Sarasvati Glacier. It is striking to record that its present day
remnant is Bandarpuch (monkey tail) glacier. The Sarasvati glacier was 58.8
km in length that possessed an average width of 3.5 km occupying an area
of 205.8 sq. km. The general orientation of the trunk glacier is towards south-
west but its ablation zone had acquired a crescent shape. The Sarasvati
glacier was fed by three northern bank tributary glaciers. Adjoining its snout
front, Rupin glacier system that flowed in almost southerly direction
contributed its supply. Further north-east along the Sarasvati glacier, the
second tributary glacier was Supin glacier system that directly joined the
trunk glacier. Near the accumulation zone of the trunk glacier, yet another
glacier system, viz., Jamadar-Morinda joined it. There were other smaller
tributary glaciers that flowed in northeasterly direction from the southern
divide and joined the trunk glacier. From Sarasvati snout front, Vedic
Sarasvati originated as an open wall melt water channel that gradually
developed into a major river system analogous to present day Bhagirathi
River that originates from Gangotri glacier in almost similar conditions (Puri
and Shukla, op. cit.)15

Course of Vedic Sarasvati in Himalaya: After originating from Sarasvati
snout front at Naitwar, Vedic Sarasvati started flowing in southwesterly
direction for nearly 40 km and it acquired very large dimensions and a very
high discharge. From Pabbar (yet another glacier-fed river at that time)
confluence, it took a southerly course and flowed in a tortuous manner for
nearly 100 km before entering Paonta Doon area. Here, the Aglar, Yamuna
and Giri joined the Vedic Sarasvati. In other words, Vedic Sarasvati followed
the course of present day Tons River in initial stages but a remarkable change
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is perceived in Paonta Doon. From here, it acquired a course that is aligned
along south of Kalsi, Garibnath, Paonta and Bata valleys, i.e., west to
southwesterly direction and flowed over the raised platform of Siwaliks.
Subsequently, in Bata Valley, Vedic Sarasvati took a southwesterly swing
and entered the plains through Adi Badri (Fig. 7).

As mentioned earlier, the field evidences suggest that area between
Garibnath-Kalesar and Markanda valleys has been filled with huge pile of
sediments. Thus, the main drainage of Vedic Sarasvati followed this terrain
and oscillated between Adi Badri and Markanda valleys. Gradually, it
started occupying Markanda Valley due to tectonic activity whereby the
Siwalik belt was uplifted. In due course of time, it is quite possible that
Vedic Sarasvati was entering the plains from Adi Badri as well as Markanda
conduits.

Significantly, SSE conduit across Siwalik belt at Kalesar (which
incidentally is now occupied by the Yamuna), was not active at all during
the early stages of Vedic Sarasvati evolution. Therefore, ëpresent day
Yamuna River flowing in plains was also not in existence at that timeí though
it remained confined to a tributary status only in Paonta Doon area.

After entering plains at Adi Badri, Vedic Sarasvati followed
southwesterly course and flowed through Kurukshetra. Thereafter, it took
a westerly course (= the Ghaggar) and 25 km south of Patiala, it received
yet another major nourishment from an old and perennial river ñ the Satluj
which joined it on its right bank. Further down, its course has very
systematically been described in the plains of Haryana, Rajasthan and
Gujarat by Yash Pal et. al. (1980).16

Therefore, it was a consequent drainage with many obsequent
tributaries like the Pabbar, Aglar, Yamuna, Giri, etc. It transported down
huge quantity of sediments from the terrain it traversed (Tons Fifth Order
Basin) and deposited in Paonta Doon. During floods, it transported pebbles
of metamorphic rocks and quartzite and deposited on its terraces. Hence,
terraces found in Sudanwala, Bata, Garibnath, Adi Badri and Markanda
valleys are remnants of degradation terraces of Vedic Sarasvati.

CAUSES FOR DISAPPEARANCE OF VEDIC SARASVATI

Vedic Sarasvati is the only river amongst the ancient rivers of northern
India that has completely disappeared now. Its disappearance has always
been a matter of great speculation all over. However, it was caused by past
climatological variations and tectonic activity in its catchment area at the
conjunction of two great river systems or First Order Basins of northern
India. It is striking to record that the targeted terrain lies almost parallel to
the Aravalli axis which is the oldest zone of weakness.
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The process of disappearance of Vedic Sarasvati has been studied in
great depth and a model has also been developed. The sequence of its
disappearance is enumerated below:

A. YAMUNA TEAR FAULT AND DRISHADVATI RIVER

Agarwal et. al. (1961)17 found that south of Paonta, northwesterly extension
of Mohand structure, is terminated by a vertical Yamuna cross fault which
runs almost parallel to present day Yamuna River. Yamuna tear fault is a
plane of structural discordance and a fundamental fracture that exists in
almost north-south disposition at Kalesar and extends across the Siwalik
belt. Moreover, this fault has displaced even the Siwalik belt. This tear fault
has been reactivated from time to time in geological past and its reactivation
is accompanied by high seismic activity. The last major seismic activity was
recorded as Kangra earthquake (1905) since its secondary epicenter was
located in Yamuna tear (Shome and Mandwal, 1979).18 This geological
structure is active even today. This feature remained dormant, rather
inactive, during early phases of Vedic Sarasvati evolution. That is why this
majestic river took a westerly and southwesterly course in Paonta Doon
area and entered the plains at Adi Badri. As a result of Yamuna tear
reactivation, two events took place in the evolution of Vedic Sarasvati.

Concomitant high seismic activity generated due to the above
phenomenon was responsible for destruction of many pre-Harappan cities.
Paul (1996, personal communication) intimated that archaeologists
discovered remains of a pre-Harappan city beneath Harappan citadel at
Kalibangan that was destroyed by an earthquake. Radiocarbon dating
demonstrated destruction of this city around 2450+150 BC.

Drishadvati River: A fault plane is plane of great weakness. This plane
of weakness will enable any denudation agency, particularly a river, to carve
a course through a thick pile of sediments at a faster rate. Thus, opening up
of a conduit as a result of the above-mentioned phenomenon is a corollary
to any fault plane reactivation.

Vedic Sarasvati started eroding the enormous pile of sediments in
Paonta Doon area as a consequence of Yamuna tear reactivation.
Furthermore, seismic activity that accompanied this phenomenon also
supplemented the efforts of Vedic Sarasvati in this direction by loosening
thick pile of sediments. With further uplift of catchment area of Yamuna
Fourth Order Basin in Himalaya (a process which is still continuing today)
and prevalence of humid or wet phase of climate, excessive melting of
glaciers caused extensive and heavy water discharge in Vedic Sarasvati.
Consequently, in due course of time, a major portion of Vedic Sarasvati
River in Paonta Doon area carved a conduit along this fault plane across
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the Siwalik belt and it started following this new course across the Siwalik
belt into present day Haryana plains at Kalesar. Yash Pal et. al. (op. cit)19

marked this new channel as Drishadvati River. It followed Y2 channel
marked on his map and flowed through Hissar, Bhadra Nohar, etc. and
joined Vedic Sarasvati on its left bank near Suratgarh in Rajasthan. However,
Drishadvati River continued to nourish Vedic Sarasvati as its tributary river
during its course in Rajasthan and Gujarat. It is pertinent to add that a major
portion of Vedic Sarasvati continued to follow Adi Badri and Markanda
courses at this stage. Vedic Sarasvati was flowing in the plains over a
westward tilted block. That is why Drishadvati River joined it as its tributary
in Rajasthan.

B. BATA-MARKANDA DIVIDE AND CONSTRICTED
VEDIC SARASVATI CATCHMENT

Another development took place that could be regarded as the beginning
of disappearance of Vedic Sarasvati. Neo-tectonic activity developed a
orographic feature which is termed as Bata -Markanda divide. This activity
uplifted this zone by nearly 30 m (100 ft). The resultant effect consequent to
changes in slope direction was a complete reversal of slope whereby the
entire Bata drainage flowing in westward direction was captured towards
the southeast. Consequently, the main drainage of Vedic Sarasvati also
suffered the same setback and now started flowing through the Drishadvati
outlet whereby its original course through Bata Valley and Adi Badri-
Markanda was abandoned. Thus, the Drishadvati River captured the entire
perennial nourishment emanating from ablation of Sarasvati glacier in
Yamuna Fourth Order Basin. Hence, the permanent source of supply from
Himalaya to Vedic Sarasvati was now confined to Drishadvati River only.
At this stage, the catchment area of Vedic Sarasvati in Himalaya got sizably
reduced to a non-perennial catchment of present day Markanda due to the
emergence of the above referred Bata-Markanda divide.

Now, Vedic Sarasvati started flowing through Drishadvati conduit.
This reduction of catchment area has been computed to be 94.05% of the
original area. The above catchment now restricted, received its nourishment
only from liquid precipitation of monsoon only. Consequently, the upper
portion of Vedic Sarasvati in plains up to Satluj confluence started getting
seasonal discharge only.

C. SHIFT IN COURSE OF SATLUJ RIVER

Shifting in the course of Shatudri or the Satluj River is one of the most
important developments that caused the disappearance of Vedic Sarasvati.
In earlier stages, the Satluj River entered the plains from Himalaya at Ropar
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or Roopnagar in Punjab and flowed in S 10o E direction and joined Vedic
Sarasvati 25 km south of Patiala. The present course of the Satluj from Ropar
westwards is a very recent phenomenon. Braided palaeo-channels of the
Satluj lying between the present day Satluj and Vedic Sarasvati were
depicted in a map utilizing remotely sensed data published by Yash Pal et
al. (op. cit.)20 (Fig. 8). The present day Ghaggar has also been demarcated
and its ancient bed has an average width of about 6 to 8 km from Shatrana
to Marot. The braided channels constitute the signature of the Satluj as it
migrated westwards to join the Indus, abandoning Vedic Sarasvati. This
migration was caused by neo-tectonic activity and as a result of which the
course of the Satluj River started shifting westwards and got completely
detached from Vedic Sarasvati.

Since this process is still continuing and the Satluj takes almost 90o

turn from Ropar and flowing westward, it acquires southwesterly course
at Hari-ka-Pattan (Beas confluence) and joins the Indus in Pakistan. It is
recorded that the Beas River used to join the Satluj at Bhao-ka-Pattan
(between Kasur and Ferozpur) as late as twelfth century AD. This confluence
shifted to the present one (Hari-ka-Pattan) in sixteenth century AD. Moreover,
in the last 100 years, the Satluj has shifted its course westwards by almost
16 km from Budha nala near Ludhiana to its present one.

Archaeological inputs come to the rescue for dating this important
event of Satluj migration. Numerous Harappan sites were destroyed neither
by natural calamities like floods, earthquake, etc. nor by man induced acts
like war but inhabitants of those towns were forced to emigrate to other
suitable areas. Raikes (1968)21 found that Kalibangan city was abandoned
due to drying up of the river since it was situated on the banks of Vedic
Sarasvati. This event has been dated 1800+100 BCE (Radiocarbon dating).

It is quite likely that migration of this river course might have started
around 1800 BCE ñ a process which is still continuing even today. The
resultant effect of this migration was complete switching off of the perennial
nourishment to Vedic Sarasvati on its right bank. This process further
strengthened the process that was drying this major river.

D. TILTING OF BLOCK AND MIGRATION OF DRISHADVATI RIVER

Hitherto, the block on which Vedic Sarasvati had been flowing remained
tilted towards the western portion of the sub-continent. Due to tectonic
activities in operation, this block got tilted towards the east. This process
started after Drishadvati River had come into existence. The resultant impact
of this process was initiation of migration of Drishadvati towards the south-
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east. Yash Pal et. al. (op. cit.)22 identified it to Y3 channel and termed it Palaeo
Yamuna. Thus, Palaeo Yamuna (erstwhile Drishadvati River) started flowing
as an independent river and joined the Chambal River in the southeast
through Bharatpur. At this stage, Drishadvati River ceased to exist and got
converted into an independent river system and consequently got
completely detached from Vedic Sarasvati. Hence, Vedic Sarasvati suffered
a severe setback and acquired the status of a seasonal river.

Fig. 7. Course of Vedic Sarasvati in Himalaya.
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E. SEASONAL VEDIC SARASVATI RIVER

The cumulative impact of the above referred events forced Vedic Sarasvati
to change drastically from the grandeur of a mighty and a very large river

Fig. 8. Present Rivers and the Palocochannels of the Satluj and
the Yamuna joining the old bed of the Sarasvati
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system to a mere seasonal stream that depended for its nourishment on
monsoon precipitation. Consequently, it got converted into a
ëtemperamentalí river that was capable of causing occasional havoc by
inducing floods during the rainy season. However, it remained almost dry
during the remaining part of year due to complete disruption of nourishment
from a perennial source of Himalaya. With advent of drought conditions
caused by either emergence of dry phase in climate or failure of monsoon
for a number of years rather decades, Vedic Sarasvati got completely
disoriented and acquired the status of present day oblivion.

SETTLEMENT PATTERN

It is striking to record that no major settlement sites have been discovered
west of Ropar on the Satluj. Nearly 90o swing in the present day Satluj course
west of Ropar, is the result of westward migration of the Satluj from Vedic
Sarasvati confluence caused by neo-tectonic activity. The Satellite imagery
data have established that the Satluj was anchorage loci of Vedic Sarasvati
joining the latter at Shatrana where the width of the palaeo-channel is almost
20 km. There are a number of ancient settlements on north-south trending
palaeo-channels (Naiwals) of the Satluj course towards Vedic Sarasvati in
contrast to their absence west of Ropar. V.N. Misra, (1994)23 states only two
sites each of Early and Mature Harappan period are found on the Satluj
near Ropar. Of the Late Harappan period, only seven sites are found on
this river, all of them in the upper reaches close to the hills. There is complete
absence of the sites once the river enters the plains. Similarly, on the Yamuna,
Harappan sites of all period are conspicuous by their total absence whereas
they are present in strength in the non-riverine region to the west of Yamuna
and those of Mature and Late Harappan, particularly the latter, are present
in large numbers on small tributary streams between the Yamuna and the
Ganges. It will be clear from the above account that the focus of the Harappan
civilization was not on the Indus and its tributaries but on Ghaggar-Hakra
(= Vedic Sarasvati) and its tributaries which flowed between the Indus and
Ganges rivers.

Nearly 80% of the known sites in India and Pakistan are located on the
vast plain between the Indus and the Ganges, comprising the Cholistan
region in Punjab (Pakistan), Rajasthan, Haryana, Punjab and western Uttar
Pradesh. They range in time from Hakra Ware Culture of fourth-third
millennia BC to Late Harappan culture (including its variant, Ochre Coloured
Pottery (OCP) of the late second millennium BC). Two of the large settlements
of Harappan civilization ñ Ganweriwala Ther in Bahawalpur and Rakhigarhi
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in Haryana ñ are located in this region. The oldest protohistoric sites, viz.,
those of early Harappan Hakra Ware culture, are confined to Cholistan
region but some of their ceramic elements are known to extend into the
adjoining Ganganagar district of Rajasthan. The total absence of Harappan
sites and abundance of PGW sites on the Yamuna is eloquent proof that
this river was not flowing in the present channel during Harappan times
but had shifted during PGW times.

The number of sites of Early Harappan culture on the Indus River is
very small ñ Balakot, Amri, Kot Diji and Mohenjo-daro in Sind; Jalalpur,
Harappa, Gumla, Sarai Khola in Punjab. Juxtaposed to this distribution,
the number of sites along the dry bed of Hakra-Ghaggar (Vedic Sarasvati)
is very dense. During 1981, 41 sites were identified on the Hakra in Cholistan
desert and over 60 sites were marked on Vedic Sarasvati (= Ghaggar) in
Punjab, Haryana and Rajasthan. Hence, the early settlements were
dominantly on Vedic Sarasvati basin. The Ganeshwar metal cultures were
also perhaps contemporary to this early Harappan phase. The total number
of settlements increases significantly in the Mature Harappan culture phase:
166 sites in Hakra, 18 sites in Gujarat, 16 sites in Indus Valley, 24 sites in
Haryana and 34 sites in Punjab. The scenario changes during the Late
Harappan phase wherein 72 sites in Hakra Valley, 95 sites in Gujarat, 30
sites in Haryana, 85 sites in Punjab and suddenly 66 sites emerge in the
Yamuna-Ganga region whereas not even a single site of Mature Harappan
phase existed in this region.

No Harappan archaeological sites are located in the arid region of
Rajasthan, near the salt water lakes. However, most of the sites are clustered
around river banks. Archaeological evidence of the settlement sites on the
banks of Vedic Sarasvati indicates the possibility of migrations away from
the banks of the river between 1900-1500 BCE. It appears to correlate with
environmental changes analyzed using lithological data and water levels
in different formations in Lunkaransar and Didwana lakes (G. Singh, et. al.,
1974).24The drying up of Vedic Sarasvati and climatic changes were perhaps
major reasons for abandonment of ancient settlements of the civilization
which had been nourished by it between 3500-1000 BCE.
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ABSTRACT

Enormous amount of cultural and biological versatility is present in flora
and fauna of Indian subcontinent, establishing its significance to study the
diversity and population histories. Our genetic results indicate that the tribal
as well as caste populations of Indian subcontinent practising a very high
level of endogamy albeit they live in a close proximity and share the ritual
customs. The present caste and tribal populations largely have a common
stock of maternal as well as paternal Pleistocene heritage. They make a
distinct cluster with other continental populations, advocating an in-situ
demographic expansion just after the first arrival of modern humans from
Africa. Genetic data does not support any major influx to subcontinent in
recent time and gainsay Aryan-invasion theory. Nonetheless, it support
Out-of-India theory. Indigenous origin of caste system is more plausible.
Overall, our comprehensive study suggests that the several evolutionary
forces (founder effects, gene flow and genetic drift) and factors
(geographical, linguistic and cultural barriers) have produced the current
phylogeography of present Indian gene pool.

INTRODUCTION

By associating archaeological, linguistic and known historical events (such
as the migrations of populations) with the variations in the presence of
particular genetic sequences inside populations, researchers are often able
to trace the ancestry of a particular group of people and find previously
unknown genetic relations between populations. Major demographic events
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(population migrations, bottlenecks and expansions) leave imprints, in the
form of altered gene frequencies, on the collective human genome. Because
these imprints are transmitted to succeeding generations, the modern human
genome contains an indelible record of our evolutionary past. The deeper
we go into it, the more interesting and informative it becomes. As more
genetic loci are examined in populations throughout the world, our
evolutionary history should be largely decipherable. These mutations allow
the tracing of both paternal (Y chromosome) and maternal (mtDNA)
genealogies. Use of several markers of these genomes can establish a relation
between different individuals and by using molecular approaches and
statistical analyses, one can draw several informative evolutionary trees.
These uniparental markers were established as the best tools to infer
prehistorical movement of any population(s). Another important question
in population genetics is identifying the best predictors of genetic
relationships among human populations. Several studies indicate strong
correlations between genetic and linguistic relationships among globally
distributed human populations. At the subcontinental scale, correlations
between genetic variation and linguistic or geographic variation differ
substantially.

Human social organization can deeply affect levels of genetic diversity.
This fact implies that genetic information can be used to study social
structures, which is the basis of ethnogenetics. India is a conglomeration of
various ethnicities with 4693 communities, 325 languages, 25 scripts and
numerous endogamous groups (K.S. Singh, 1997, 2002). It is a home of
several tribal and caste pockets which represent different genetic isolates
and thus provides unique wealth to understand human evolution. These
autochthonous populations reveal striking diversities in terms of language,
marriage practices as well as in their genetic architecture. The social structure
of the Indian population is governed by the hierarchical caste system. The
most contemporary non-tribal population of India belongs to Hindu
religious fold and are arranged in the form of main caste classes, viz.,
Brahmins, Kshatriya, Vaishya and Shudra. All the caste and tribes follow a
strict endogamy (although, the permeability varies at different levels) and
inside each and every caste, there are many subclans which are purely
exogamous, for example ëgotraí system.

The study of peopling of India is considered as ëcentroidí to understand
the early human prehistory, because it is proposed as a corridor of migration
for Anatomically Modern Human (AMH) from Africa to Australia during
late Pleistocene. Since last ten years many genetic studies have given a large
contribution to explore the incredible diversity of Indian subcontinent
(Bamshad et al. 1998, 2001; Kivisild et al. 1999, 2003; Cordaux et al. 2003,
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2004; Metspalu et al. 2004; Palanichamy et al. 2004; Sahoo et al. 2006; Sengupta
et al. 2006; Sun et al. 2006; Chaubey et al. 2007, 2008a, b). After the African
exodus of humans there was an in-situ development of lineages as confirmed
by numbers of deep-rooting mtDNA lineages emerging from the basal nodes
of both superhaplogroups M and N (including R) (Metspalu et al. 2004;
Thangaraj et al. 2006; Petraglia, 2007). These deep-rooting mtDNA
haplogroups are spread over the linguistic and other cultural borders
confirming to the general autochthonous diversification of the Indian
maternal gene pool and hence, the common Palaeolithic origin for the people
that today speak diverse languages and belong to different castes and tribes
(Metspalu et al. 2004; Palanichamy et al. 2004; Sun et al. 2006; Thangaraj et al.
2006; Chaubey et al. 2008b). In recent years the increased resolution of genetic
markers revealed new insights about the peopling of India and their
dispersal. However, there are several issues such as origin of caste system,
segregation of gotra and several historical disputes which need to be testified.

ORIGIN OF SOCIAL SYSTEM AND LANGUAGE GROUPS

The reach of modern humans to Indian subcontinent through southern
dispersal followed by in-situ differentiation led them to put their footsteps
in different parts of India. The finding of several Mesolithic sites suggests
the favourable climate and a rapid expansion of modern humans all over
the subcontinent (Mishra 2001). This process directed towards the settlement
of humans in many unoccupied areas and the expansion was supported by
wetter climate and abundance of diversity of plants and animals (Petragila
and Allchin 2007). The increased food supply helped the hunterer and
gatherer societies to stay at a place, resulting in the advent of communal
system. Agricultural system helped to amalgamate people in many small
groups. One important aspect of the Indian social system, which makes
substantial impact on the inferences one can make from the caste/tribal
genetic variation, is that the definition of the scheduled caste has not been
very clear. Specifically the scheduled tribes are gradually incorporated into
the caste system as scheduled castes (Chaubey et al. 2007). The social uplifting
process enhances gradual absorption of tribal populations in the caste system
(for details see Chaubey et al. 2007, 2008a). Above processes divided people
into several small pockets, initiating the formation of many castes and tribes
and later sub-caste and sub-tribes. Consequently, the social behaviour came
into existence which has given rise to a new system called endogamy. These
clans started practising a marriage restriction within endogamous groups,
having several exogamous sub-clans. Such processes created a high level
of strict endogamy in Indian populace in which the populations do not
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share genes even though they live at the same social level and exchange the
rituals and other traditional occupations with one another and maintain
their unique identity.

There are four main language families spoken in India. The largest
group, Indo-Europeans, are prevalent in northern, central and western India.
The second largest, the Dravidian family, covers the majority of the
languages in the south. Austro-Asiatic speakers live mainly in east while
Tibeto-Burmans reside in the north-eastern region. Most of the Indo-
European speakers belong to castes, whereas the majority of the tribal
populations speak languages from the other three families. Dravidian-
speaking populations also have the same type of caste hierarchy as in Indo-
European. Indo-Europeans and Dravidians largely share the same maternal
and paternal genepool (Chaubey et al. 2008b). Additionally, the language
shift phenomenon also shaped the present language phyla of Indian
subcontinent (for detailed see Chaubey et al. 2008a). Thus, it is not wise to
relate the initial Palaeolithic settlers of India on the basis of certain linguistic
affiliations because language groups are much younger than deeply rooted
genetic lineages. The origin of Austro-Asiatic groups is not very clear yet.
There are two rival models about their origin, one suggests their origin in
Southeast Asia and further migration to India (Diamond and Bellwood,
2003; Sengupta et al. 2006; Sahoo et al. 2006), while the other advocates their
migration from Africa as a first settler (Basu et al. 2003; Kumar et al. 2007).
Studies on mtDNA diversity have shown that the Austro-Asiatic speakers
from South-east Asia and the Indian subcontinent carry mtDNAs of different
stocks (Black et al. 2006; Chaubey et al. 2008a, b). Similarly, the Indian tribes
speaking Austro-Asiatic language harbour the same autochthonous mtDNA
haplogroup composition as the Indo-European and Dravidic groups of India
(Metspalu et al. 2004; Chaubey et al. 2008a, b). In contrast, the Austro-Asiatic
speaking populations of Indian and South-east Asianís Y chromosomes
share a common marker, M95, which defines a single branch (O2a) of
haplogroup O. Haplogroup O distribution and frequency put forward its
origin further East to Indian subcontinent, so it is more likely that O2a
originated in Southeast Asia and was brought by Austro-Asiatic speakers
to India.

ORIGIN OF CASTE SYSTEM AND INDO-ARYAN INVASION

Although there is a universal concurrence that Indian caste and tribal
populations share a common late Pleistocene maternal as well as paternal
ancestry in India (Kivisild et al. 2003), some studies on the Y-chromosome
markers have suggested a recent, substantial invasion from Central or West
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Eurasia (Bamshad et al. 2001; Cordaux, et al. 2004). The tribal and caste
populations have been suggested to derive from different stocks (Cordaux
2004). A recent series of papers that claim to have traced the origins of the
caste system to male-mediated, Indo-Aryan invasion that pushed
indigenous Dravidian-speaking populations southwards, and established
Indo-Aryans at the top of the caste hierarchy (Bamshad et al. 2001; Quintana-
Murci et al. 2001; Basu et al. 2003; Cordaux et al. 2004). This is supported by
analyses of maternally-inherited mitochondrial DNA that shows that Indian
caste groups, regardless of rank, are more closely related to Asians and
most dissimilar from Africans (Bamshad et al. 2001). In contrast, the
paternally-inherited Y-chromosome tells a different story while lower castes
are still more similar to Asians, upper castes are more similar to Europeans.
Publication of these papers started a baseless trend in South-Asian
population genetics studies. Most of the researches, either they have
supporting datasets or not, started adding the Indo-Aryan invasion,
assuming it as a universal solid fact (Quintana-Murci et al. 2004;
Sharma et al. 2005; Thanseem et al. 2006; Zerjal et al. 2007).

The recent high resolution analyses on Y-chromosomal as well as
mtDNA data (Figs. 1, 2) consistently suggest mainly a South Asian
indigenous origin for Indian caste communities and hence disagree with
any major influx, from regions north and west of India, of people associated
either with the development of agriculture or the spread of the Indo-Aryan
language family (Metspalu et al. 2004; Sahoo et al. 2006; Sengupta et al. 2006;
Chaubey et al. 2007, 2008 a,b). The maternal Indian haplogroups show an
autochthonous origin (Thangaraj et al. 2006). All the haplogroups emerge
from the basal node and they are deeply rooted (Fig. 1). However, a West
Eurasian and East Asian sharing of haplogroups is also observed in the
Indian subcontinent (Fig. 2), but most of them share their ancestry to Indian
subcontinent well beyond the Last Glacial Maximum. In paternal genepool
both Indo-European as well as Dravidian speakers show a high combined
frequency of haplogroups C5, L, H, and R2 which are autochthonous to the
subcontinent (Sahoo et al. 2006; Sengupta et al. 2006). The total frequency of
these four haplogroups outside of India is marginally low and the dispersion
of these haplogroups from India was due to several pre-historical/historial
episodes which corroborate out of Indian theory (Fig. 1). Furthermore,
haplogroups E, I, G, J*, and R1* have high frequency in the Near East among
the Turks and in Central Asians, but they are absent in India (Sahoo et al.
2006; Sengupta et al. 2006). Similarly, haplogroups C3, D, N, and O are
specific to Central and South-east Asia (Fig. 1). Thus, only haplogroups J2
and R1a have interregional frequency patterns, but their associated high
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Y-STR diversity and variance attest their ancient split from Europeans and
Central Asians, followed by a local expansion. The microsattellite variance
and the expansion time of R1a is considerably higher in Western part of
India pointing out its origin in Indian subcontinent which would get
validation after the discovery of downstream markers. Hence, the current
data do not support a model that says a recent genetic input from Central
Asia to explain the present genetic variation of India. It also suggests an
autochthonous entrenched caste origin which goes back to pre-Vedic period.
Based on occupation, the caste system was organized and that was meant
to help into development of society by forming the division of labour.
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ABSTRACT

Detailed studies of the Sarasvati Nadi of Haryana have been carried out
using (multi-date and multi-resolution) Satellite images, GIS techniques and
ground data. Palaeo and current channels have been delineated using
Remote Sensing techniques and validated using archaeological, litholog,
water quality and hydrological data and through catchment area and
petrographic analysis of rock samples. Likelihood of Adi Badri as the place
of origin of Sarasvati Nadi, and possible linkage of Sarasvati Nadi with the
Vedic Sarasvati River and with the Yamuna have been discussed.

1. DRAINAGE SYSTEMS IN HARYANA

The study area forms part of northern Haryana (Fig. 1).
A number of ephemeral drainages such as Ghaggar, Dangri, Markanda,

Sarasvati and Chautang presently drain through Haryana. Most of these
drainages originate from Siwalik hills and flow to the west through Indo-
Gangetic alluvial plain. However, river Yamuna and its tributaries (Somb,
Boli and Pathrala) flow in an opposite direction, to the east.

1.1. SARASVATI NADI

Sarasvati Nadi (known as Sarasvati Nala, Sarasvati River, Sarsuti and
Chautang in certain segments) in northern Haryana is one of the important
tributary of the ëLost Vedic Sarasvati Riverí. Not to confuse with Vedic
Sarasvati River, this rivulet has been mentioned in this paper as ëSarawati

4
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Nadií while the lost mighty Sarasvati of Vedic period (represented today
by the Ghaggar) as the ëVedic Sarasvati riverí. Mention of Sarasvati Nadi of
Haryana has been made in drainage related studies carried out by various
authors in this region like Amal Kar and Bimal Ghose, 1984, Yashpal, 1980
and Valdiya, 2002. The morpho-tectonic control of the drainages of northern
Haryana has been discussed by Thussu (1999) and Virdi and Philip (2006).
However, exclusive studies on this drainage system are rare. The Sarasvati
Nadi originates in the foothills of Siwalik hills near Rampur Herian about
9 km south of Adi Badri in Yamunanagar district and passes through
Bilaspur, Mustafabad, Thanesar, Kurukshetra, Kaithal, Bibipur, Pehowa and
Fatehabad and ultimately joins river Ghaggar near Rasaula village near
Shatrana town of Patiala district, in Punjab (Fig. 1). Presently, Sarasvati
Nadi is in defunct state and exhibits as a discontinuous drainage. The
existence of Sarasvati Nadi from Rampur Herian to Bibipur and Adi Badri
is seen clearly on satellite images. On Survey of India (SOI) topomap of
1969-70, it is shown as Sarasvati Nala/Nadi/River and sometimes as
Chautang River. The river passes through Yamunanagar (Bari Pabni, Choti

Fig. 1. Spatial distribution of major drainages in northern Haryana. Inset shows
the location of the study area. Important pilgrim sites/tirthas lie on the bank of

Sarasvati Nadi. Inset shows the location of the study area.
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Pabni, Chhapar, Sadhaura and Mustafabad) and Kurukshetra (Pipli,
Thanesar, Jyotisar, Bhor-Saidon, Bibipur and Pehowa). The trace of the
Sarasvati Nadi overlaid on the Satellite image is shown in Fig. 2a.

Sarasvati Nadi is believed to be a sacred river. This is evident from the
occurrence of several historical temples, pilgrimage and Hindu ritual sites
and archaeological relics all along the course of this river; these indicate it
to be a perennial river of the past. Most of the pilgrim sites belong to either
post-Harappan or Mahabharata period. Drainage pattern of Sarasvati Nadi
derived from the SOI topomaps shows two southwesterly flowing sub-
parallel streams on either side of the Chautang Nala which criss-cross at
several places between Purangarh and Babain villages (Fig. 1). Though Adi
Badri is located on the bank of river Somb, the local people strongly believe
that Adi Badri where the water oozes from a cave is the place of origin of
Sarasvati Nadi.

1.2. VEDIC SARASVATI RIVER

The Vedic Sarasvati originated in Himalayas and finally discharged into
the Rann of Kachchh in Gujarat coast and disappeared around 3000 BC. It
has been a mighty river of north-west India during 6000-4000 BC

(Radhakrishnan, 1999). The Vedic Sarasvati River has been flowing sub-
parallel to the Indus River in North-West India (Krishnan, 1953). Several
remnants of this river exist as palaeochannels (Gupta, 1996; Valdiya, 2002;
Yashpal et. al., 1980). Today, the Vedic Sarasvati River is represented by the
Ghaggar River which flows on palaeochannel of Vedic Sarasvati, located in
the western part of the Haryana state (Bhadra et. al., 2006; Sood and Sahai,
1983). Gupta et. al. (2004) have mapped the course of Vedic Sarasvati, buried
below sands of Thar Desert, using satellite data and showed presence of
Sarasvati channels which are self-evident on Satellite images. They have
also validated the course of river through a variety of collateral data.

2. DATA AND METHODS

Multi-temporal Satellite data from IRS P6 Satellites, with different spatial
and spectral resolutions, viz., from AWiFS sensor (56 m resolution), LISS-III
(23.5 m resolution) and LISS-IV (5.8 m resolution) of February 2004 have
been used to delineate the course of palaeochannels and the present drainage
systems in Haryana. Digital image processing techniques like histogram
equalization, piece/scenewise linear stretching, contrast and brightness
enhancement, different band combinations and edge enhancement, etc. have
been applied on the Satellite data. IRS P6 LISS-IV data and the Survey of
India topomaps (1969) are used to trace present day drainages. GIS database
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Fig. 2. (a) The trace of the Sarasvati River overlaid on the Satellite image. (b) IRS
LISS-III image of Feb. 2004 showing the delineated palaeochannels (blue lines)

in northern districts of Haryana. Two inset images show the delineated
palaeochannels (zone with dark tone bounded by yellow lines)

around Hisar and Sirsa towns.
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of various thematic layers, viz., administrative boundary, settlement, road,
rail, drainage, watershed area, well location, archaeological sites, etc. have
been prepared by using ARC/INFO software for integrated study. Mapped
palaeochannels are validated using ground and collateral data/information
from archaeology, sedimentology, hydrology, hydrogeology, rainfall and
petrographic analysis.

3. STUDIES CONDUCTED

3.1. REMOTE SENSING STUDIES

Palaeochannels generally appear on the Satellite image as serpentine
drainage course with high moisture content (dark tone). A large number of
discontinuous palaeochannels are found in Kurukshetra, Kaithal, Jind,
Fatehbad, Hisar and Sirsa districts (Fig. 2b). Study of drainage pattern
through Satellite image of February 2004 and the topomaps of 1969 show
shifting and narrowing down of Sarasvati Nadi between Pehowa and Adi
Badri in the last 35 years.

3.2. FIELD OBSERVATIONS

Field investigations have been carried out during 2004-2005 along the
Sarasvati drainage course, right from Adi Badri-Bibipur Lake-Pehowa to
verify the presence of this drainage course. The name of ëSarasvati Nadi/
Nalaí was found inscribed at several old rail/road bridges, which are about
50-100 years old. At many places, sewerage water was observed flowing
along the Sarasvati drainage course at Sadhaura and Mustafabad in
Yamunanagar district and also in Thaneswar and Pehowa in Kurukshetra
district. Suddenly, the drainage becomes narrow (about 10-100 m wide) at
several places. Due to climatic and tectonic changes coupled with
anthropogenic interventions, the holy river of the past has only the seasonal
flow, turned into a sewerage drain obliterated at different places, virtually
defunct and witnesses an unbearable pathetic condition.

3.3. ANALYSIS OF CATCHMENT AREA

Analysis of catchment area has been carried out for Sarasvati, Markanda
and Somb drainage systems (Fig. 3). Drainage details provided on SOI
topomaps have been used for this purpose. The catchment area of Sarasvati
Nadi is confined to Yamunanagar and Kurukshetra disricts. The analysis
shows that the watershed area of Markanda River (882.47 sq. km) is larger
than the watershed area of Sarasvati Nadi (642.16 sq. km). Since the
catchment area of Sarasvati Nadi is confined to the southern slope of the
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Siwalik hills, the river receives only seasonal flow. Hence, it is doubted that
due to its small catchment and non-Himalayan connections whether this
stream (Sarasvati Nadi) could have been a powerful drainage system in the
past and served as an important channel of Vedic Sarasvati River.

3.4. RAINFALL ANALYSIS

Rainfall data of northern Haryana, collected by Indian Meteorological
Department (IMD, Pune) in 1  x 1  grid pattern, has been analyzed for the
last 50 years. Data represents the average rainfall of 10 districts of northern
Haryana at a location having longitude 76.5  and latitude 29.5 . Rainfall
pattern shows an initial increase in rainfall between the years 1951 and

Fig. 3. Drainages and watershed boundaries of (1) Markanda, (2) Sarasvati and
(3) Somb rivers on the Siwalik foothills of Haryana.
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1978 and a gradual decrease from 1978 to 2003. District-wise rainfall data
analysis indicates that the average rainfall in Haryana decreases gradually
from east to west (Fig. 4a).

Analysis of monthly stream gauge discharge data at Bibipur Kalan
across Sarasvati channel shows that Sarasvati and Markanda rivers had
been discharging high amount of water flow till 1958 (Fig. 4b). During this

Fig. 4. (a) Regional rainfall pattern of northern Haryana (data at Long. 76.5  and
Lat. 29.5 ) in the last 50 years (Source: IMD, Pune). (b) Monthly discharge

pattern of Markanda and Sarasvati rivers at Bibipur in 1958.
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period, average discharge from Sarasvati was much higher than the average
discharge of Markanda.

3.5. SEDIMENTOLOGICAL DATA ANALYSIS

Litholog and hydrological data from a large number of wells drilled in 9
districts of northern Haryana have been collected from Ground Water Cell,
Govt. of Haryana. The locations of the individual lithologs have been plotted
in different districts on the map (Fig. 5). On superimposing the litholog
points on the palaeochannel map of Haryana, it has been found that most
of the lithologs falling near the palaeochennels show medium- to coarse-
grained sands with associated gravel and pebbles at a depth between 10 to
100 m. Water quality data of these wells show relatively low EC (2000-4000
µ S/cm) indicating good quality water along most of the demarcated
palaeochannels.

3.6. STUDY OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL DATA

The locations of archaeological sites, discovered till 2000 in Haryana (Possel,
2000) and a few recently discovered archaeological sites have been plotted

Fig. 5. Size distribution of aquifer sediments (using litholog data) and the
palaeochannels in northern Haryana.
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on the mapped river courses for age determination. The archaeological sites
are classified into four types, viz., Mature Harappan (4600-3900), Sothi
Harappan (Mature Harappan-Hakra culture), Late Harappan (3900-3300
mostly post-urban Harappan), and Post to Harappan (3500 BP to Medieval
ñ include OCP, PGW, Prehistoric, Buddhist and Medieval sites) following
the classification of Valdiya, 2002 (page 38). Late Harappan sites in northern
Haryana have been found mostly in Yamunanagar, Kurukshetra and Kaithal
districts (Fig. 6). However, clustered Mature Harappan/Sothi Harappan
sites are found to occur in Jind and Karnal districts, where many
palaeochannels have been demarcated.

Although the catchment area of Markanda River is larger than that of
Sarasvati Nadi, the Sarasvati Nadi shows a much higher concentration of
archaeological sites along its course. This indicates towards greater historical
significance of Sarasvati Nadi in the region. Recently, an archaeological
site (12th century old Painted Grey Ware, i.e., post-Harappan) has been
discovered at Bhor Saidan village (Fig. 1), which lies on the bank of Sarasvati
Nadi in the west of Kurukshetra (Purohit, 2006). Flourishing of Mature
Harappan to post-Harappan culture along the Sarasvati Nadi has been

Fig. 6. Spatial distribution of Harappan and post-Harappan Sites in relation to
palaeochannels in parts of northern Haryana. Note the concentration of

archaeological sites along Sarasvati Nadi.
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observed based on above evidences. Archaeological sites of Late-Harappan
to Medieval period have been discovered in Adi Badri, Sandhya, Kapal
Mochan, Mustafabad, Bilaspur, Sadhaura, Thanesar and Pehowa area which
lie mostly along the course of Sarasvati Nadi (Fig. 6).

4. STUDIES SPECIFIC TO ADI BADRI

4.1. PHYSIOGRAPHY AROUND ADI BADRI

Physiographically, Adi Badri lies on an elevated region, on the southern
flank of Siwalik hills. Adi Badri area actually lies on the banks of a small
rivulet that joins river Somb, which is seen on the high resolution Satellite
image (Fig. 7).

Detailed studies have been carried out in and around Adi Badri area
to find out its relation with Sarasvati Nadi and also its linkage with other
Himalayan rivers such as Yamuna (Tons), Bata and Vedic Sarasvati.

4.2. ADI BADRI ñ HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE

Adi Badri is known as the Haridwar of Haryana due to the existence of
three old temples, viz., Adi Badri, Adi Kedar and Mantra Devi. Major
archaeological finds have been reported from the Adi Badri area, from
excavation carried out by the Archaeological Survey of India (ASI) during
2002-03. From the excavated sites, viz., ABR-I and ABR-II (on western bank
of Sarasvati-Somb rivers) confluence and ABR-III (on the eastern bank of
the Somb River) (Fig. 7a, b & c), a rich heritage of Buddhist civilization has
been reported, right from 3rd-4th century AD to 10th-12th century (Dwivedi
et. al., 2005). Stone sculpture associated with Shivalinga of Medieval period
have been found from ABR-III (Figs. 7d, e & f). A large pond (Sarasvati
Sarovar) has been constructed at Adi Badri ABR-I for a holy bath for the
pilgrims and a large number of artefacts of Buddhist period have been
excavated from this place. Based on the evidences of Hindu ritual sites at
Adi Badri stream confluence with Somb River and from the occurrence of
several Buddhist settlements and stupa, it is concluded that Adi Badri has
been an important historic place in the past.

4.3. RIVERINE SEDIMENT ANALYSIS

The nature of riverine sediments (mostly pebbles) obtained from ABR-I,
ABR-II and ABR-III at Adi Badri area (Fig. 7c) has been studied by Puri and
Verma (1998). They inferred that these pebbles are of glacial origin and
belong to Higher Himalayan metamorphic rocks. The area has been revisited
by the present authors in 2005-06 for detailed study of the nature of the
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Fig. 7. (a) High resolution Satellite image (Source: Google Earth) around Adi Badri
area. (b) Map showing the sites of archaeological excavations (ABR-I, ABR-II and
ABR-III) around Adi Badri area (ASI, New Delhi). (c) Photograph-Panoramic view
ABR-I, ABR-II and ABR-III. (d) Buddhist Vihar at ABR-III. (e) Sarasvati Sarovar at

ABR-I. (f) Artefacts of Buddhist period at ABR-I. (g) Pebbles at Adi Badri-II.
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sediments to reveal their source/provenance. Detailed field observation in
two pits of ABR-II excavation site shows sub-rounded pebbles which are
aligned almost parallel to the valley configuration (Fig. 7g). It reveals that
this ridge constitutes the basal part of T3 terrace which was the oldest terrace
in outer Himalaya during Holocene period (Puri, 2001; Puri and Verma, 1998).

It is observed that ABR-I and ABR-III are located at a lower elevation
on either side of the Somb River. But the ABR-II site is located on a ridge
(locally known as Itonwali), 0.5 km north-east of Kathgarh and it lies at a
higher elevation (about 70 m high) from the Somb River bed (Fig. 7c). A
large number of rounded to sub-rounded pebbles of light to dark grey in
colour and medium to coarse grained texture have been found at ABR-II.
Moreover, the pebbles are mostly sorted (more or less same size), which
indicate the end phase of fluvial deposit. At ABR-II site, pebbles of both
sedimentary and metamorphic rocks have been found at ridge top. But
pebbles of only sedimentary origin are observed at ABR-I and ABR-III sites.
Occurrence of a large number of pebbles at such a higher elevation at ABR-
II forming a river terrace indicates that possibly Somb River might have
been flowing at 70 m high above the present river bed. In other words,
present day physiography is the result of deep river cutting across the
Siwalik Hill range.

4.4. PETROGRAPHIC STUDY

Thin section study has been carried out for the pebbles, collected from the
highest elevation of ABR-II during July 2006. Hand specimens of the pebbles
have been examined for their colour, texture and mineral composition. A
majority of these pebbles are of sedimentary nature, viz., sandstone, shale,
etc. But, a few of them showed anomalous nature and are massive, coarse
grained with interlocking grains. Two samples of these pebbles (Fig. 7g)
have been analyzed under the microscope. Their analysis is given in the
table below:

Petrographic Analysis of Rock Samples at Adi Badri

Sample No. ABS-1 ABS-2
Petrography

Appearance Light grey coloured pebbles Dark coloured, massive
pebbles

Texture Medium grained, sub- Granulose texture with
rounded detrital quartz recrystallised quartz along
embedded within calcareous the veins.
matrix.
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Deformation No deformation as quartz Quartz grains show
grains show no undulose undulose extinction.
extinction.

Mineral 50% Quartz + 40% Calcite + 85% Quartz + 15%
Composition 10% Hbl, Ep, Op Micaceous minerals and

opaques.

Rock Type Calcareous sandstone Quartzite (High grade
(Sedimentary rock). metamorphic rock).

Origin Sedimentary. Metamorphic.

5. DISCUSSIONS

5.1. LINKAGE OF SARASVATI NADI WITH VEDIC SARASVATI RIVER

As observed from satellite data and the SOI topomaps, Sarasvati Nadi forms
a tributary to the Vedic Sarasvati River (Ghaggar River). Presently, it
originates from a place ëRampur Herianí which is located south of Adi Badri
in Yamunanagar district. Since the catchment area of Sarasvati Nadi (642.16
sq. km) is small and confined to the southern slope of the Siwalik hills
(Fig. 4) and also as the river receives only seasonal flow and is in defunct
stage with thin drainage, the stream in its present form does not qualify to
be a powerful drainage system in the past.

However, on the contrary, the sites of Late Harappan to Early Historic
period like Sandhaya, Kapal Mochan, Sadhaura, Mustafabad, Bilaspur,
Thanesar and Pehowa etc. and also the sites of Mature/Sothi Harappan
period, viz., Bhagwanpura, Garhi Rodan and Nandu Khera in Kurukshetra
district are found to lie along the course of Sarasvati Nadi and its tributaries
(Fig. 6). Further, the relics of a large number of old temples and ashramas
(hermitages) of Rishis like Parasara, Ved Vyas, Dadhichi, Parsurama, etc.,
described in ancient texts of Mahabharata and Puranas and several sacred
ponds and sites of Vedic rituals are present along the banks of the obliterated
Sarasvati drainage course. All these indicate Sarasvati Nadi to be a
historically important and perhaps a perennial stream of the past that served
as an important channel of Vedic Sarasvati River. This is also corroborated
by the river discharge data analysis available for Bibipur Kalan that indicates
Sarasvati Nadi having higher discharge than the Markanda River around
the year 1958.

5.2. LINKAGE OF SARASVATI NADI WITH SOMB RIVER AND THE ADI BADRI

Sarasvati Nadi originates near Rampur Herian village, located about 9 km
south of Adi Badri in Siwalik foothills and flows south-westwards from
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this point. The Somb River originates further north in the higher reaches of
the Siwalik hills. The river is located east of Sarasvati Nadi and flows in
north-south direction and finally joins river Yamuna in the south-east
(Fig. 8).

Adi Badri is located on the bank of a small rivulet known again as
Sarasvati through which most of uphill drainage joins the Somb River
(Fig. 7a & b).

Detailed topography of Adi Badri area is studied based on the Satellite
data of Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission (SRTM) of February 2000. Close
contour pattern (5 m) of this area (Fig. 8a), generated from SRTM DEM,
indicate gentle slope between Adi Badri (elevation 360 m) and Rampur
Herian (330 m). A height difference of only 20 m has been observed from
the tip of Sarasvati drainage line at Rampur Herian (330 m) and the Somb

Fig. 8. (a) Elevation contour map (5 m interval) is generated from SRTM DEM
(enclosed box only) between Adi Badri and Rampur Herian, west of Somb River.
Dash line shows possible linkage of the two places. (b) IRS-P6 LISS-IV Image (5.8 m)
of May 2004 showing vegetation anomaly (yellow dash line) from Adi Badri to
Rampur Herian, indicating possible link between Somb River and Sarasvati Nadi.
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River bed (310 m) in the east-west direction. Thus, the gentle topography
and drainage pattern of the area indicate a possibility towards joining of
upstream drainage of river Somb with the Sarasvati Nadi at Adi Badri in
the past.

On high resolution satellite data (IRS LISS-IV FCC) of May 2004, a
strong north-south trending dark greenish red colour linear tonal anomaly
can be clearly seen in the south-west of Adi Badri area up to the 1st order
drainage from where Sarasvati Nadi originates near Rampur Herian (Fig.
2a and Fig. 8b). This strong image anomaly indicates a possible linkage of
upstream Somb River drainages around Adi Badri area with Sarasvati Nadi
in the past, instead with river Somb as at the present. The configuration of
tributaries of Somb River also indicates towards feasibility of river capture
of previously upstream drainage of Sarasvati Nadi by the Somb River at
Adi Badri. These evidences leads towards the likely origin of Sarasvati Nadi
at Adi Badri sometimes in the past (historic/prehistoric period), as strongly
believed even today by the people of the region.

Further, the present level of ABR-II archeological site at Adi Badri is
about 70 m above the ground level. Occurrence of rounded riverine pebbles
of sedimentary and metamorphic rocks indicate that Somb River might have
been flowing relatively at much higher elevation, sometimes in the recent
past (post Holocene). In such a case relative height of Rampur herian village,
where from the Sarasvati Nadi originate at present, could have been lower
than the height of the river bed at Adi Badri. This gives rise to a clear
possibility that uphill drainage of Somb river (above Adi Badri) had drained
towards Sarasvati Nadi in the past. It is felt that along the north-south
trending lineament (linear anomaly) observed on the Satellite data, south
of Adi Badri area there has been down warping of the Somb River block,
which is now exhibited in form of north-south lineament controlled drainage
of Somb River.

5.3. LINKAGE OF SARASVATI NADI WITH YAMUNA RIVER

Puri and Verma (1998) postulated that the Yamuna (Vedic Sarasvati River)
might have drained through the Adi Badri site and dumped the
metamorphic pebbles at ABR-II. However, the authors did not discuss how
Adi Badri, which today is located along attributary of Somb River (part of
Yamuna), formed the part of Sarasvati. Pebbles of metamorphic rock have
been found at several places, viz., Adi Badri, Sudanwala, Garibnath, etc.
between Tons-Yamuna River confluence (Paonta Sahib) and Bata-Markanda
River divide (Fig. 9).
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Puri and Verma (1998) further held that these pebbles might have been
transported by a river like Tons which originated from Higher Himalaya in
the north. According to the authors, transportation of these pebbles for such
a long distance and their deposition on river terraces of Siwalik foothills
clearly indicates the existence of an ancient powerful drainage system.

The occurrence of pebbles of calcareous sandstone and quartzite of
metamorphic origin at Adi Badri area has also been observed by present
authors.

However, the presence of major water divide/ridge between Bata valley
and the southern slopes of Siwaliks, where from Sarasvati-Somb originate
do not support hypothesis given by Puri and Verma (1998) about Yamuna
joining at Adi Badri through Bata valley.

Hence, no linkage of Sarasvati Nadi with any major perennial river systems
like Yamuna could be established based on the available data and evidences.

Fig. 9. IRS P6 LISS III image of Feb. 2004 showing Markanda-Bata divide and its
misfit wide valley around Paonta Sahib. Movement along the NNW-SSE trending

Yamuna Tear Fault was possibly responsible for the diversion
of Yamuna towards south.
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5.4. REVIVAL OF SARASVATI NADI

Occurrence of a large number of historic and Hindu ritual sites along the
obliterated Sarasvati Nadi indicate it to be an important river of the past.
The river is in very pathetic condition and at several places sewerage water
flows along the river. Therefore, there is an urgent need to safeguard and
revive the Sarasvati Nadi which is historically, culturally and
archaeologically an important drainage in Haryana. The effort will benefit
the people of the region by way of meeting their religious needs like
performing rituals along the revived ancient river. This could be done by
diverting water (through canals/pipelines) from existing rivers (Markanda
or Somb) or from the western Yamuna Canal, which are the sources close
to the Sarasvati Nadi.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

Conclusions drawn from the study are listed below:

Occurrence of the sites of Late Harappan, Mature/Sothi Harappan to
Early Historic period and also the relics of a large number of old
temples, sacred ponds along the obliterated course of Sarasvati Nadi
indicate it to be a historically important and perhaps perennial stream
of the past specially during Late Harappan to Early Historic Period.
Findings of artefacts of Buddhists period and stupas from excavated
sites at ABR-I, II and III and occurrence of Hindu rituals sites at the
confluence of Adi Badri stream with the Somb River indicate that Adi
Badri has been an important historic and religious place.
Factors such as (a) continuity of drainage lines of Sarasvati Nadi up
to the Somb River in SOI topomaps, (b) low topography and little
height variations of the area where Adi Badri and Rampur Herian
village (the present origin place of Sarasvati Nadi) are located, (c) the
configuration of tributaries of Somb River, (d) strong north-south
trending image anomaly protruding southward from Adi Badri area
to Rampur Herian, indicate towards feasibility of upstream drainage
of river Somb having joined with Sarasvati Nadi at Adi Badri in the
past. This indirectly indicates towards Adi Badri as the likely origin
place of Sarasvati Nadi in the past.
Climatic and tectonic changes coupled with decreased rainfall and
anthropogenic interventions along the river course, have been the
major cause for desiccation and obliteration of Sarasvati Nadi.
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The present day topography, rainfall and drainages of the region does
not support the hypothesis of Puri and Verma (1998) that the palaeo
Yamuna River (Vedic Sarasvati) after passing through Paonta Sahib
and Bata valley, drained from Adi Badri area through the course of
present day Sarasvati Nadi.
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ABSTRACT

While some climatic studies of Indiaís north-west indicate that aridity had
set in even before the Mature Harappan phase, others point to a higher
rainfall, especially in the eastern region, which includes the Sarasvati basin.
There is, however, widespread agreement that the Sarasvati declined during
the Mature phase and dried up around its end, while in the west the Indus
appears to have shifted considerably in its lower course. Ecological factors
impacted the Indus-Sarasvati Civilizationís agricultural resources and access
to fuel wood, but also its river-based communication network. The pressure
put on remaining forests by intensive Harappan industrial activities and
agricultural requirements may have compounded such developments and
hastened the collapse of the civilizationís urban order.

THE SETTING

For many years after its discovery in the 1920s, the Indus (or Harappan)
Civilization, the first urban development on the Indian subcontinent, was
thought to extend no further than the Indus basin, with a few minor sites in
Baluchistan. The famous explorer Mark Aurel Stein was the first
archaeologist to identify, in 1941, Harappan sites in the then Bahawalpur
State, now part of Pakistanís Cholistan desert, along the dry course of the
Hakra. Farther upstream, in north Rajasthan (the erstwhile Bikaner State),
where the same dry course is known as the Ghaggar, archaeologist A. Ghosh
made similar discoveries; that was in 1952, five years after the 1947 partition,
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and the findings meant that independent but partitioned India could hope
to remain part of the great Indus story.

That hope was amply fulfilled: from the 1960s, further explorations of
the region (including Indiaís portion of the Punjab and the Chautangís
course in Haryana) by Suraj Bhan, K.N. Dikshit, Jagat Pati Joshi, Katy F.
Dalal and R.S. Bisht, among others, brought to light hundreds of sites related
to various phases of Harappan culture, the best known of which include
Kalibangan, Banawali and Rakhigarhi. From the 1950s, parallel explorations
had been taking place in Gujarat by S.R. Rao (who discovered the famous
port town of Lothal in 1954), followed by J.P. Joshi (Dholavira in 1966), P.P.
Pandya, Gregory Possehl and Kuldeep Bhan, among others. Harappan sites
were also identified as far south as the Tapti in Maharashtra.

On the Pakistani side of the Ghaggar-Hakra valley, Mohammad
Rafique Mughal followed in Aurel Steinís footsteps and in the 1970s
surveyed 363 pre-urban, urban and post-urban sites of the Harappan
tradition in Cholistan alone.2 As a result of all those explorations, the total
extent of the civilization is now thought to be almost one million square
kilometres, and taking all phases into account, archaeologist Gregory Possehl
listed some 2,600 sites a few years ago.3

Combining the sites found in the Ghaggar basin with those in Cholistan
yields some 640 settlements of the Early phase (3500-2600 BCE) and 360 of
the Mature phase (2600-1900 BCE): for the latter, 114 in Haryana, 41 in Indiaís
Punjab, 31 in Rajasthan, and 174 in Cholistan (Pakistan).4 This represents
34% or over a third of all 1,052 sites5 belonging to the Mature or Urban
phase: the region was plainly a major heartland of the Harappan Civilization.
But since the middle of the nineteenth century, the Ghaggar-Hakraís wide
bed had been identified with the lost Vedic Sarasvati by many Indologists,
geographers, geologists, archaeologists and experts in satellite imagery,6

for the simple reason that the §Rgveda refers to the Sarasvati as a ëmighty
riverí flowing ëfrom the mountain to the seaí between the Yamuna and the
Sutlej: a flowing Ghaggar-Hakra alone could match such a description. Also,
later literature, notably the Mahabharata, agrees with the geographical
location of the Sarasvati but describes the river as ëdisappearing into the
sandsí, which does appear to match its observed desiccation. Finally, a small
stream in northern Haryana, which was a tributary of the Ghaggar when it
carried water, still bears the name ëSarsutií, an obvious corruption of
ëSarasvatií. For once, local traditions, literary evidence and archaeology
seemed to converge.

If, then, 360 Mature sites were located in the basin of the Sarasvati,
should the Harappan Civilization not be renamed ëIndus-Sarasvati
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Civilizationí? Such was the designation proposed by the late S.P. Gupta in
1989. Although it is imperfect ñ since it still leaves out most of Gujaratís 310
Mature Harappan sites, another chunk of 30% ñ it is nevertheless more
precise than the limitative ëIndus Civilizationí.

Whatever its name, the evolution of this civilization remains
punctuated with riddles, from its birth to its growth and maturity and finally
to its decline. The last phase, the most enigmatic, is what concerns us in this
paper. Earlier crude theories based on destruction at the hands of invading
Aryans having been thankfully abandoned7 (except in some of our
textbooks); the ground has been cleared for more perceptive explanations.
They are, broadly speaking, of two types: those emphasizing human
agencies and those preferring climatic and ecological factors. Let us add
straight away that the two perspectives are not necessarily incompatible.8

THEORIES BASED ON HUMAN AGENCY

Two specific traits of Harappan society are the invisibility of a ruler or ruling
class and the apparent absence of a military structure, therefore of coercive
enforcement. Most archaeologists have attempted to explain the high civic
order (evidenced by certain norms in town planning, a unique drainage
system, standardization of brick sizes and ratios, seals and writing, weights,
etc.) in terms of mechanisms based on trade, culture and religion. Such a
peaceful and prosperous civilization ñ the picture painted so far by the
archaeological record ñ would have been vulnerable to a dwindling trade
with Mesopotamia (as seems to have happened around 2000 BCE, judging
from Mesopotamian records), to the drifting apart of communities or regions,
or even to a simple geographical overstretch.

Earlier views of a centralized ëHarappan empireí with a capital at
Mohenjo-daro have fallen out of favour. Jim Shaffer and Diane Lichtenstein
propose ëa complex cultural mosaic of related but distinct ethnic groupsí,9

while Possehl envisages a few distinct ëdomainsí centred around five major
cities: Mohenjo-daro, Harappa, Ganweriwala (in Cholistan), Rakhigarhi (in
Haryana), and Dholavira (in Kachchh).10 B.B. Lal broadly agrees, but finds
in the distinct Harappan regions a parallel with the Mahajanapadas, the
sixteen ëproto-republicsí of early historical times; in this perspective, the
Harappan domains would become as many states bound together in a sort
of confederacy.11 J.M. Kenoyer develops a parallel model of city-states,12

while Dilip K. Chakrabarti proposes a similar picture of ëmultiple kingdoms
centred around the major settlements of the regioní.13

In such a perspective, the distinct Harappan regions could
understandably be vulnerable to centrifugal forces triggered by changes in
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socio-economic conditions. If, for instance, trade with Mesopotamia, the
Gulf or the Iranian plateau14 did come to a halt, important groups of traders,
craftsmen, seafarers would have been affected, not to speak of communities
involved in procuring the raw materials (semiprecious stones, timber, shell,
ivory, etc.) from sometimes great distances. Such a disruption could
conceivably have a cascading effect. Or we may picture that with the huge
geographical expanse involved, the communication networks broke down
at some point for a variety of reasons, such as a weakening of the Harappan
social fabric.

Any or all of those explanations are legitimate, but with firm evidence
lacking they remain largely speculative. Moreover, because the factors
invoked may be consequences rather than causes, it is difficult to decide on
an actual chain of events.

DID HARAPPAN URBANISM RISE IN AN ARID PHASE?

Ecological factors stand on somewhat firmer ground, yet they have so far
eluded a foolproof synthesis.

Experts have long tried to assess the impact of climate and environment
on Harappan life. Among the first major studies, Gurdip Singhís, in 1971,
remains a reference. It was based on palynological evidence from three lakes
of Rajasthan and envisaged a wet climate during the Mature phase followed
by a sharp decline in rainfall around 2000 BCE.15 In 1984, V.N. Misra refuted
Singhís chronology on the basis of archaeological and other evidence, which
in his view showed that ëthe semi-arid and arid environmentsí of the region
were already established in Harappan times.16 Moreover, Singhís
radiocarbon dates, once recalibrated by Shaffer and Lichtenstein,17 pushed
the wet phase into Early Harappan times, and therefore placed the Mature
phase in an already marked trend to aridity.

A decade after Gurdip Singhís study, R.A. Bryson and A.M. Swain
also examined pollen from lakes of Rajasthan, and opted for a similar high
rainfall model (especially high winter rainfall), with aridity setting in
sometime before 1800 BCE.18 This study, which confirmed Singhís initial
interpretation, remains often quoted too, but here also, it was objected (by
Madella and Fuller) that after recalibration this phase of higher rainfall
should be ëre-dated to a pre-Mature Harappan period.í19

In other words, if the recalibration exercises are accepted, Singhís and
Brysonís work appear to support the view that ëthe climate of this region
[Greater Indus Valley] was not markedly different in the third millennium
BC from the one we have todayí, as Possehl puts it.20 Indeed, this is the
dominant opinion among archaeologists today, and in support of it, many
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studies can be cited besides the above two. Let us list a few as briefly as
possible, in chronological order.

1. In 1983, M.B. McKean studied pollen and sediments in the region of
Balakot (northwest of Karachi) and concluded, ëThere is nothing in
the Balakot pollen data, which might suggest that the climate during
the protohistoric period in Las Bela was decidedly wetter than at
present.í21

2. In 1983-85, an Indo-French mission explored an area of Haryana and
Rajasthan between the Ghaggar and the Chautang; from a study of
sediments in palaeobeds, geologist Marie-Agnès Courty concluded
that ëYamuna-like rivers ... stopped flowing in the study area well
before the Protohistoric periodí, that is to say, well before Harappan
times. She also deduced from the study of soils and archaeological
deposits that ëclimatic conditions have actually fluctuated very little
since the Protohistoric period and have therefore remained semi-arid.í22

3. In 1995, M.A. Geyh and D. Ploethner23 carried out an isotopic study in
the Hakraís floodplain in Cholistan, where ëbetween Fort Abbas and
Fort Mojgarh, freshwater has been located in a nearly 100 m thick
aquiferí,24 with dates ranging from 11000 to 2700 BCE. This suggests
that shortly before the Mature phase, the Hakra stopped flowing in
this 100 km-long section of its course close to the Indian border.

4. In 1997, S.M. Rao and K.M. Kulkarni conducted isotope studies in
water drawn from wells in western Rajasthan along the bed of a
ëdefunct riverí and found no recharge after about 3000 BCE,25 which
agrees fairly well with Geyhís and Ploethnerís study.

5. In 1999, Y. Enzel and eight colleagues analyzed sediments of the now
mostly dry lake of Lunkaransar and found that it held water in 8000
BCE, began to decline around 4000 BCE and dried up by 3500 BCE.26

Those studies do appear to converge, and together lend credence to
Misraís and Possehlís views.

OR DID IT THRIVE IN A WETTER PHASE?

But things are not so simple, and another class of studies dashes any hope
of a sure-fire climatic formula. Below are some of them:

1. In 1983, R.J. Wasson and six Indian colleagues probed sediments in
the Didwana lake of Rajasthan, which still holds some salty water.
They found that ëfreshwater, high lake level conditions prevailedí
between 4000 and 2000 BCE.27 This precisely includes the Mature
Harappan phase.
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2. In 1996, P.D. Naidu, studying planktonic foraminifers from the
Arabian Sea, found that the upwelling, and therefore the southwest
monsoon, was at its lowest from about 1500 BCE to AD 800. The
preceding period therefore appears to have had greater monsoon
intensity.28

3. In 1999, Ulrich von Rad and five colleagues studied varved sediments
in the Arabian Sea off Karachi, and concluded that ëprecipitation
decreased in southern Pakistan after 4000-3500 yr BPí,29 i.e., after 2000
BCE, which agrees with the preceding study.

4. A year later, palynologist Netajirao Phadtare examined pollen and
peat in the Garhwal Himalayas (west of the Gangotri glacier) and
found evidence of ëa warm, humid climate, with highest monsoon
intensityí from about 4000 to 2500 BCE; after 2000 BCE, there was ëa
sharp decrease in temperature and rainfallí, reaching a minimum about
1500 BCE. Phadtare cited five other independent studies (not part of
our list here) from other regions that support ëa decrease in the strength
of the south-west monsoon about 4000 cal yr BPí, that is, about 2000
BCE.30

5. In 2003, M. Staubwasser and three colleagues analyzed planktonic
oxygen isotope ratios off the Indus delta. Their findings revealed
climate changes during the last 6,000 years, ëwith the most prominent
change recorded at 4.2 ka BPí, that is, 2200 BCE, along with ëa reduction
in Indus river dischargeí. They observed, ëThe 4.2 ka event is coherent
with the termination of urban Harappan Civilization in the Indus
valley. Thus, drought may have initiated south-eastward habitat
tracking within the Harappan cultural domain.í31

6. In 2006, Anil K. Gupta and three colleagues synthesized research on
the monsoon and other climatic inputs from many sources including
their own. ëIt appears to usí, they concluded, ëthat the arid phase in
the Indian subcontinent started ca. 5000-4000 cal yrs BP coinciding with
a stepwise weakening of the South-West monsoon. ... The arid phase
might have intensified ca. 4000-3500 cal yrs BP as has been in the
Himalayas, western peninsula and north-western India, and ended
ca. 1700 cal yrs BP, when the South-West monsoon was the driest.í32

Here again, the arid phase starts around 2000 BCE.
7. In 2008, archaeologist Rita Wright and two colleagues used models of

archaeoclimatology to plot the intensity of the monsoon and river flow
in the region of Harappa. They found that ëaround 3500 BC the volume
of water in the rivers increases, and the rivers floodí, until ëfrom around
2100 BC the river flow [in the Beas] begins to fallí. Around Harappa, ëa
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600-year period of reduced rainfall [sets in] after 2100 BCí, leading to
ëan unexpected agricultural crisisí.33 Those two dates roughly bracket
the Early and much of the Mature phases.

A CLIMATIC CLIMAX?

I have listed seven studies in each camp, and many more could be quoted
on either side.34 Dealing as they do with different areas of the Indo-Gangetic
plains and using different inputs and methods, it is hardly surprising that
they should reach widely differing results. This shows, if at all it were
necessary, that palaeoclimatology is a complex field. Apart from technical
problems with sample selection and processing (especially in the case of
pollen) and the possibility of human interference in some of the changes
noted (especially as regards vegetation), in 2000 Dorian Q. Fuller and Marco
Madella cautioned us against drawing hasty conclusions:

Changes in vegetation and hydrology, if present at a given lake, should
not be generalized into climatic changes for the whole of Rajasthan, let
alone the entire Harappan region .... There is growing discomfort with
simplistic environmentally determined understanding of change.35

Six years later, they repeated much the same warning, acknowledging
at the same time the indirect effects of a severe drought from 2200 BCE

onward:

Harappan urbanism emerged on the face of a prolonged trend towards
declining rainfall. No climatic event can be blamed for a precipitous end
of this civilisation, although strategic local shifts in agriculture that may
have begun in response to prolonged droughts at ca. 2200 BC .... A climatic
event cannot be blamed simplistically for [Harappan] collapse and de-
urbanisation, but Quaternary science data make it clear that we cannot
accept a view of climatic and environmental stability since the mid-
Holocene in the region (as promoted by Possehl ...).36

Very recently (in 2008), Fuller summed up his view of the climateís
evolution in the north-west during the period that interests us:

The mid-Holocene wet period is also characterized by higher winter
rainfall in the northwest, which would have affected areas like Punjab,
Rajasthan, and perhaps parts of central India .... A drying trend toward
modern rainfall conditions had started before the end of the fourth
millennium BC and reached levels of near-modern aridity by 2000 BC.37

Fuller then lists a series of ëmarked events of sudden aridityí, with the
last one taking place around 2200 BCE. This clearly seeks to strike a middle
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path between the two opposite conclusions outlined above: it accepts a
general trend towards aridity but stresses peaks of intense drought
conditions, therefore implying wetter intervals in between.

The last such peak, at 2200 BCE, also envisaged by Staubwasser et al.
above, is highly significant, as that dry phase was not limited to northwest
India: Anil Gupta et al. remind us that ëreduced precipitation has been
observed at 4200 cal yrs BP in Egypt and in eastern Turkeyí,38 and we know
from other sources that around the same time (2200-2100 BCE), a severe and
prolonged drought affected Mesopotamia (bringing about the end of the
Akkadian empire39), large parts of Africa40 and China,41 and even North
America.42 If attributing the end of the Indus civilization to this single event
would indeed be simplistic, to ignore its impact altogether is certainly
unreasonable.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

Climatic and environmental conditions are two distinct things. Even if we
temporarily accept that the Harappan climate was moving towards aridity,
it does not follow that the ecosystem was as degraded as it is today.

Early archaeologists such as John Marshall had argued that the
depiction of the elephant, the rhinoceros, the water buffalo, etc. on Indus
seals pointed to indicate a moister and greener environment; in reply it has
been observed that those animals were still to be seen in parts of the Indus
valley till recent decades or centuries, and therefore, except for denser gallery
forests along the rivers, the environment need not have been markedly
different.

Nevertheless, if that were the case, it would be hard to explain the
presence in Kalibanganís osteological record of the elephant, the one-horned
rhinoceros, the water buffalo, several deer species and the river turtle. For
archaeozoologist Bhola Nath, ëthe remains of these animals show that the
climate at that time was more humid than the arid climate of present day.í43

To his colleagues S. Banerjee and S. Chakraborty, the occurrence at
Kalibangan of the rhinoceros in particular ëstrengthens the geological
evidence that the desert conditions of this area are of recent origin.í44 Moving
to Gujarat, P.K. Thomas observes that the animal ëis identified from a large
number of Harappan and Chalcolithic sites ... [and] inhabited a major part
of the Gujarat plains in the protohistoric period .... The identification of
large herbivores like rhinoceros, wild buffalo and probably wild cattle at
many of the Gujarat Harappan sites suggests that the ecological conditions
were more congenial for animal life during the protohistoric period in
Gujarat.í45
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Such observations assume importance in the debate on the
environmental degradation as a contributing factor in the end of the urban
phase. A few early scholars (including Mortimer Wheeler) had proposed
that Harappans may have overexploited natural resources, particularly
forests: their considerable brick, pottery and bronze industries would have
required a huge and constant supply of fuel wood; intensive agriculture for
the consumption of the city dwellers may also have degraded the landscape,
as could have overgrazing by the numerous herds reared for the same
purpose.

Here again, the theory of ëwearing out of the landscapeí was opposed.
In 1961, R.L. Raikes and R.H.J. Dyson46 calculated that ë400 acres of gallery
forest would have been sufficient for the building of Mohenjo-daro at
intervals of about 140 years.í47 However, let us note that such calculations
do not take into account the daily consumption of fuel wood for bronze and
pottery industries and for cooking. Also, Walter Fairservis, while endorsing
Raikes and Dysonís calculations, added his own concerning the amount of
fodder consumed by the cattle used by Mohenjo-daro both as a source of
food (dairy products and meat) and for ploughing. His conclusion was that,

The inhabitants of the mature period at Mohenjodaro would have grown
only about one-fourth of their fodder needs. It follows that the remaining
three-quarters had to be obtained by foraging in the surrounding forests
and grasslands. This formidable assault on the indigenous flora most
certainly affected the ecology and had an adverse effect on the land and
aided the spread of the active floodplain.48

Grazing, and possibly overgrazing, should be added to this picture.
Altogether, it appears that archaeologists have of late been too prompt in
dismissing the human impact on Harappan ecology. Moreover, in a general
trend towards aridity, even small shifts in land use can tip the scales towards
desertification (recent illustrations of this principle include the Sahel and
inner Mongolia). Whether moist or dry, the Harappan ecosystem was a
fragile one, and the clearing of gallery forests for agriculture or industry
may have set off a snowballing process. In some regions at least, the
Harappansí delicate urban order may have become unsustainable in the
face of worsening environmental conditions. Even if this cannot be the sole
explanation, encroaching desertification remains, to my mind, one of the
likeliest factors contributing to the collapse of that urban order.

DESICCATION OF THE SARASVATI BASIN

An overriding environmental factor remains: the gradual disappearance of
the Sarasvati River system, which drained what is today the Yamuna-Sutlej
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watershed. I will not go here into the discussions on the Sarasvatiís
hydrology; suffice it to recall that in 1969, German geographer Herbert
Wilhelmy proposed that both the Yamuna and the Sutlej flowed into the
Sarasvati until, in stages, they drifted eastward and northward respectively,
in effect leaving the Sarasvati depleted.49 (Possible causes for this desertion
include simple erosion and a tectonic uplift in this seismically active
region.50)

Wilhelmyís scenario, with minor variations, has been accepted by most
archaeologists, and with good reason: several palaeobeds of the Sutlej and
the Yamuna have been identified between the Ghaggar and their present
beds; moreover, the drastic changes in the distribution pattern of Harappan
sites in the Sarasvati region does lend support to a gradual desiccation of
the Sarasvati.51 The first verdict of archaeology is that the presence of
hundreds of Harappan sites in the region, quite a few of them along the
course of the Sarasvati and the Drishadvati (todayís Chautang or Chitrang,
which runs south of the Ghaggar), is proof that it was once well watered.
As V.N. Misra put it, ëThe large number of protohistoric settlements, dating
from ca. 4000 BC to 1500 BC, could have flourished along this river only if it
was flowing perennially.í52

But the pattern of the sites in the Sarasvati basin over that period yields
precious additional information.53 Settlements of the Early phase (ca. 3500-
2600 BCE) reflect a fairly even distribution along the Sarasvati and the
Drishadvati. The absence of sites along todayís Sutlej and Yamuna is also
remarkable, suggesting that neither flowed in their present beds at the time.
Three new developments take place during the Mature phase (2600-1900
BCE): 1) the considerable multiplication of sites, except along the Drishadvati,
with an extraordinary concentration in lower Cholistan; 2) upper Cholistan
(west of todayís international border) becomes however devoid of sites,
which leads Rafique Mughal to propose that the Sarasvati had begun
breaking up early in the Mature phase itself; 3) a confirmation comes from
the presence of sites on the Sutlej, which suggests that the river has begun
to shift its course westward.

The Late phase sees even more dramatic changes: at the bottom end of
the Cholistan, a few sites struggle to survive, while in the east, hundreds of
settlements appear to cling to the foothills of the Shivaliks, no doubt
dependent on seasonal streams flowing down from the hills. We also note
quite a few sites crossing the Yamuna towards the Ganges, pointing to an
eastward migration of the Late Harappans. On the other hand, in the central
part of the map, not a single Late Harappan site can be spotted: except in its
depleted upper course, the Sarasvati has ceased to exist. Altogether, some
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1378 Late Harappan settlements have been enumerated in the northern and
eastern Sarasvati basin, almost a quadrupling of the number of Mature sites!
This reflects the atomization that followed the collapse of urban structure.

The Sarasvatiís disappearance could not but have had a huge impact
on urban settlements of the region, with a ripple effect elsewhere. As Dilip
Chakrabarti puts it:

To a considerable extent the process [of weakening of the political fabric
of the Indus civilization] must have been linked to the hydrographic
changes in the Sarasvati-Drishadvati system.54

Moreover, by joining the Beas in its westward drift, the Sutlej added
its waters to the Indus system, which must have increased the severity of
floods in Sind, possibly causing the Indus to shift its course, washing away
sites and burying others under its abundant alluvium. H.T. Lambrick indeed
proposed that the Indus shifted away from Mohenjo-daro in a process of
avulsion: ëThe surrounding country, starved of water, immediately began
to deteriorate.í55 Also, the river-based communication that Mohenjo-daro
vitally depended on, in Michael Jansenís opinion,56 would have been
seriously disrupted.

A LESSON TO BE LEARNED?

Natural calamities such as a prolonged drought from 2200 BCE, the depletion
of the Sarasvati or a shift in the course of the Indus, appear to have combined
with man-induced environmental degradation to play a major role in the
disintegration of the Harappan urban order. This does not, of course, rule
out the human agencies outlined earlier. We may, for instance, picture a
situation where the drying up of the Sarasvati coupled with overuse of
natural resources made agriculture unviable in the central region (where
important sites like Kalibangan, Banawali or Bhirrana were located) and
allowed the desert to advance. Economic conditions would have been
strained as a result, telling on the social order. Moreover, communication
between the Sarasvati and the Indus regions, and between them and Gujarat,
might have simply broken down, a process reflected in the term of
ëLocalization Eraí proposed a few decades ago by archaeologist Jim Shaffer
for the Late Harappan phase.

Future excavations will certainly refine our understanding of the
precise chain of events, but they are unlikely, in my opinion, to lessen the
share of environmental factors.

In India, the loss of the Sarasvati may find an echo in the predicted
disappearance of the Himalayan glaciers and therefore of the Ganges and
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the Brahmaputra.57 But while the former was a natural cataclysm (possibly
compounded by human overexploitation of natural resources), the latter
will be largely man-made and may mean the end of the 3,000-year-old
Ganges civilization in its mother-region. The scattered Late Harappans were
able to adapt themselves to the new situation, fall back on rural settlements
or create new ones, relocate themselves when necessary and continue their
existence, although in a non-urban context; but how will the tens of millions
dependent on the Ganges system survive when Prayagís triveni sangam
consists of three invisible ëmythicalí rivers?
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There has been many a saga in the history of mankind that has captured
the imagination of generations of humanity. In our millennium we speak
of adventures of Marco Polo, Columbusí discovery of the shores of America,
Amundsenís expedition to the North Pole, Vasco da Gama reaching the
shores of Bharata and many more. All these look dramatic and fascinating
when we realize they were undertaken more with courage and
determination rather than with reliable information. For the pioneer who
ventured in had very little information. They had only faith, determination
and some sailorís tale to rely upon. But still their venture yielded enormous
benefits in terms of the perspective of humanity about the world that they
live in.

One such saga of recent times is the saga of the quest for the river
Sarasvati. We will not go into the details of the greatness of the river Sarasvati
and its innumerable mentions in the ancient texts of Bharata and the
enormous data that has been generated in the last two decades to this august
assembly for thanks to Sri Kalyanaramanji it has become a well known fact
to all the historians of the world.

If one were to look back and see the formidable obstacles that one
faced in trying to investigate the History of river Sarasvati.

The problems that the historians faced was:

1. Whether there was a real physical river called Sarasvati or was it just
a myth, a poetic creation of the Aryans?
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2. If such a river existed where did it flow and to trace its source course
and goal.

3. If it did exit why, how and when did such a river disappear?
4. If it were to be an ancient river which is claimed to be the cradle of an

ancient civilization, can we locate any archaeological evidences on
the banks of such a river?

5. Adding to the confusion which was the reverential and emotive
association with the River Sarasvati had made the Bharatiyas to
identify the new rivers, no matter big or small, with the divine river
Sarasvati itself. Thus the Haradvati that flows in the north-west region
was Sarasvati. A branch of Ganga near Calcutta, a river flowing from
Abu to Khambayat in Gujarat, the river that joins the ocean at the
Prabhasa Kshetra all are called Sarasvati.

Under such a condition with a hostile atmosphere in the world of
historians, which was bent upon to prove that the existence of river Sarasvati
was just a myth and all literary evidences were figment of imagination and
demanding material evidences as proof, there came a set of brave scholars
under the banner of Bharatiya Itihasa Sankalana Samiti to have an in depth
study of the saga of river Sarasvati.

Yes, we call them brave because they staked their international
academic reputation to chase a myth and to prove a mirage a reality. The
then academic world scoffed and laughed at this venture. Well, it did last
for more than a decade. Most of those brave souls are no longer with us
now to celebrate the fruition of their foundational quest. By this paper we
try to pay our homage to them.

Even though all our appreciation, gratitude and admiration goes to
the all encompassing pioneer work done by Sri Sridhara Vaman Wakanker
and his team Sarasvati Samshodhana Mandal, as historians of Bharata it is
our boundan duty to remember all those pioneers who have contributed
their mite to the success of the ëSarasvati Shodhaë through the history of
time. After all, the quest for river Sarasvati has a long history spanning
nearly two centuries.

All scholars and lovers of Bharata and its heritage fell under the spell
of river Sarasvati when they went through the vast ancient literature of
Bharata. They did try their best to verify the physical existence of river
Sarasvati with the tools that were available in those times.

The voluntary attempts of Oldham (1893), Wadia (1938), Amal Ghosh
(1960), H.S. Parikh (1965), WilHelmi (1969), Alwin, Goudse, and Dr. Hegde
(1978) definitely merit scholarly attention.
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The well publicized and more extensive studies have been that of
General Sir Cunningham, Arthur A. Macdonnel, A.B. Keith and Aurel Stein:
who surveyed the invisible course of Sarasvati in 1942. In 1963, Dr.
Narasimha Narayana Godbole surveyed the flow route of the Sarasvati in
Rajasthan. Dr. M.A. Krishnan gives us in detail the course of the river
Sarasvati in his work, Geology of India and Burma, published in 1968. Dr.
M.N. Godboleís monumental work, Rgvedic Sarasvati, based on geological
research throws more light on many of the ticklish problems associated
with the river Sarasvati.

THE PRESENT QUEST: ITS ORIGIN

In 1981 (Samvat 2038), Babasaheb Apte Smarak Samiti, Nagpur was
celebrating the District History Day at Kurukshetra, in the presence of Sri
M.N. Pingale, the Working President of Babasaheb Apte Smarak Samiti. Sri
M.N. Pingale drew the attention of the audience to the need and relevance
of a research work on the lost Vedic river Sarasvati and the possible
consequences of that research on the ancient history of Bharata.

Dr. Vishnu Sridhar Wakankar, the seniormost archaeologist of the
country, explained with great fervor the archaeological importance of the
issue. Immediately there was a vociferous demand from the audience for
the setting up of a Samiti for a Quest after the lost Sarasvati. Thus, the All
India Project of the ëSarasvati Shodhaí was born.

It took nearly four years to investigate, consolidate, plan and recruit
eminent scholars to form a team to launch the ëSarasvati Shodhaí project. It
was termed as ëQuest Mandal Expeditioní and was inaugurated on Tuesday,
the 19th Nov. 1985 (S 1907 Karthika Shudha 8) by the steersman of the Quest,
Sri M.N. Pingale.

The Quest Mandal headed by Padmashri Dr. V.S. Wakankar, with a
team of scholars belonging to all branches of knowledge, set out for Adi
Badri in Himachal Pradesh ñ the presumed source of river Sarasvati. Points
of fact were jotted down meticulously as and when they emerged during
the visits. Photographs were taken wherever they were considered relevant.
Audio tapes, about 19, were effectively put to use to collect highly important
information related to the river. The notes thus prepared covered a canvas
including literary sources, art, history, poetry, archaeological remains, oral
observations, traditional references, etc.

The Quest team also recorded age-old stories and songs which were
full of reverential references to the Sarasvati River from the ëCharansí who
reside in Palloo, Bikaner and Karanidevi of Rajasthan. The Charans, as is
well known in Bharata, make their living by singing folk-songs, folk-stories
of the past heroes and legends.
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Bharatiyas do believe in destiny and they feel in their heart that if any
selfless action is initiated for the good of society, God will intervene to give
a fillip to the success of that action. It so happened for the ëSarasvati Shodhaí
project too.

While the Quest team was on its study tour, it was provided with
clinching evidence about the dried-up river Sarasvati. The Arid zone
research institute provided the team with all the authentic and scientific
information on the river that was with them. It was literally a breakthrough
in the quest for the river Sarasvati.

A NASA satellite launched in 1972 had taken pictures of a dried-up
huge river which ran from the Himalayas to the Rann of Kachchh. The
images had been analyzed by many scientists who were associated with
scientific institutions of India but none had recognized its historical
importance.

The compiled information handed over by Dr. Agarwal consisted of
the studies done on this dried-up river bed by Bimal Ghose et al. (1979),
Ramasamy, Bakliwal and Verma (1991), Yash Pal et al. (1980). This gave a
powerful impetus to the quest as it had a more accurate scientific data
regarding the course of the river and the time when it went dry.

The imageries sent by ëLandsatí disclosed the following:

1. The width of the Ghaggar Sarasvati bed was on an average of 6 to 8 km.
from its entry in Punjab to todayís Marot in Pakistan;

2. The course of Markanda River got diverted to north-east of Kshatrana.
Even today the river Sarasvati flows through this route during rainy
seasons.

3. The dried-up Y-2 route indicated the width of the present day
Choutang River and its confluence with Ghaggar was taking place
near Suratgarh.

4. It was clear that the ancient Ghaggar River got bifurcated near
Anupgarh, with one branch getting lost near Marot and the other
getting lost at Baireena. It meant that during that period the banks of
Sarasvati River had spread towards these two places.

Incidentally, these details point to a possibility of the Vinashana Tirth
in Sarasvati, where Balaram of the Mahabharata offered his reverence to
his late father, which could be situated near about these two places.

The Quest team, therefore, decided to search for:

1. Information about the course of the river from Adi Badri through the
plains and regions close to Sindhusagar.

2. Traces and collections of the remains and reminiscences in the
surroundings.
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But the search route as indicated by the ëLandsatí was a stupendous
one as the dried-up bed was expansive. So, Dr. Wakankar studied the dried-
up bed of Sarasvati with his fellow researchers from the archaeological point
of view. Thus, their month-long quest was concentrated only on selected
spots.

THE PILGRIMAGE

The Quest team went though Adi Badri, Ambala District, where the Sarasvati
slides into the plains after crossing the mountainous area through Kanthghar
and then to the Shivalik mountain ranges starting from Jagadhari
(Yugandhara), beyond which stands the mountain Manu, where the
Sarasvati, icy and hidden, flows as an undercurrent through the cracks,
crevices and cleavages of the mountains. The team also visited Yamuna
Nagar, Sarasvata Nagar (Mustafabad), and then on to Kurukshetra where
the seed of the whole quest had been sown.

At Kurukshetra, under the guidance of Pandit Sthanudatta Sharma,
the team went to the actual site of the river Sarasvati in the celebrated city.
Remnants and reports related to the site gave the team enough information
motivating them to study in depth the city of Kurukshetra in the context of
the lost Sarasvati course.

Stone implements of the Prehistoric period were collected in a large
quantities from all places visited by the team. Painted mud-pots of pre-
Harappan period which are also available in the valleys of Sarasvati
(Ghaggar) and Drshadvati (Choutang) at Bhagvanpur, Banavali, Sirisha,
Mitthal, Raja Karn ka Keela, Doulatpur, Mirjapur, Sudha, Balu, Kudal,
Agroha and nearby places. The team also did a close study of 20 to 30 metres
long sand-dunes of Bikaner in relation to the Sarasvati bed.

In Gujarat the team visited Ambaji mountains where Bhel trees are in
abundance and then the team went on to Koteshvar where one stream of
the Sarasvati flows underneath. The river after playing hide and seek finally
emerges on the surface at Siddapur to meet the Nalasarovar. This mountain
range belonging to the range of the Ambaji mountains is known as
ëMainakaí, the source of Gurjar Sarasvati.

Kunwar, on the banks of Nanuran (Nanukaccha), where the Sarasvati
enters the ocean in sevenfolds (saptadha), was the next place of visit. Now
ëNanuí is a sandy desert. Near one of the seven streams, Dr. V.S. Wakankar
found pieces of a egg of a ëShakha Mrgaí which helped him to conclude the
period of Kunwar could be at least 25-50 thousand years BC.

Later, the team came across an old ocean coast harbour called Lothal
which was an ancient city of Nanukaccha. A dockyard specially meant for
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repair of ships was discovered there. Now there has been an in depth study
of Lothal showing the maritime capabilities of our ancestors.

Travelling eastward, on the banks of the Gurjar Sarasvati of ancient times,
the team came to the vicinity of the holy Somnath mandir ñ the junction of
rivers Gautami, Hiranmayi and Sarasvati. Thus, the Quest pilgrimage drawn
over a monthís period, covering a distance of about 4000 km came to an
end.

Curious it seems that this Quest did not end with just a report on the
course, date and the civilization that prospered on its bank as it happens
with almost all historical expeditions. The very possibilities of excavating
the archaeological sites on the banks of Sarasvati and the challenge of
proving whether this water mass, which was still flowing underground in
most of the places, was really the same river and could it source be of
Himalayan glacial origin evoked worldwide interest. Many teams of
scientists came and did their own investigations leading to the confirmation
of the existence of the river Sarasvati and proved that most of the narrative
history of Bharat, be it folk or that of the Vedas, was factual.

The spin-off of this information was the opening of another avenue
which has never been the forte of history. That was the task taken again by
the Akhila Bharatiya Itihasa Sankalana Yojana under the title ëSarasvati
Nadi Shodh Prakalpaí.

The Prakalpa is now creating by trying to bring out the ëGupta gamini
Sarasvatií onto the surface, so that millions of hectares of parched land of
Bharat can become green and give a living to over 20 crore people of north-
west Bharata and also to make the devout of Bharat to take his holy dip in
HIS sacred river Sarasvati.

The Prakalpa plans to create an establishment of a National Water
Grid in order to reach the Brahmaputra flood waters to Kanyakumari making
every river south of Vidhyas in India a perennial river (jeevanadi), creating
a potential for adding 9 crore acres of additional wetland and four-crop
cultivation with the availability of water round the year without a break.
This revolution is to empower rural India of consisting of 6.5 lakh villages.

The revival of river Sarasvati is proceeding apace as part of the National
Water Grid (Inter-linking of rivers, master plan drawn by National Water
Development Agency) and the waters of Manasarovar flowing through
rivers Sutlej and Beas have been taken into the Rajasthan Nahar (called
Sarasvati Mahanadi Roopa Nahar). The Sarasvati Nahar waters have now
reached up to Gadhra Road in Barmer District after traversing a distance of
about 1000 km. Another 150 km. extension of this nahar will ensure that
Sarasvati River waters will reach Rann of Kachchh and Gujarat.
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The work has been going on in Haryana to revive the flow of waters in
the course of Vedic river Sarasvati from Adi Badri to Sirsa.

As of April 2008, waters of Sarasvati from Manasarovar (Kailas
parvatam) have already reached Gadhra Road, Barmer District. This has
resulted in stopping the march of the desert, in greening of the desert by
forests replacing sand-dunes in the Thar Desert and quenching the thirst of
people in Rajasthan, in cities such as Jodhpur, Jaisalmer and Barmer. There
is a victory tower erected at Mohangarh, 55 km. west of Jaisalmer (close to
the border with Pakistan) and the inscription on the tower reads: Sarasvati
Mahanadi Roopa Nahar. Glacial waters are now flowing beyond Mohangarh
and into Barmer District Rajasthan.

Only 150 km of work has to be done to make the waters reach Gujarat
and make it a historic moment in Bharatiya itihasa. Gujarat can share its
Narmada waters with Barmer and Rajasthan can give Sarasvati waters to
Gujarat. It will be a historic day indeed! About three years from now all
citizens of India can take a dip in the holy river Sarasvati in Ahmedabad,
Gujarat.

That is the ongoing saga of the river Naditama Sarasvati in a nutshell,
a beginning of another legend.
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INTRODUCTION

The states of Punjab and Haryana occur in the arid to semi-arid climate
region, with average annual precipitation varying between 300 to 600 mm.
The natural steady state equilibrium of this region, between water input in
the form of precipitation, river inflow and sub-surface inflow on one side
and surface and sub-surface outflow, bare soil evaporation and
evapotranspiration on the other side, is disturbed since the arrival of canal
irrigation, more than 100 years ago. The irrigation development culminated
with establishment of the vast command area of the Bhakra-Nangal project.
While irrigation of this fertile plains region of India has benefitted the nation
with timely and stupendous increase in food production, there have been
inevitable side effects, in terms of secular degradation of the soil
productivity, due to the exacerbating problem of water-logging and
salinization of soils, which now affects thousands of hectares of agricultural
land.

Multiple cropping is practised in Punjab and Haryana. It is estimated
that, in the case of paddy cultivation, approximately 50 per cent of the
applied irrigation water deep percolates through the soil. The estimate for
other crops is about 33 per cent of applied irrigation. In the absence of a
commensurate natural capacity for sub-surface drainage and outflow, this
has resulted in rise of the water table. The water table rises up to the crop
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root level and causes reduction in crop yield. Some of the rising water
evaporates and the salts dissolved in it are deposited in the soil, causing
salinization of the soil and further degradation of its productivity. These
phenomena are not unique to Punjab and Haryana. About 10% of irrigated
land worldwide suffers from water-logging. However, as is described
further, there might be a unique solution to our problem.

MAGNITUDE OF THE PROBLEM

Various estimates of the extent of water-logging and salinization in Punjab
and Haryana are available. I quote from the treatise Unravelling Bhakra, by
Dharmadhikary (2005). According to a 1990-91 statistical data, the water-
logged and salt-affected areas in Haryana amounted to 2,49000 Ha and
1,97000 Ha, respectively. Corresponding figures for Punjab were 200,000
Ha and 490,000 Ha. The seriousness of the problem can be best highlighted
by quoting the following two expert statements from the same treatise.

1. According to Bhamrah, the yields of paddy and wheat were 41%
and 56% lower in affected lands.

2. As per Vinay Kumar, Vice Chancellor of the CCS Agricultural
University at Hissar, the current estimate of saline and water-
logged areas in the state of Haryana is around 400,000 Ha and if
suitable measures are not taken , then the area with such problem
is likely to be about 2,000,000 Ha in the next two to three decades.
This dire prognosis means that 70% of the irrigated area in
Haryana will be affected.

MEASURES FOR RECLAMATION OF WATER-LOGGED AND
SALINISED AREAS

Three different methods are practised for draining out the sub-soil water
and reclaiming the affected area. These are: 1. Vertical drainage, 2. Surface
drainage, and 3. Sub-surface drainage. Dharmadhikary (2005) has evaluated
the efficacy of these three methods in the context of Punjab and Haryana,
in a chapter devoted to ëWater-logging and Salinisationí in his treatise on
the Bhakra project.

1. Vertical drainage: Vertical drainage comprises extraction of
groundwater, for use in conjunctive irrigation, with resultant
lowering of the local water table. This is being practised on a
large scale. However, this solution is advisable only in areas
where the groundwater is of good quality. It should not be used
in areas where the groundwater is inherently brackish or saline,
because of geological and palaeoclimatic reasons. The Central
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Ground Water Board (Annonymous, 1997), has prepared a
groundwater quality map of the country. This map delineates
such areas in Punjab and Haryana. Even in areas having good
quality groundwater, one should note that groundwater is a
replenishable but finite source and is not being naturally
replenished at the same rate at which it is being extracted at
present. Further, the fraction of groundwater (50 to 33 per cent
of the irrigation quantum) that percolates back has an increased
content of total dissolved solids, because of evaporation effects.
It seems, therefore, that the vertical drainage measure can work
only in some of the affected area and here also, it cannot be a
long-term solution.

2. Surface channels: These field drainage cuts, by definition, are
not more than 1 to 2 metres deep. They can be used for collecting
excess water accumulated on the surface and releasing it in a
canal, for ultimate disposal outside the command area.
Reluctance of the farmers to surrender land to allow the drains
to pass through, and their apprehension about seepage of poor
quality water in their farms are some of the difficulties
encountered in this method of reclamation.

3. Sub-surface drainage: In this method, a network of vertical,
inclined and near-horizontal perforated pipes is buried
underground to drain out the excess water in a sump and then
disposed in another outlet. This method is extensively practised
in Netherlands and a pilot project, with assistance from
Netherland, has been implemented in Haryana.

A common denominator in large scale application of any one or a
combination of these methods is the problem of disposal of the drained
water, outside the affected area. Solutions such as pressure injection of this
water in deep boreholes or releasing it in large man made pans, having
impervious linings, have been suggested. However, most experts agree that
construction of a long interstate canal, for its disposal in the Gulf of Kachchh,
is a permanent, although expensive, solution of the problem.

THE SARASVATI SOLUTION

The ancient Sarasvati originated in Himachal Pradesh, entered Haryana
near Kalka, moved through Punjab and Haryana into Rajasthan, meandered
and wound further downstream, till it debouched in the Gulf of Kachchh.
The river is currently known as Ghaggar River in its upper reaches. The
Ghaggar is an ephemeral stream. Several major and minor tributaries joined
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the Sarasvati over its course. The Sarasvati River system can be considered
as a separate entity and not as a part of the Indus basin. It dried up a few
thousand years back, due to tectonic movements, tributary diversions and
climate changes. This thesis is now well documented and accepted by almost
all, barring a few skeptics. The dry courses of the main river and its tributaries
are at present covered with sand, loam and silt, deposited by wind over
last few thousand years. They could be discerned only after the advent of
Remote Sensing techniques (A.V. Sankaran, 1999; Roy and Jakhar, 2001).

It is reported that the currently obscure Sarasvati was a mighty river,
with bank to bank width varying from 6 to 10 km and filled with pebbles,
gravel, coarse sand and fine sand, like any other river bed (Kalyanaraman,
S., Internet blog). The river channel should also be proportionately deep.
All such river bed material constitutes a highly permeable medium, which
should be present all along the river course, and have a natural down
gradient. We thus have a subterranean channel(s) system with considerable
capacity to store and transmit water.

The problem of disposal of the water drained out from the thousands
of hectares of water-logged, salinised and erstwhile fertile areas of Punjab
and Haryana (and similarly affected irrigated parts of Rajasthan), is
considered as the most difficult aspect of reclamation through manmade
sub-surface drainage. It is suggested here that the presently dry and pristine
sub-surface beds of the Sarasvati and its tributaries in the desert area, can
be used to dispose off the water collected through a network of sub-surface
drains. The quality of this water will be poor in the initial stages but will
improve in course of time. This approach, prima facie, seems less expensive
and faster than the alternative approach suggested by some ñ of taking the
drained water all the way southwest, to the sea, through a lined canal.

It is proposed through this concept note that a study group, for
evaluating the technical feasibility, environmental impact, inter-state
transfer issues, cost/benefit ratio and other relevant aspects, may be
constituted and a pilot experiment may be undertaken, at a site in the palaeo-
channel of the Sarasvati. If the report of the study group is favourable and
is followed by an action plan, then we might see a rejuvenation of the
Sarasvati River, besides achieving reclamation of the affected agricultural
lands.
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Culture and Archaeology





I am indeed most grateful to the organizers of this Seminar, in particular to
revered Swami Dayanand Sarasvati, Dr. S. Kalyanaraman, Professor Shivaji
Singh and Dr. Sharad Hebalkar, for so kindly inviting me to deliver the
Inaugural Address. This has given me an opportunity to express my views
before such an august audience on the civilization that was at its peak in
the Sarasvat∂ basin and beyond in the 3rd millennium BCE and had its roots
deep into the 5th millennium BCE, if not earlier. No less important is the fact
that this civilization has made a lasting contribution to Indian culture, as
may be observed in the various walks of life even today.

Just as a mother gives birth to a child and nourishes it till it comes of
age, so did the Sarasvat∂ give birth to this Indian Civilization and nourish
it. Unfortunately, however, in the latter case, the mother disappeared not
long after raising the child up to its adulthood, leaving some non-believers
to doubt even her identity. What an irony!

One of these non-believers, the noted historian Professor R.S. Sharma,
who was in limelight during the middle of the 1990s as a Babri Masjid
protagonists, had the ëgenerosityí of making the following remarks (Sharma
1999: 35):

The fundamentalists want to establish the superiority of the Sarasvat∂
over the Indus because of communal considerations. In the Harappan
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context they think that after the partition the Indus belongs to the Muslims
and only the Sarasvat∂ remains with the Hindus.

What an unfounded accusation! Anyway, the learned Professor goes
on to say:

The Sarasvat∂ receives much attention in the °Rg Veda and several sµuktas
are devoted to it; so they want to use it for their purpose. But it seems
that there are several Sarasvat∂s and the earliest Sarasvat∂ cannot be
identified with the Hakra and the Ghaggar. In the °Rg Veda the Sarasvat∂
is called the best of the rivers (nad∂tama). It seems to have been a great
river with perennial water. The Hakra and the Ghaggar cannot match it.
The earliest Sarasvat∂ is considered identical with the Helmand in
Afghanistan which is called Harakhwati in the Åvestå.

First and foremost. Let it be remembered that we are looking for the
physical equivalent of the °Rigvedic Sarasvat∂ and not for any sundry river
going by that name or a name phonetically similar to that. Thus, it is
imperative that we take into full account what the °Rigveda itself has to say
about the location of this river.

Verses 5 and 6 of the famous Nad∂-stuti hymn of the °Rigveda (10.75.5-6)
describe the various rivers known to the Vedic people, in a serial order
from the east to the west, i.e. from the Ga∆gå-Yamumå to the Indus and its
western tributaries. In this enumeration, the Sarasvat∂ is mentioned
between the Yamunå and the Sutlej. The relevant verses run as follows:

imam me Ga∆ge Yamune Sarasvati ›utudri stomam sachatå Paru¶ƒyå/
Asiknyå Marudvæidhe Vitastayå Årj∂k∂ye ‹æiƒuhyå Su¶omayå//5//
Tæi¶¢åmayå prathamam yåtave sajµu¨ Susartvå Rasayå ›vetyå tyå/
Tvam Sindho Kubhayå Gomat∂m Krumum Mehatnvå saratham yåbhir∂yase// 6//
O Ga∆gå, Yamunå, Sarasvat∂, ›utudr∂ (Sutlej) and Paru¶ƒ∂ (Ravi), O
Marudvæidhå with Asikn∂ (Chenab), O Årjik∂yå with Vitastå (Jhelum) and
Su¶omå (Sohan), please listen to and accept this hymn of mine.// 5 //
O Sindhu (Indus), flowing, you first meet the Tæi¶¢åmå (and then) the
Susartu, the Raså, and the ›vetå (Swat), and thereafter the Kubhå (Kabul),
the Gomat∂ (Gomal), the Krumu (Kurram) with the Mehatnu; and (finally)
you move on in the same chariot with them (i.e. carry their waters with
you).// 6 //

Does the Harakhwat∂ of the Åvestå, identified by Sharma with
modern Helmand in Afghanistan, foot this unambiguous geographical
bill? Surely, not. There is no Yamunå or Sutlej in Afghanistan to sandwich
the supposed Sarasvat∂ (Harakhwati).
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Further, RV 3.23.4 mentions the Dæi¶advat∂ and Åpayå as the
tributaries of the Sarasvat∂:

Dæi¶advatyåm månu¶a Åpayåyåm Sarasvatyåm revadagne did∂hi//

There are no rivers by these names in Afghanistan. On the other hand,
these two rivers are located in Haryana and Rajasthan in India.

Finally, there is the oft-quoted hymn, RV 7.95.2:

ekåchetat Sarasvat∂ nad∂nåm ‹uchir yati giribhya å samudråt/

which clearly states that the Sarasvat∂ flowed all the way from the
mountains to the ocean. While there do exist mountains in Afghanistan,
there is no ocean. Then, how does one make the Helmand (the supposed-
to-be Sarasvat∂) fall into the ocean and conform to the geographical
description in the °Rigveda?

The above quotations from the °Rigveda itself make it abundantly
clear that the Helmand of Afghanistan can have no claim whatsoever to
be equated with the °Rigvedic Sarasvat∂!

Anyway, letting Professor Sharma and others of the same ilk stick to
their guns, if they choose do so even after the above discussion, we may
now turn our attention to a more positive note, viz. if the Helmand of
Afghanistan is not the °Rigvedic Sarasvat∂, which river in India does foot
the bill? In doing so, we shall apply all the three tests referred to above,
namely: (i) the location of the said river between the Yamunå and Sutlej; (ii)
the existence of the Dæi¶advat∂ and Åpayå as its tributaries; and (iii) the
given river having flowed into the ocean.

There does flow a river called the Sarasvat∂ between the Yamunå and
Sutlej and thus passes the first of these tests. Today it starts at the foot of the
Siwalik hills and flows via Panjab into Haryana where it passes by the towns
of Pipli, Kurukshetra and Pehowa, after which it merges into the Ghaggar
and is known downstream by the latter name. It then dries up near Sirsa.
Thereafter the dry bed, which varies in width from 2 to even 8 kilometres at
places (Yash Pal et al. 1984), is traceable all the way, cutting across the Indian
border into Cholistan (Pakistan) where it is called the Hakra. On its having
flowed through Sindh down to the sea, we quote from a recent study by
Louis Flam (1999):

From Fort Derawar to the south, the Hakra can be aligned with the Raini
and Wahinda remnants, which subsequently connect with and blend
into the Nara channel. ..... In addition to the Sindhu Nadi [Indus], the
Nara Nadi has been recognized as an exclusive perennial river which
flowed in the north-eastern, east-central and south-eastern portions
of the lower Indus basin during the fourth and third millennia BC. .....
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Available evidence suggests that during the fourth and third millennia
the delta of the combined Sindhu Nadi and Nara Nadi was located
near the Rann of Kachchh on the eastern side of the Lower Indus Basin
to somewhere between Hyderabad and Thatta in Sindh.

This fulfills the third condition.
As to the second one, the Dæi¶advat∂, also now as dry as the Sarasvat∂

itself, has been identified with the modern Chautang. Passing by the towns
of Bhadra, Nohar, etc., it joins the Sarasvat∂-Ghaggar combine near
Suratgarh. We append three maps (Figs. 1, 2 and 3) which show respectively:
the origin of the Sarasvat∂ from the Himalayan glaciers; its location between
the Yamunå and Sutlej on the plains (along with its tributary, the Dæi¶advat∂);
and its ultimate flow all the way down to the ocean.

The foregoing data, therefore, leave no doubt that the Sarasvat∂-
Ghaggar combine, which is now dry beyond Sirsa but flowed in ancient
times all the way down to the sea, is none other than the °Rigvedic Sarasvat∂.
(Cf. Lal 2002: 1-24.)

Fig. 1. Drainage Pattern of the Vedic Sarasvat∂ in the Himalayas.
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Fig. 3. Lower Sindh and Kachchha in the
3rd Millennium BCE.

While Professor Sharma can
take delight in aiming his arrows
at those whom he dubs as
ëfundamentalistsí (quoted above),
would he like to use the same
adjective for persons like C.F.
Oldham (1893) and A. Stein (1942)
who too have no hesitation in
identifying the Ghaggar-Hakra
combine with the °Rigvedic
Sarasvat∂ ? In fact, Steinís 1942-
paper even bears the caption, ëA
Survey of Ancient Sites along the
ìLostî Saraswati Riverí.

In the basin of this °Rigvedic
Sarasvat∂, westwards up to the
Indus and even down to Gujarat,
there flourished in the third
millennium BCE a mighty
civilization which in many ways
overshadowed some of the other

contemporary civilizations of the ancient world. Having been excavated
first at Harappa, this civilization came to be known as the Harappan
Civilization. With the excavations at Mohenjo-daro on the Indus, it was
given a name after that river. During the past five decades, hundreds of
sites have been discovered in the Sarasvat∂ basin in India and Pakistan and
thus a new name has come into vogue, namely the Indus-Sarasvat∂
Civilization. Indeed, call it by any name, the rose will always smell sweet!

Excavated on the Indian side, one may refer to a few important sites:
viz. Kalibangan, Banawali, Rakhigarhi, Dhalewan, Rupnagar, Kunal and
Bhirrana (Fig. 2). Each one of these has added something new to our
knowledge since the days when Harappa and Mohenjo-daro were
excavated. But here we shall refer only briefly to some of these discoveries.

Kalibangan, located on the left bank of the Ghaggar in Hanumangarh
District of Rajasthan, has shown for the first time that not only was the
smaller part of the settlement, called the ëCitadelí, fortified but the larger
one, known as the ëLower Towní, as well (Fig. 4). Subsequent excavations
at many of the other sites on the Sarasvat∂, mentioned above, as also those
in Gujarat in India and even at Harappa itself in Pakistan, have shown that
the putting up of fortifications around both the units of the settlement was
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indeed a normal feature with the Harappans. Further, the streets at
Kalibangan show that in width these bore an inter se ratio of 1:2:3:4, the
actual measurements being 1.8, 3.6, 5.4 and 7.2 metres. What a meticulous
layout!

These sites have also negated the one-time theory that the Harappan
Civilization was ëmonotonousí. Indeed, each site has shown its own features
in respect of the integration of the two units, namely the ëCitadelí and the
ëLower Towní. Though not located in the Sarasvat∂ valley, we may draw
attention to Dholavira in Gujarat (Bisht 1991), which consisted of three units,
viz. the Citadel, the Middle Town and the Lower Town. Such divisions of
the settlement do call for a re-assessment of the socio-political set-up of the
Harappan Civilization.

Kalibangan has brought to light a sizeable settlement which preceded
the Mature Harappan stage. But even this settlement was fortified. Further,
two no less remarkable observations were made about this Early Harappan
township. First, it was the discovery of an agricultural field (Fig. 17), laid

Fig. 4. Kalibangan: Harappan settlement, Period II (Mature Harappan).
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out on a criss-cross pattern, with the
widely-distanced furrows running
north-south and the narrower ones east-
west ñ a pattern which is in vogue even
today in Rajasthan and Haryana. These
days the farmers grow mustard in the
widely-distanced furrows and grams in
the other; and one can well imagine a
similar pattern of crops having
existed during the Harappan times.
Incidentally, the Kalibangan agricultural
field is the earliest of its kind ever
brought to light through an excavation.

The Early Harappan settlement at
Kalibangan, which began some time at
the beginning of the 3rd millennium BCE,
was brought to an end by an earthquake,
as evidenced by faulted strata and
ruptured walls (Fig. 5). Datable to
around 2700 BCE, this is the earliest
earthquake ever to have been
identified in an excavation.

Kalibangan does not stand alone in yielding the remains of the Early
Harappan settlement. Most of the other sites mentioned in an earlier
paragraph have also done the same. Indeed, Rakhigarhi (Nath 1998-99) has
thrown up nearly 4.5 metres of Early Harappan deposits, which cry for a
horizontal excavation in order to throw further light on this stage. Kunal
(Khatri and Acharya 1995) is yet another site which is noteworthy in this
respect. It has given evidence that at the beginning the people lived in pit-
houses and thereafter constructed over-ground houses made of mud bricks.
Their pottery, having a red surface, was painted in black outline with white
in-filling. The designs included the pipal-leaf and peacock (Fig. 6) which at
once remind us of their Mature Harappan counterparts. Even in the Early
Harappan Stage, the people used seals though these were not inscribed as
were the (later) Mature Harappan ones. Further, what is most remarkable
is the discovery of silver ornaments from within a pot in a large-sized house.
These included ëtwo tiaras, one small and one large, each with a fully opened
flower having petals topped with a decorationí. The excavator has a
reasonable case in thinking that these may have belonged to the chieftain
of the settlement ñ throwing light on the then political set-up. As the

Fig. 5. Kalibangan: Faulted strata and
walls of the Early Harappan Period,

resulting from an earthquake.
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Carbon-14 dates suggest, the settlement at Kunal may well have begun in
the last quarter of the 4th millennium BCE.

We now turn our attention to Bhirrana which has yielded sizeable
remains of a stage which is clearly earlier than that of earliest Kunal. It is
characterized by a pottery known in archaeological terminology as the Hakra
Ware, first identified at sites in the Hakra (Sarasvat∂) valley in Cholistan.
The Birbal Sahni Institute of Palaeobotany, Lucknow has provided the
following C-14 dates for the early (not the earliest) levels of the site (Rao et
al. 2005).

Sample No. BS 2314. Calibrated age: 1 Sigma 4770 (4536, 4506, 4504
BC) 4353 BCE

Sample No. BS 2318. Calibrated age: 1 Sigma 5336 (5041) 4721 BCE

Sample No. BS 2333. Calibrated age: 1 Sigma 6647 (6439) 6221 BCE

Even if we temporarily ignore Sample No. BS 2333, the other two samples
clearly show that the ancestry of the Harappa Culture in the Sarasvat∂
Valley goes back to the beginning of the fifth millennium BCE. For all one
knows, further field-work in the Sarasvat∂ basin ñ which is a crying need of
the hour ñ may reveal a stage earlier than that of the Hakra Ware !

Fig. 6. Kunal: Pottery, painted with two colours: black outline and white
in-filling. Early Harappan.
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With its roots going as deep as the fifth millennium BCE (if not earlier),
it is evident that the Indus-Sarasvat∂ Civilization was the product of the
local people. In other words, it was indigenous to this country and thus its
authors too, to borrow an expression, were the ësons of the soilí. But who
were these authors?

In looking for the authors, the °Rigvedic Sarasvat∂, once again, plays a
vital role. And here is how it does. To recall, on the bank of this now-dry
Sarasvat∂ river is situated Kalibangan, a noteworthy site of the Indus-
Sarasvat∂ Civilization. When in 1960s the excavations over here were in
progress, we were naturally keen to ascertain the reasons for the drying up
of this river, since it was obvious that the massive settlement at Kalibangan
could not have flourished without the adjacent river having been alive and
active. With this end in view, a project, combining the efforts of the
Archaeological Survey of India, Geological Survey of India and an Italian
firm named Raikes and Partners (headed by R.L. Raikes), was set in motion.
Bore-holes were dug in the river-bed, which brought to light a greyish sand
at a depth of about 11 m below the present flood-plain; and it was ëvery
similar in mineral content to that found in the bed of the present-day
Yamunaí. This clearly indicates that the source of the Ghaggar-Sarasvat∂
lay high up in the Himalayas from where the Yamunå also originated, thus
making the sand identical in the two cases. However, no less important
was the revelation that, as explained by Raikes in his 1968-paper,
ëKalibangan: Death from Natural Causesí, the Harappan settlement at
Kalibangan came to a sudden end because of the drying up of the
Sarasvat∂.

How did the Sarasvat∂ dry up? Geologists (Puri and Verma 1998) have
shown that as the result of a major seismic activity in the Himalayan region
there rose up the Bata-Markanda Divide which is as much as 30 metres in
height (Fig. 7). It blocked the westward flow of the Sarasvat∂ and forced the
water back. Since not far off there was the Yamunå Tear opening, the water
found its exit into the Yamunå system. Thus, the Sarasvat∂ was left high
and dry, with the consequential abandonment of its valley by the Mature
Harappans. They moved north-eastwards into the region between the upper
reaches of the Yamunå and Ga∆gå, as evidenced by the occurrence of hardly
a few Mature Harappan but many Late Harappan sites in that region.

It is also interesting to note that the drying up of the Sarasvat∂ finds a
mention in the later Vedic literature as well. Thus, says the Pa¤chavi≈‹a
Bråhmaƒa (XXV.10.16): ëAt a distance of a journey of forty days on horseback
from the spot where the Sarasvat∂ is lost (in the sands of the desert), (is
situated) Plak¶a Pråsravaƒaí. (Calandís translation 1931, reprint 1982, p. 636).
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The next question is: Is it possible to date the drying up of the Sarasvat∂?
As just mentioned, the Mature Harappan occupation at Kalibangan had to
be given up suddenly because of the stoppage of water-supply consequent
on the drying up of the adjacent river. The radiocarbon dates show that
this abandonment of Kalibangan took place around 2000 BCE (Lal 1997:
245-46). It follows, therefore, that this was approximately the time when
the Sarasvat∂ dried up.

We now pass on to the most significant outcome of the foregoing data.
Since during the °Rigvedic times the Sarasvat∂ was a mighty flowing river
but it dried up around 2000 BCE, the °Rigveda has got to be earlier than
2000 BCE. How much earlier ñ by 500 years, 1000 years or even more ñ it is
anybodyís guess.

What are the ramifications of such a dating of the °Rigveda in terms of
history? To recall, according to the famous Nad∂-stuti Sµukta of the °Rigveda
(RV 10.75.5-6, quoted earlier), the area occupied by the °Rigvedic Aryans
extended from the upper reaches of the Ga∆gå-Yamunå on the east to the
Indus and its western tributaries on the west. Now, if a simple question is
posed, viz. which archaeological culture flourished in this very area during
the pendency of the °Rigvedic times, i.e. prior to 2000 BCE, the inescapable

Fig. 7. Appearance of the Bata-Markanda Divide.
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Fig. 8. Map showing a correlation between the §Rigvedic area and the spread of
the Harappan Civilization, before 2000 BCE.

answer will have to be: The Indus-Sarasvat∂ Civilization ñ none else. In
other words, the Indus-Sarasvat∂ Civilization and the Vedas are just two
faces of the same coin (see Map, Fig. 8).

As discussed earlier, the C-14 dates from Bhirrana show that the Indus-
Sarasvat∂ Civilization was indigenous. It thus becomes a natural corollary,
arising from what has just been stated in the preceding paragraph, that
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Fig. 9. The Asthanas: Mark the sindµura (vermilion) in the må∆ga
(central partition-line of the hair on the head) of the lady ñ

a sign of her marital status.

the authors of the Vedas were indigenous and
not ëinvadersí or ëimmigrantí as held by some
scholars.

And now to the final question: Did this
Indus-Sarasvat∂ Civilization die out or has it left
any impress on the Indian civilization? Writing
in 1947, Mortimer Wheeler asserted as follows:

What destroyed this firmly-settled civilization?
Climatic, economic, political deterioration may
have weakened it, but its ultimate extinction
is more likely to have been completed by
deliberate and large-scale destruction. It may
be no mere chance that at a late period of
Mohenjo-daro men, women and children
appear to have been massacred there. On
circumstantial evidence Indra stands accused.
(Emphasis added.)

A detailed analysis of Wheelerís statement
has been made by many scholars (e.g. Dales
1964; Lal 2002: 69-70; Renfrew 1988: 188 &190)

Fig. 10. Nausharo: Terracotta
female figure, painted. The
yellow colour on ornaments
suggests that these were
made of gold; the hair is
black, while the red on the
line of partition of the hair
indicates the use of vermilion.

Period IB, 2800-2600 BCE.
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and it is not proposed to cover the ground all over again. In summary,
there is no case for an ëAryan Invasioní nor for the ëextinctioní of the Indus-
Sarasvat∂ Civilization. Further, as fully explained in my Inaugural Address
delivered at the 19th International Conference on South Asian Archaeology,
held at University of Bologna, Ravenna, Italy, July 2-6, 2007, there is also no
case for an ëAryan Immigrationí (supposedly from the Bactria-Margiana
region). (Cf. Lal 2007.)

There is no doubt that the Indus-Sarasvat∂ Civilization did not continue
ad infinitum in its ëMatureí form; and this is most normal to happen to any
civilization. With over-exploitation of agricultural land, change of climate,
the drying up of the Sarasvat∂ river, sharp fall in internal as well as external
trade and allied reasons, all the trappings of urbanism, such as meticulous
town-planning, weights and measures, seals and sealings, the system of
writing, etc. began to disappear from the scene. The cities made way for
villages which, as I have stated elsewhere, must have whispered to one
another: ëCities may come and cities may go, but we go on for everí. But in
this urban-to-rural reversal, the down-to-earth way of life still continued
unhindered. I have given a detailed exposition of this remarkable
phenomenon in my 2002-book, The Sarasvat∂ Flows on: The Continuity of Indian
Culture and it is not proposed here to take much of the precious time of the
audience, dilating on the subject. However, to put it succinctly, there is no
walk of life in which the cultural continuity is not reflected, whether it be
make-up by ladies, agricultural activities, food-habits, games, bed-side
stories narrated by the grandmother to the children, religious worship and
so on. To save time, I shall straightaway pass on to just a few photographs/
drawings to illustrate my point.

Thus, while Fig. 9 shows a modern lady (Shrimati Kiran Asthana along
with her husband Air Marshal T.P. Asthana), with sindµura (vermilion) in
her må∆ga (central partition-line of the hair on the head) ñ a sign of her
marital status, Fig. 10 show a terracotta figurine from Nausharo, datable to
2800-2600 BCE, with the same feature. In this case, while the vermilion is
shown in red colour, the hair is done in black and the ornaments in yellow,
suggesting that these were made of gold. Fig. 11 shows the famous bronze
damsel from a Mature Harappan level of Mohenjo-daro. On her left arm
she wears a series of bangles ñ a feature still to be seen amongst women of
Rajasthan, Haryana and elsewhere (Fig. 12). Likewise, the gold cone
discovered at Mohenjo-daro (Fig. 13), called chauk in Hindi, is still used by
ladies in Haryana and Rajasthan (Fig. 14). Even cosmetic gadgetry is no
exception. Thus, while in Fig. 15 may be seen a three-in-one gadget of copper
from Harappa, the next figure (Fig. 16) shows a modern example of the
same. Of the three objects, the pointed one is used for cleaning the spaces
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Fig. 12. A Woman wearing spiralled
bangles.

Fig. 11. Mohenjo-daro: the famous
bronze figure of a ëdancing girlí,
wearing spiralled bangles on the
upper left arm. Mature Harappan.

between the teeth, the cup-ended tool
is used for taking wax out of the ears,
and the tweezers for picking up tiny
hair that often grow in old age on the
inner side of the eyelids.

The rural people in Rajasthan and
Haryana even today plough their
agricultural fields in the same style as
did their forefathers 5000 years ago. Fig
17 illustrates an Early Harappan field,
discovered at Kalibangan and
ascribable to circa 2800 BCE. It has two
sets of furrows, cutting each other at
right angles. Of these, the ones with a
much greater intermediary distance
(1.9m) run north-south, while the others
with a much lesser distance (30 cm) run
east-west. It is surprising, yet true, that

Fig. 13. Mohenjo-daro: Gold cone.
Mature Harappan.
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Fig. 15. Harappa: A three-in-
one toiletry gadget, copper.

Mature Harappan.

Fig. 16. A modern three-in-
one toiletry gadget, copper.

Fig. 14. A newly married lady, on the right, wearing a conical ornament
on the head (covered by the dupattå). She also wears bangles

all over her right arm.
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Fig. 17. Kalibangan: An agricultural field, showing criss-cross pattern of the
furrows. Early Harappan.

the same pattern is followed even today by the peasants (Fig. 18). Fig. 19
shows the kind of crops sown in these respective furrows: mustard in the
wide-distance ones and gram in the others. It is most likely that the
Harappans also did the same. Continuing with the rural scenario, we find
that the bullock-carts of today are built on the same pattern as were the
Harappan ones. But that is not all. At Harappa were discovered cart-tracks,
beneath the Cemetery H and thus ascribable to the late 3rd millennium BCE.
It is astonishing, yet once again true, that the gauge computed from these
tracks is exactly the same as that in the case of modern Sindhi carts!!

Grandmothers often take the grandchildren to their beds and before
putting them to sleep narrate some fairy tales. The paintings discovered on
the pots at Lothal, the well-known Harappan site in Gujarat, bring out some
of these stories and here we shall draw attention to one. Fig. 20 shows,
from the left a crow, a pitcher, a tree, a deer and again a tree. The story
depicted is a well known one, viz. that of ëThe thirsty Crowí. According to
it, briefly, a thirsty deer came across a pitcher with some water in it. He
tried to drink water from it, but his long antlers did not permit him to put
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Fig. 18. Around present Kalibangan village: The system of ploughing
the field, which also has the criss-cross pattern of the furrows.

Fig. 19. Around present Kalibangan village: A field with mustard plants
in the widely distanced furrows and those of gram in the others.
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his head inside it. Disappointed, he was about to leave. Just then, a thirsty
crow appeared on the scene. Even on finding that the water inside the pitcher
was at a low level, he did not lose courage. He picked up tiny pebbles from
nearby and dropped them into the pitcher. As the level of the water rose,
he drank it to his content. The painting shows the crow just withdrawing
his beak from the pitcher and the bewildered deer looking back at the former.

Religion is again something that gets deeply ingrained in human
psyche and its elements continue
generation after generation. We all
know about the depiction of a figure
on a seal from Mohenjo-daro which
has been identified with ›iva, in the
form of Pa‹upati (Fig. 21). But the
discovery of a terracotta li∆ga-cum-
yoni from a Harappan level at
Kalibangan (Fig. 22) re-confirms the
antiquity of ›aivism. Here we also
produce a photograph from a
modern ›aivite temple, showing the
li∆ga-cum-yoni, over which is placed

Fig. 20. Lothal: A vase, the
painting on which probably

depicts the folk tale, ëThe
Thirsty Crowí.

Fig. 21. Mohenjo-daro: Impression of a seal
depicting a seated figure surrounded by
animals, believed to be ›iva in his aspect

of Pa‹upati (Lord of Animals).
Mature Harappan.

Fig. 22. Kalibangan: Terracotta li∆ga-
cum-yoni. Mature Harappan.
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on a tripod a pot from the pierced bottom
of which water keeps on dripping on the
li∆ga-cum-yoni (Fig. 23). On a terracotta
tablet, found at Harappa, is depicted a
person piercing a buffalo with a harpoon-
ended long rod, evidently as a sacrificial
offering to the ›iva-like deity seated on the
right (Fig. 24). The practice of sacrificing a
buffalo before ›iva is still prevalent in
parts of Himachal Pradesh.

Yogic åsanas which, of late, have
become a craze not only in India but across
the world, go back to the Harappan times.
Fig. 25 shows various poses of the åsanas,
portrayed through Harappan terracottas.
And capping it all, there is the famous
limestone figure of a ëpriestí in dhyåna-
mudrå (meditative pose; Fig. 26).

And finally there is a terracotta from
Harappa (Fig. 27) bidding you and me
namaste in the typical Indian style!

From what has been stated in the
preceding pages, the following facts emerge:

Fig. 23. ›iva li∆ga and yoni in a
modern temple. From the

overhead pitcher water-drops
keep on dripping on the li∆ga.

Fig. 24. Harappa: Terracotta tablet, depicting the ›iva-like seated figure (right) and
a person attempting to kill a buffalo, perhaps as a sacrifice. Mature Harappan.
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Fig. 25. Terracotta figurines in Yogic åsanas: 1-4, from Harappa;
5-6, from Mohenjo-daro. Mature Harappan.

1. The Sarasvat∂ of the °Rigveda is not the Helmand of Afghanistan, but
the present-day Sarasvat∂-Ghaggar combine in India.

2. In its basin there flourished a mighty civilization called variously the
Harappan, Indus or Indus-Sarasvat∂ Civilization.

3. In the Sarasvat∂ basin its roots go back to the 5th millennium BCE

(radiocarbon dates from Bhirrana), if not earlier. This clearly shows
that the Indus-Sarasvat∂ Civilization was indigenous.

4. Hydrological-cum-archaeological-cum-radiocarbon-dating evidence
shows that the Sarasvat∂ dried up around 2000 BCE.

5. Since during the °Rigvedic times the Sarasvat∂ was a mighty flowing
river, the °Rigveda must be dated prior to 2000 BCE. How much earlier
ñ 500 years, 1000 years or more ñ it is anybodyís guess.

6. According to RV 10.75.5-6, the Vedic Aryans occupied the region
between the upper reaches of the Ga∆gå-Yamunå on the east to the
Indus on the west.

7. Which archaeological culture flourished in this very region and
during the °Rigvedic times, i.e. prior to 2000 BCE? The only answer is:
the Indus-Sarasvat∂ Civilization.
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8. Thus, the Indus-Sarasvat∂ Civilization and the Vedas are two faces
of the same coin.

9. Since, as seen from No. 3 (above), the Indus-Sarasvat∂ Civilization
was indigenous, it becomes self-evident that the Vedic Aryans were
indigenous. This lays at rest the view that they were ëinvadersí or
even ëimmigrantsí.

10. As seen from a number of illustrated examples, this civilization did
not die out, but is still living in Indian culture and psyche.

At the end, I must say it was a great pleasure delivering this Address.
I hope you were not bored. Many thanks for lending me a patient hearing.
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INTRODUCTORY

Along the banks of the Sarasvat∂ and the adjoining river basins, collectively
designated as Sapta Sindhava¨ (°Rgveda 8.24.27), lived our enlightened
ancestors who developed a unique world-view blending materialism with
spirituality that helped survive Bhårat∂ya culture against all odds during
its long existence of over seven millennia. But, so far we do not know exactly
on which sites of the area our °Rgvedic ancestors lived. We cannot pin-point
the settlements of the Bhåratas after whom our country is called Bhårata.
This is rather a pity. A Greek proudly tells us: ìLook, this is Mycenae where
lived Agamemnon, the hero of the Trojan War.î But as yet we cannot point
out and say: ìThis is the place where dwelt Sudås, the hero of the Battle of
Ten Kings (Då‹a-råj¤a).î We have no idea about the locations of the famous
Pa¤cha-janå¨, namely, the Pµurus, Anus, Druhyus, Yadus and Turva‹as who
lived in the Sarasvat∂ Valley before moving on to different places in various
directions. We do not know the location where the eminent philosopher
D∂rghatamas sat down to delineate Sæish¢i-Vidyå, the knowledge of cosmos
and its creation. We cannot say where dwelt the great artisans who fashioned
the chariots, weapons, boats and utensils mentioned in the °Rgveda. We have
no definite information about the places where dwelt the great °Rishi families
known as Vi‹våmitras, Vasish¢has, Agastyas, Kaƒvas, A∆girases and the
like who are credited to have intuitively grasped the wisdom contained in
the hymns of the °Rgveda.
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Fortunately, this pitiable state of ignorance is now going to end.
Reappearance of river Sarasvat∂ has provided us a great opportunity and
proper historical perspective. It is now the time to launch a major research
project for identifying the sites associated with prominent °Rgvedic æishis,
kings and artisans, the founders of our culture and civilization. As I have
shown elsewhere (Singh, 2004: 63-65), it is not difficult to identify
archaeologically at least the main settlements of °Rgvedic persons and
peoples. We need only a few more excavations and a little more critical
study of the text to do that. With °Rgveda in one hand and spade in the other,
it is possible to locate at least some of these valuable sites. If Heinrich
Schliemann could discover the ruins of Troy, Mycenae and Tiryns, etc. with
clues provided in the verses of Homer in nineteenth century when
archaeological techniques were primitive, why canít we discover settlements
of °Rgvedic janas on the basis of valuable hints about them provided by the
°Rgveda today when archaeological techniques have become extremely refined?

Needless to say that such an enterprise would be extremely rewarding.
For, when found, these sites may be developed as Sånskæitika T∂rthas (places
of cultural pilgrimage) that will not only help enrich the historical
consciousness so necessary for national solidarity but also prove extremely
fruitful for the development of our tourist industry.

In fact, reappearance of river Sarasvat∂ has ushered in a new era of
research in the field of Indian history, archaeology and culture. The colonial
paradigm of Indian history based on Indo-European linguistics is breathing
its last. So also is the case of the Marxist paradigm of Indian history since
the doctrine of dialectic materialism, that the Marxists preach, is inherently
unsuited for historical interpretations in a country like India where
spiritualism constitutes the core of accepted value system. The new
paradigm emerging in the wake of Sarasvat∂ís discovery ñ call it Sårasvata
paradigm ñ is characterized by a fresh scientific temper in which conclusions
pertaining to the roots of Indian culture, arrived at mainly by literary-
archaeological correlations, are being subjected to verification in the light
of latest knowledge in earth sciences and biological sciences, on the one
hand, and Indian ethos and psyche, on the other.

When a new era of research begins with a changed perspective, no
one knows the limits of the horizon that would be illuminated in due course
slowly and gradually or even suddenly. A few basic points, however, are
already clear. First, the authors of the Vedic culture, the Åryas (not to be
confused with so-called Aryans), were sons of the soil, not aliens. Second,
the Vedic and Harappan cultures represent a single cultural tradition. In
fact, what we call the ëHarappaní or ëIndus-Sarasvatií Civilization is a phase
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(marked by the rise, intensification and collapse of an urban process) within
the much earlier, more extensive and more durable Vedic Civilization that
still continues.

The present paper has two sections: retrospect and prospects. In
prospects, which is the main thrust of the paper, an effort is made to give a
glimpse of the new and fascinating dimensions of research that the
reappearance of this once the mightiest river of South Asia has opened before
the historians. They pertain mainly to a correlation of the enormous mass
of Vedic literary data with equally abundant Harappan archaeological
findings. Special attention in this connection is paid to working out a
methodology and procedure for identifying archaeologically the ancient
settlements associated with eminent Vedic personalities in Sarasvat∂ Valley
and the adjacent areas. In retrospect, which constitutes a sort of backdrop,
historical studies about river Sarasvat∂ and the facts that have already been
made clear by these studies are summarized for making the present
discourse meaningful to a larger audience.

I
RETROSPECT

RIVER SARASVAT∫ AS DEPICTED IN THE °RGVEDA

To start with, let us first very briefly present the description of the river
Sarasvat∂ as found in the °Rgveda. In the °Rgvedic times, it was a mighty river
flowing from the mountains to the sea (giribhya¨ åsamudråt, RV, 7.95.2). The
abundance and tremendous force of its waters had an enchanting impact
on the minds of the poets who repeatedly described it as:

“ ëabounding in watersí (maho-arƒa¨, RV, 1.3.12),
“ ëflowing rapidlyí (pra-sasre, RV, 7.95.1; according to Såyaƒa,

pradhåvati ‹∂ghram gachchhati),
“ ëmoving faultlesslyí (akavår∂, RV, 7.96.3; Såyaƒaís rendering:

akutsitagamanå),
“ ëpossessing unlimited strengthí (yasyå¨ ama¨ ananto, RV, 6.61.8;

in the words of Såyaƒa, yasyå¨ balam aparyanto-aparimita¨),
“ ëthe most impetuous of all other streamsí (apasåm-apastamå, RV.

6.61.13; Såyaƒa renders this epithet as vegavat∂nåm nad∂nåm
madhye vegavattamå),

“ ëroaringí (charati roruvat, RV, 6.61.8; bhæi‹am ‹abdam kurvan vartate,
according to Såyaƒa), and even as

“ ëfierceí (ghorå, RV, 6.61.7; Såyaƒaís interpretation: ‹atrµuƒåm
bhayakåriƒ∂).
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The material and spiritual benefits the river Sarasvat∂ brought to the
people is reflected in several epithets attributed to her as, for example:

“ ërich in grainsí (våjin∂vat∂, RV, 7.96.3; Såyaƒa renders the term as
annavat∂),

“ ëgiver of a lot of wealthí (bhµure¨ råya¨ chetant∂, RV, 7.95.2; bahulasya
dhanåni prayachchhant∂, according to Såyaƒa),

“ ëstrong in wealth and powerí (våjeshu våjini, RV, 6.61.6)
“ ëhaving golden pathí (hiraƒyavartani¨, RV, 6.61.7),
“ ëpromoter of the welfare of the five peoplesí (pa¤chajåtå

vardhayant∂, RV, 6.61.12),
“ ëthe dearest among the dear onesí (priyå priyåsu, RV, 6.61.10),
“ ëmarked out for majesty among the mighty onesí (mahimnå

mahinå, RV, 6.61.13),
“ ëthe purest of all riversí (nad∂nåm ‹uchiryat∂, RV, 7.95.2),
“ ëpurifierí (påvakå, RV, 1.3.10; ‹odhayitr∂, as explained by Såyaƒa),
“ ëauspiciousí (bhdrå, RV, 7.96.3),
“ ëinspirer of those who delight in truthí (sunæitånåm chodayitr∂, RV,

1.3.11),
“ ëthe instructor of the right mindedí (sumat∂nåm chetant∂, RV,

1.3.11), etc.

The °Rgveda provides us also an idea of the kind of people (good as
well as bad in the eyes of the Rishis) settled in the Sarasvat∂ Valley and the
neighbouring regions as, for instance:

“ Pµurus, who, according to the text, dwelt ëin fullness of their
strengthí, on both the grassy banks of Sarasvat∂ (RV, 7.96.2),

“ Bharatas, whose king Vadhrya‹va is said to have begotten
Divodåsa by Sarasvat∂ís grace (RV, 6.61.1), and whose princes
are found performing yaj¤as on the banks of Sarasvat∂,
Dæishadvat∂ and Åpayå (RV, 3.23.4),

“ Pa¤cha-janå¨ (the Five Peoples), that is, Anus, Druhyus, Yadus,
Turva‹as and Pµurus, whose welfare the Sarasvat∂ had increased
(RV, 6.61.12),

“ Nåhushas, descendents of Nahusha, on whom the Sarasvat∂ had
poured her benefits (RV, 7.95.2),

“ Paƒis, the ëchurlish niggard, thinking only of themselvesí whom
the Sarasvat∂ consumed (RV, 6.61.1),

“ Påråvatas, who were destroyed by the Sarasvat∂ (RV, 6.61.2), and
“ Bæisayas, whom the Sarasvat∂ rooted out (RV, 6.61.3).
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Thus, we have a realistic picture in the °Rgveda of a mighty and highly
glorified river named Sarasvat∂ descending from the Hamalayas, flowing
majestically and emptying into the sea, with names of the people living on
its banks and in its valley. The fact that the river was later lost in the sands
of the desert at a place called Vina‹ana (literally ëdisappearanceí) is also
attested to by the literature (Pa¤chvim‹a Bråhmaƒa, 25.10.6; Jaimin∂ya
Upanishad Bråhmaƒa, 4.26, etc.). There is absolutely no ambiguity in
descriptions, no room for any controversy, yet an effort was made to hijack
the river out of India.

EFFORTS TO HIJACK THE SARASVAT∫ AWAY TO
AFGHANISTAN THAT FAILED

In order to force fit the literary descriptions of river Sarasvat∂ in the so-
called Aryan invasion model, certain scholars have gone to the extent of
locating it in Afghanistan. The sixth maƒŒala of the °Rgveda is admittedly the
earliest maƒŒala of the text. Taking advantage of this fact, Alfred Hillebrandt
(a professor of Sanskrit in 1880s at the University of Breslau, Germany,
who later held the position of Vice-Chancellor of that university twice)
distinguished two °Rgvedic Sarasvat∂s, western and eastern. According to
him, the scene of action in the sixth maƒŒala of the °Rgveda is the Arachosia
region in Afghanistan and the Sarasvat∂ depicted in that maƒŒala is river
Arghandab flowing there (Hillebrandt, 1891/1999: 2.209-12). It was, this
western Sarasvat∂, the Arghandab, in his opinion, that had blessed
Vadhrya‹va with a son named Divodåsa. He locates the Paƒis, Påråvatas
and Bæisayas, mentioned in the sixth maƒŒala, in and around Arachosia
identifying them with Parnians of Strabo, Paroyetai of Ptolemy, and
Barsaentes of Arrian, respectively. However, as it was next to impossible
for him to locate the Bharata princes performing yaj¤as on the banks of
Sarasvat∂, Dæishadvat∂ and Åpayå, associated together, he admitted that
the Sarasvat∂ of the seventh and all other maƒŒalas of the °Rgveda, except the
sixth, was the eastern Sarasvat∂ that flowed through Kurukshetra.

Alfred Hillebrandt may be overlooked for he was writing all this over
a century ago when Aryan Invasion Theory was accepted as a Gospel Truth
and when Sarasvat∂ had not been rediscovered. On the same grounds,
similar other speculations like that of Brunnhofer who identified Sarasvat∂
with Oxus or, for that matter, those of Roth and Zimmer who thought that
Sarasvat∂ could be Indus and no other river, may be disregarded. These
speculations were never taken seriously, and Macdonnel and Keith, the
authors of the Vedic Index, had rejected them as early as in 1912. Even before
them, Max Muller, who was no friend of Indian nationalists, maintained
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that though lost in the desert, the modern Sarasut∂ was in the Vedic period
a large river which reached the sea either independently or after joining the
Indus. In view of such a background, it certainly surprises one to find that
scholars like Irfan Habib and R.S. Sharma still argue that Sarasvat∂ of the
earlier portions of the °Rgveda existed in Afghanistan, not in India!

In their paper entitled ëThe Historical Geography of India 1800-800
BCí, presented to the 52nd Session of Indian History Congress held in 1992,
Irfan Habib and Faiz Habib opine that the name Sarasvat∂ in the °Rgveda
stands for three different rivers. They designate them as Sarasvati-1,
Sarasvati-2, and Sarasvati-3. According to the Habibs, Sarasvati-1 is the
Avestan Harakhvaiti or Harahvaiti, ëthe river which gave its name to the
10th land created by Ahur Mazdaí, the region later known to the
Achaemenians as Harakhuvatish and to the Greeks as Arachosia. The
Habibs recognize Sarasvati-2 as the Indus itself and assign all descriptions
of a mighty Sarasvat∂ in the text to this river. Sarasvati-3, according to them,
is the Sarasvati of the 75th hymn of the tenth book of the °Rgveda (the famous
Nad∂ Sµukta) in which ëSarasvati appears among the tributaries of the Sindhuí.
It is Sarasvati-3, they conclude, which is ëthe sacred Sarasvati of the later
Vedic and post-Vedic literatureí and which is shown as Sarasvati-Ghaggar-
Hakra in the Survey of India maps.

Thus, Irfan Habib and Faiz Habib revive more than a century old
discarded theories of Hillebrandt, Roth and Zimmer at a stretch. However,
unlike Hillebrandt, who identified Sarasvat∂ with Arghandab, the Habibs
equate it with the Helmand ëabove its junction with Arghandabí because
the latter has ëmuch smaller volume of waterí to match with Sarasvat∂ when
referred together with big rivers like Sarayu and Sindhu as in °Rgveda, 10.64.9.
However, the equation of Sarasvat∂ with Helmand is simply out of question.
As I have already discussed elsewhere (Singh, 1997-98: 140), Helmand is
Avestan Haetumant, the river that gave its name to the 11th land created
by Ahur Mazda (Vendidad, 1.14). Had the Avestan Haetumant been known
to the °Rgveda, it must have been known as ëSetumantí, not as ëSarasvat∂í.

In fact, the Habibs have done away with this problem just in three
paragraphs, covering less than a page of their paper. They have not even
referred to the objections, not to speak of countering them, that had led to
the rejection of the theories propounded long ago by Hillebrandt, Roth and
Zimmer, which they seek to revive. Such is the casual manner of their
hypothesizing three Sarasvat∂s. Nevertheless, a senior leftist intellectual like
R.S. Sharma takes this placing of the so-called ëearliestí Sarasvat∂ in
Afghanistan as a proven fact. On page 35 of his book Advent of the Aryans in
India, published in 1999, he states: ìThe earliest Sarasvati is considered
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identical with the Helmand in Afghanistan which is called Harakhvaiti in
the Avesta.î Need we remind him that Helmand is called Haetumant, not
Harakhvaiti in the Avesta?

NO MORE SPECULATION: RIVER SARASVAT∫ IS NOW THERE
BEFORE OUR EYES

Thanks to the cumulative efforts of hydrologists, geologists, field
archaeologists and space scientists, the entire course of °Rgvedic Sarasvat∂
marked by dry beds of its old channels from Adi Badri in Haryana to the
Rann of Kachchh in Gujarat has now been clearly charted out (Sharma,
Gupta and Bhadra, 2005-06). The story of the riverís rediscovery goes back
to the year 1844 when Major F. Makenson, while surveying the area from
Delhi to Sindh for a safe route, came across a dry river-bed that was wide
enough, as he said, for construction of an eight-way lane. A quarter of a
century later, in 1869, archaeologist Alex Rogue was baffled to find
Himalayan alluvial deposits in the Gulf of Khambat since the rivers
Sabarmati, Narmada, etc., falling in the gulf could not have accumulated
them as they were not Himalayan in their origin. He, therefore, felt that
these deposits must have been brought there by the river Sarasvat∂ before
its drying up. Another quarter of a century had not elapsed when in 1893
C.F. Oldham of the Geological Survey of India affirmed that the dry river-
bed skirting the Rajasthan desert was definitely that of the Vedic Sarasvat∂.

These early glimpses of Sarasvat∂ had alerted the archaeologists who
started recognizing and reporting the presence of dry beds of the river from
various segments of its possible course in Rajasthan and western India.
Significantly, at several places Late Harappan settlements were found on
the dry bed itself indicating thereby that the river must have dried up much
before the time of those early settlers. Then, a major step forward in
Sarasvat∂ís search was taken in 1970s-1980s when Landsat imageries
provided by NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) and
Indian satellites enabled scientists like Yashpal and Baldev Sahai to chart
palaeo-chanells of Ghaggar-Hakra and its tributaries that fitted perfectly
well with the °Rgvedic descriptions of Sarasvat∂. As critically brought out in
a paper (Yashpal et al. 1984), several points were quite clear by that time.
First, the river had ëa constant width of about 6 to 8 km from Shatrana in
Punjab to Marot in Pakistaní. Second, a tributary (Channel Y1) joined it
southeast of Markanda. Third, another tributary (Channel Y2) that
corresponds with present Chautang (ancient Dæishadvat∂) joined it near
Suratgarh. Fourth, it flowed into the Rann of Kachchh without joining the
Indus. Fifth, Sutlej was its main tributary, which later shifted westward,
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probably due to tectonic activity. Sixth, Yamunå changed its course at least
thrice before joining the Ga∆gå. In 1985, V.S. Wakankar set out with his
team of scientists on his month-long Sarasvat∂ expedition. The expedition
was extremely fruitful. It brought to light several significant facts about
ancient settlements on the river and physically confirmed, on ground, the
realities which the space scientists were pointing to by analyses of Landsat
imageries.

During the last two decades that have passed since then, researches
on Sarasvat∂ have vigorously continued throwing much fresh light on the
river and its history. In a well-researched and thoroughly documented
paper, geologists V.M.K. Puri and B.C. Verma (1998) have shown that Vedic
Sarasvat∂ originated from a group of glaciers in Tons fifth order basin at
Naitwar in Garhwal Himålaya. The river flowed for some distance in the
mountains and receiving nourishment from Algar, Yamunå and Giri
ëfollowed a westerly and southwesterly course along Bata Valley and entered
plains at Adi Badrií. This proves that the °Rgvedic description of the Sarasvat∂
as ëflowing from the mountainsí was a ground reality, not a figment of
poetical imagination. In that very paper, Puri and Verma have discussed at
length the various developments responsible for the riverís desiccation.
According to them, reactivation of Yamunå tear, constriction of Vedic
Sarasvat∂ís catchment area by 94.05%, emergence and migration of river
Dæishadvat∂ towards southeast acquiring the present day Yamunå course
and finally shifting of ›utudr∂ (Sutlej) forced the Vedic Sarasvat∂ ëto change
drastically from the grandeur of a mighty and a very large river to a mere
seasonal streamí (Puri and Verma 1998: 19).

We now know also when the Sarasvat∂ dried up, thanks to the
cumulative efforts of scholars like B.B. Lal, Robert Raikes and others. B.B.
Lalís excavations at Kalibangan, the famous Harappan site situated on the
left bank of Sarasvat∂ in Rajasthan, revealed that its occupants had suddenly
abandoned the settlement ëeven though it was still in a mature stage and
not decayingí. After a thorough study of available evidence, Raikes
concluded that it was abandoned because of scarcity of water in the river
(Raikes, 1968). The radiocarbon dates placed this abandonment in around
2000 BCE (Lal, 1997: 245-46). Thus, it became clear that Sarasvat∂ had almost
completely dried up by that time. This is an extremely significant
information for the chronology of the °Rgveda. Since the °Rgveda was
composed when the Sarasvat∂ was flowing in its full majesty, it cannot be
assigned to a period later than 2000 BCE.

Many more scholars have contributed to Sarasvat∂ studies. The list is
long but we may mention a few names. K.S. Valdiya, Fellow of the
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Jawaharlal Nehru Institute of Advanced Studies and Research, Jakkur,
Bangalore, has come out with his book Sarasvati: The River That Disappeared,
published by the Universities Press in 2002. It is a valuable source of
information on physical presence of Sarasvat∂ on ground. The life history
of this ëmighty, snow-fed river that flowed from the foothills of the Himalyas
to the shores of the Arabian Seaí has been discussed within the framework
of geological parameters and the inferences rigorously evaluated on the
anvil of geodynamics.

Significant are also the contributions of S.M. Rao, a nuclear scientist at
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre. He was examining samples of water
collected from deep wells in Pokharan area of Rajasthan to check whether
any radioactive elements were present therein due to the nuclear tests. To
his great and pleasant surprise, he found that the samples were of Himalayan
glacial water 8000 to 14000 years old. This brought to his mind the Vedic
Sarasvat∂ and he carried on further investigations on this topic. Later on, he
came up with the results of his investigations in a paper entitled ëUse of
isotopes in search of Last Riverí that appeared in the Journal of Radioanalytical
and Nuclear Chemistry, in 2003. In this paper he has shown that ëthe fresh
groundwater in that region was indeed ancient and slowly moving
southwest and probably had headwater connection in the lower ranges of
Himalayas, but not to any glacier.í It was also noticed that ëthe isotope data
(2H, 18O, 3H and 14C) compared well with the data in a similar study on
another branch of the buried channel in the Cholistan part of the Thar Desert
in Pakistaní.

Worthnoting is also an authoritative anthology entitled Vedic Sarasvati:
Evolutionary History of a Lost River in Northwest India edited by B.P.
Radhakrishna and S.S. Merh that contains several important papers of
scholars like Baldev Sahai, A.S. Rajawat and others. However, the most
copious and covering almost all aspects of Sarasvat∂ studies are, to my
knowledge, the contributions of S. Kalyanaraman, Director, Sarasvat∂ Nad∂
›odha Prakalpa, Chennai. Kalyanaraman has devoted his life to Sarasvat∂
studies. In fact, his love and devotion for Sarasvat∂ Civilization is so
compelling that he took voluntary retirement from his lucrative post of a
Senior Executive of the Asian Development Bank, Manila, Philippines, so
that he could single-mindedly work on the civilization as a full-time
researcher. He has contributed a large number of research papers and
published several books including the encyclopaedic Sarasvat∂ in seven
volumes. Besides establishing the reality of Sarasvat∂ís existence, his
researches have opened up a new dimension in unraveling what he rightly
calls the Sarasvat∂ hieroglyphs.
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In view of the enormous literary, archaeological and scientific data
and evidence referred to above, it is clear that there is only one °Rgvedic
Sarasvat∂, not two or three as imagined by some, and that the river survives
as the Ghaggar-Hakra-Sarasvat∂ of the Survey of India maps. Though dried
up on the surface, it is still flowing underneath. Currently the Haryana
State Government is planning to revive it to meet the water requirements
of the state both for drinking as well as irrigation purposes. Perhaps the
day is not far off when Sarasvat∂ would be found flowing again from
Haryana to Gujarat. Only those who have blindfolded themselves under a
spell of bigotry can deny these facts.

FACTS ALREADY MADE CLEAR AS A RESULT OF
VEDIC RIVER SARASVAT∫íS DISCOVERY

As noted earlier, among the facts that have already been made clear as a
sequel to Sarasvat∂ís reappearance, two are the most important ones: First,
the authors of the Vedic culture, the Åryas, are sons of the soil, not aliens.
Second, the Vedic and Harappan cultures represent a single cultural
tradition.

There are no takers of the Aryan Invasion Theory (AIT) today. Even
its erstwhile upholders accept this fact now. The various incarnations and
reincarnations of the AIT, the so-called Aryan Migration Theories (AMTs),
have failed to arouse any confidence since they are contradicted by
archaeological and genetic findings. A new theory called the Out of Bharat
Theory (OBT) is gaining currency among scholars (Elst, 1999: 333-34;
Talageri, 1993 and 2000; Singh, 2003 and 2004) that explains the linguistic
affinities in phonology, vocabulary and grammatical structure, found in
the so-called Indo-European languages, and accounts for those socio-
religious and mythological parities that are observed in the traditions of
the speakers of these languages. Even the very validity of ëlanguage familyí
concept is being challenged now (Kak, 1994).

The other significant fact that the Vedic Harappan cultures represent
a single cultural tradition is demonstrated by the geographical, chronological
and cultural parities found between the °Rgvedic culture and the Early-to-
Mature Harappan culture (Singh, 2003). As the hymns of the °Rgveda must
have been composed at an advanced stage of what we call the °Rgvedic
culture, its initial phases must be correlated to pre-Harappan Hakra Ware
culture (Kunal I, Bhirrana IA, etc.). The uniformity in Mature Harappan
traits, particularly the signs and symbols, over a large area demonstrate a
kind of ëonenessí, an evidence of the emergence of a sort of social identity
fostered by an expanding ideology. The question naturally arises: what else
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this ideology was if not the Vedic? In literature we find the optimistic and
martial °Rgvedic Åryas waging wars against their enemies and moving from
the banks of the Sarasvat∂ towards Indus and beyond. In archaeology we
see the Mature Harappans overrunning different peoples and burning down
settlements at Kot Diji in the Indus Valley and at Nausharo, Gumla and
Rana Ghundai west of the Indus (Lal, 1997: 91). Is this correspondence in
literary and archaeological scenarios insignificant? In fact, the Vedic-
Harappan identity is proved not only by geographical, chronological and
cultural parities between the two but also by the interdependence and
similar developmental pattern of the ideological and urban processes that
they represent (Singh, 2003).

II
PROSPECTS

Now that the Vedic-Harappan identity is beyond any doubt, we have before
us the tremendous and fascinating task of correlating enormous literary
and archaeological data with each other and presenting a wholesome history
of the foundational period of Indian culture.

So far, several scholars have been providing evidence of horse bones
and chariots in Harappan archaeological assemblages, and many others
vehemently denying them. This is no literary-archaeological correlation
worth the name. Tagging Vedic Åryas or even the so-called Aryans (that is,
the Vedic-speakers) with horse is unjustified. There were several Anårya
social groups in antiquity who were using horses and chariots. For instance,
the Hyskos were not Vedic-speakers (nor were they speaking any branch
of the so-called Indo-European language), but they are said to have
conquered Egypt in the sixteenth century BCE with the help of horses and
chariots. Should we consider the non-Åryas like Dåsas, Dasyus and Paƒis
to have been stupid enough not to learn the use of horses and chariots from
their adversaries, the Åryas, with whom they were living in close proximity?

In fact, with the discovery of river Sarasvat∂ literary-archaeological
correlations have acquired a new, unlimited and hitherto unimagined scope.
There are several dimensions of such correlations. One may, for instance,
collect information about stone industry in the Vedic literature to later
investigate the extent to which it matches with stone industry as known
from Harappan archaeological assemblages. Or, one may, as I had done
long ago (Singh, 1969), show the striking resemblance that exists between
Vedic pottery, on the one hand, and Harappan and post-Harappan potteries,
on the other. All such researches would indeed be important, but, to my
mind, the most significant work would be to give meaning to Harappan
signs and symbols in the light of Vedic literature. The other extremely
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important research area is to locate archaeologically the settlements
associated with eminent Vedic personalities and various social groups
known to Vedic literature. This is a big task and may need several decades
to complete it. In this paper, we shall confine ourselves to °Rgveda and Early-
to-Mature Harappan archaeology and try to outline a research strategy to
locate the settlements of the eminent janas and personalities of that time.

THE QUESTION OF METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURE:
HOW TO GO AHEAD WITH THE TASK OF LOCATING

°RGVEDIC SÅNSK§RITIKA T∫RTHAS?

The proper method of carrying on this task should be, I think, to carry on
the investigations into the following three successive steps:

The first step should be to prepare two separate maps showing ethno-
geographic configurations: one based on the information provided in the
°Rgveda and the other based on the Early-to-Mature Harappan archaeological
data.

Studies based on a juxtaposition of these literary and archaeological
maps would constitute the next step of our investigations. This would
provide us valuable hints about locations of significant settlements in the
form of one-to-one correspondence between the two maps.

The final step would be to concentrate on individual settlements and
take help of other relevant data, textual, archaeological, geographical, etc.,
to verify (or falsify) the conclusions arrived at by a comparison of the literary
and archaeological maps of ethno-geographic configurations.

°RGVEDIC ETHNO-GEOGRAPHIC CONFIGURATIONS

The ëFive Peoplesí called Pa¤cha-janå¨ (RV, 1.89.10; 3.37.9, etc.) are the most
frequently mentioned social group in the °Rgveda. They are designated also
as Pa¤cha-jåtå (RV, 6.61.12), Pa¤cha-månushå¨ (RV, 8.9.2), Pa¤cha-chårshaƒya¨
(RV, 5.86.2; 7.15.2; 9.101.9), Pa¤cha-kæish¢aya¨ (RV, 2.2.10; 3.53.16; 4.38.10,
etc.), and Pa¤cha-kshitaya¨ (RV, 1.7.9; 1.176.3; 5.35.2; etc.). Some of these
nomenclatures seem to refer to the developing stages of their social
formation. Thus, while chårshaƒya¨, from root ëcharí (to move), may point
to their predominantly food-gathering condition that requires a lot of
mobility within a homeland, kæish¢aya¨, from root ëkæishí (to cultivate) may
indicate their settled agricultural situation. Similarly, kshitaya¨, from root
ëkshií (to possess, to have power over), may express their still more developed
social status when these people had acquired political sense of lordship
over the territory they occupied (for somewhat similar ideas, see Nandi,
1986-87: 156-57).
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The names of the ethnic units constituting this group of five peoples is
not explicitly stated in the °Rgveda resulting in certain wild speculations by
some ancient and medieval authorities (Cf. Aitareya Bråhmaƒa, 3.31; Yåska,
Nirukta, 3.8; Såyaƒa on RV, 1.7.9; etc.). However, on circumstantial evidence,
modern scholars in general agree that the Anus, Druhyus, Pµurus, Yadus
and Turva‹as are the °Rgvedic ëFive Peoplesí. They are clearly mentioned
together in one verse (RV, 1.108.8) and substituting Yakshu for Yadu, in
another hymn too (RV, 7.18). It is also clear that initially all these five peoples
lived on the banks of the Sarasvat∂ (RV, 6.61.12) though later on in the °Rgvedic
period itself several of them moved to other areas (Singh, 1997-98: 33).

The Bharatas have received the maximum notice in the °Rgveda though
they are not included in the group of the ëFive Peoplesí mentioned above.
Though pitted against the ëFive Peoplesí, they were themselves a branch of
the most important among them, the Pµurus. Their relationship with the
Tæitsus is not very certain. However, the data at hand suggests that Tæitsus
were the royal family of the Bharatas. The Ku‹ikas constituted another family
of the Bharatas to which belonged Vi‹våmitra, the former priest of the
Bharata chief Sudås later replaced by Vasish¢ha. The Bharatas are depicted
as performing sacrifices on the banks of Sarasvat∂, Åpayå and Dæishadvat∂
(RV, 3.23.4) showing that they were living in the region between the rivers
Sarasvat∂ and Yamunå, that is, in the Kurukshetra area.

Besides the above ëFive Peoplesí and the Bharatas, there are at least
thirty other ethnic units referred to in the °Rgveda. We list below their names
alphabetically giving one °Rgvedic reference to each one of them though
some occur in the text more than once:

1. Aja (7.18.19) 2. Alina (7.18.7)
3. Bhalåna (7.18.7) 4. Chedi (8.5.37-39)
5. Gandhåri (1.126.7) 6. Gu∆gu (10.48.8)
7. Ikshvåku (10.60.4) 8. K∂ka¢a (3.53.14)
9. Kæitvan (9.65.23) 10. Krivi (8.20.24)

11. Kuru (8.3.21) 12. Matsya (7.18.6)
13. Maujavant (10.34.1) 14. Nahusha (1.100.18)
15. Naicha‹åkha (7.53.4) 16. Paktha (7.18.7)
17. Påråvata (8.34.18) 18. Par‹u (7.83.1)
19. Pårthava (8.83.1) 20. Ru‹ama (8.3.13)
21. ›igru (7.18.19) 22. ›imyu (7.18.5)
23. ›iva (7.18.7) 24. ›æi¤jaya (4.15.4)
25. U‹∂nara (10.59.10) 26. Vaikarƒa (7.18.11)
27. Vara‹ikha (6.27.4-5) 28. Va‹a (8.8.20)
29. Vishåƒin (7.18.7) 30. Væich∂vant (7.27.7).
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The settlements and movements of some of these ethnic units can be
ascertained on the basis of the °Rgveda and subsequent Vedic literature. Thus,
it is known that the extreme northwest of the °Rgvedic geographical horizon,
which extended at least up to the river Kabul (Kubhå) in Afghanistan, was
occupied by the Gandhåris, Pakthas, Alinas, Bhalånasas and the Vishåƒins.
After their defeat in the ëBattle of Ten Kingsí, the Druhyus had also moved
towards the northwest from the Sarasvat∂ Valley. Their presence in
Gandhåra region is attested to by the later tradition (Macdonell and Keith,
1912/95: 1.385).

The Pµuru leader Trasadasyu had acquired a new territory on the banks
of the river Swat (Suvåstu) and he is described as ruling over there (RV,
8.19.37). This appears to be in addition to his original domain in the Sarasvat∂
Valley for he says that he has possession over two territories (Mama dvitå
råsh¢ram kshatriyasya, RV, 4.42.1). In the Sindh and Punjab region were
located the settlements of the ›ivas, Par‹us and Væich∂vants. The Pµurus and
the Bharatas continued to occupy respectively the western and eastern parts
of the Sarasvat∂ Valley down to the end of the °Rgvedic period. The ›æi¤jayas
too were located somewhere nearby the territory of the Bharatas. They were
closely allied with the latter for Bharata chief Divodåsa and a ›æi¤jaya leader
are celebrated together (Macdonell and Keith, 1912/95: 2.469) and the
Turva‹as are depicted as common enemies of both (RV, 6.27.7; 7.18).

During the °Rgvedic period, the Yadus seem to have migrated from the
Sarasvat∂ region towards south and southwest finally reaching the Gujarat
and Kathiawar area where, according to Epic-Puranic tradition, many of
their lineages flourished. In their journey towards Gujarat, they had to cross
through large water-logged tracts in which Indra is said to have helped
them (RV, 6.20.12). That, they became large cattle-owners and wealthy, is
also attested to by the text (RV, 8.1.31; 6.46).

To the south of the Punjab, in the region of Rajasthan and Malwa,
were located the settlements of the Matsyas and Chedis. In the eastern part
of the °Rgvedic geographical horizon on the banks of Yamunå lived the Ajas,
›igrus and Yakshus who sacrificed heads of horses to Indra when the Bharata
chief Sudås defeated Bheda (RV, 7.18.19). Another social group, called the
Påråvatas, also lived on the Yamunå as later attested to by the Pa¤chavim‹a
Bråhmaƒa (9.4, 11). Their location on the northern border of Gedrosia, earlier
proposed by Hillebrandt, is not accepted by vedicists and as the authors of
the Vedic Index rightly opine, the mention of Sarasvat∂ River in connection
with the Påråvataa in the °Rgveda accords with their position on the Yamunå
(Macdonell and Keith, 1912/95: 1.518-19).
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The easternmost ethnic unit known to the °Rgveda is that of the K∂ka¢as.
They are said to be living in the Magadha area (Talageri, 2000: 119). The
°Rgveda does not provide sufficient information about the location of several
social groups mentioned by it. However, these too may be roughly located
keeping in view the core areas of the composition of the books (maƒŒalas) of
the text in which they occur. As I have shown elsewhere (Singh, 1997-98),
most of the hymns contained in the sixth and seventh books of the °Rgveda
were composed in the Sarasvat∂ Valley and the majority of hymns in the
latter half of the first and fourth books in the lower Indus region, the area
today known as Sindh. This line of investigation may fruitfully be developed
further and where no other clue to locate an ethnic unit is available, the
core area of the book in which it occurs may be taken to represent its most
probable habitat.

THE EARLY-TO-MATURE HARAPPAN AND THE IMMEDIATELY
PRECEDING AND CONTEMPORARY ETHNO-GEOGRAPHIC

CONFIGURATIONS

While the various °Rgvedic communities are known by their names
mentioned in the text and we have no difficulty in distinguishing them, the
social groups in relevant archaeological cultures have to be identified by a
critical study of inter-assemblage variability. This is because none of the
Early-to-Mature Harappan and the immediately preceding and
contemporary cultures relate to a single ethnic unit or community. Formation
of each one of them involves several social groups.

Archaeologists now agree that the Harappan archaeological
assemblages in various areas are not alike and despite certain uniformities
in the urban phase, they have significant regional variations. Gregory L.
Possehl (1982/93: 19-26) has distinguished as many as six Harappan
ëdomainsí. They are: (1) Eastern or Haryana (Kalibangan) Domain, (2)
Northern or Punjab (Harappa) Domain, (3) Central or Bahawalpur
(Ganweriwala) Domain, (4) Southern or Sindh (Mohenjo-daro) Domain,
(5) Western or Gedrosia (Kulli/Harappan) Domain, and (6) Southeastern
or Gujarat (Lothal) Domain. It is also realized that there lived several ethnic
units in each domain. The Eastern or Haryana Domain, for instance, has a
distinct Bara culture on the Sutlej (Sharma, 1982/93: 141-65) and another
equally distinct Siswal culture on the Chautang, the dry bed of the
Dæishadvat∂ (Bhan, 1971-72: 44-46).

Then, it is also a fact that the Harappans, though the most dominant
social group of the Sarasvat∂-Sindhu region, were neither omnipotent nor
the only participants in the cultural formation of the time and area. In fact,
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they were interacting with several non-Harappan peoples in various areas.
Jim G. Shaffer and Diane A. Lichtenstein (1995:137) have already shown
that the Mature Harappans were, or had the potential to be, interacting
with a variety of culturally similar or different peoples in various regions
such as with agricultural and pastoral groups like the Kulli or Damba Sadaat
on their borders in Baluchistan, with Kot Dijians, Mehrgarh VI-VII people
and perhaps Amrian social groups on the Indus plain, with cattle pastoralists
of Bagor in Rajasthan, with agriculturalists engaged in significant
metallurgical activities of the Ganeshwar and Banas groups in the same
region, with hunters and gatherers of Langhnaj in Gujarat, and perhaps
with Vindhya rice horticulturists in the Gangetic plain. Several other social
groups like the Neolithic people of Kashmir and rice cultivators of mid-
Ganga plain may be added to the list of ethno-geographic configurations
given by Shaffer and Lichtenstein with whom the Harappans may have
been associated. The Sarasvat∂-Sindhu (Harappa) civilization emerged and
flourished because of the close symbiotic ties maintained between the
Harappans and many of these social groups living in and around the
different Harappan domains.

With this background we may, now, proceed with the considerations
of ethno-geographic configurations in the following three major areas:

1. IN THE SARASVAT∂ VALLEY

The earliest archaeologically identified culture of the Sarasvat∂ Valley is the
Hakra Ware culture which goes back to the beginning of the fifth millennium
BCE as evidenced by recent Carbon-14 dates of samples from Bhirrana (a
site in Fatehabad district of Haryana) determined by the Radiocarbon
Laboratory of the Birbal Sahni Institute of Palaeobotany, Lucknow (Sample
No. BS 2314, calibrated date 4353 BCE and Sample No. BS 2318, calibrated
date 4721 BCE).

Long ago, in the Pakistani part of the Sarasvat∂ Valley, M. Rafique
Mughal (1982/93: 85-95) had identified 99 sites of this culture in the
Cholistan area comprising the Bahawalnagar and Bahawalpur districts. The
antiquities collected from the surface of the sites, mostly single culture ones,
clearly indicated that the authors of this culture were at a level of social
formation which was more advanced than the Neolithic stage but had still
not fully acquired a Bronze Age status. The excavated sites of the culture in
Indian part of the valley have made the picture still clearer. The Hakra
culture people were using a varied range of pottery mostly made on slow
wheel but occasionally also by hand (Rao et al. 2004-05 and 2005-06). Some
of the pottery features, especially the tradition of coating the exterior with
mud intermixed with small bits of pottery and quartz granules, link the
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culture with Amri IA levels in Sindh dated to the early part of the fourth
millennium BCE showing a westward diffusion of the culture.

Its cultural continuity in the following Sothi/Kot Diji/Kalibangan I
phase is evidenced both in and outside the Sarasvat∂ Valley at sites including
Sarai Khola, Jalilpur and Ghaligai (Shaffer, 1992: 445). Hakra elements have
been noticed at Burzahom in Kashmir too where, as in the Swat Valley,
they seem to have persisted into the mid-second millennium BCE. Probably
there were other social groups in the Sarasvat∂ Valley existing along with
the Hakra Ware people, but at present our knowledge about them is very
imperfect. Possibility of the presence of a non-Hakra group in the earliest
levels at Kunal in Haryana datable to about 3100 BCE has been expressed
(Gupta, 1996: 52-53; Khatri and Acharya, 1994-95: 84-86).

During what is presently called the Early Harappan Period, several
social groups were living in the Sarasvat∂ Valley. They are represented by
archaeological assemblages found at a large number of sites. In the Cholistan
region Mughal (1982/93:91) had recorded 40 sites of this period as against
99 of the earlier Hakra Ware stage. But, compared to Hakra Ware culture
sites, the Early Harappan settlements are much larger in area and have
thicker deposits indicating growth in population as well as increase in
sedentary habits. In the Indian part of the Sarasvat∂ Valley, over two decades
ago 137 sites of this period were recorded by J.P. Joshi, Madhu Bala and
Jassu Ram (1984). The number of known Early Harappan sites have greatly
increased since then.

Several of these sites on the Indian side like Kalibangan, Banawali,
Rakhigarhi, Kunal and Bhirrana have been subjected to excavation to various
extents. The findings show that despite new developments and changes,
these assemblages clearly manifest a cultural continuity demonstrating
membership to a tradition not only by inheriting certain features (like the
continuance of some ceramic styles) from the earlier Hakra Ware phase but
also by introducing significant new elements (such as the peacock and peepal-
leaf designs on pottery, terracotta ëcakesí, the bricks with sides in the ratio
of 4:2:1, etc.) to the succeeding Mature Harappan phase. The homogeneity
of the assemblages is emphasized by several features, especially the use of
black and white colours in painting the potteries (outlines in black and
fillings in white generally). This is considered to be a distinctive feature of
the Early Harappan pottery not only in the Sarasvat∂ Valley but also outside
it (Lal, 2002: 30).

However, it must be noted that despite the obvious homogeneity in
Early Harappan assemblages, there are regional variations. For instance,
certain features characterize only particular sites or have restricted
distribution. Thus, a dull chocolate coloured burnished ware with ëpariní
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marks is found only at Kunal (Khatri and Acharya, 1994-95: 84) and features
like fortification and pit-dwellings are present at some sites while absent
on others. Not much work has been done on the inter-assemblage variability
demonstrated by the sites of the period. Nevertheless, the differences in
assemblages are clear enough indicating the presence of several distinct
ethnic units in different localities of the Sarasvat∂ Valley before the
emergence of urbanization or what is known as the Mature Harappan phase.
In fact, their individuality was not completely lost even during the peak
period of urbanization which must have considerably intensified their
interaction.

Earlier it was believed that the transition from the rural to urban phase
of the Harappan culture occurred somewhat quickly. Gregory L. Possehl
(1990) had suggested a duration of 150 years for the transition and Shaffer
and Lichtenstein (1989) were inclined for a still lesser time of only 100 years
(around 2600-2500 BCE) for it. However, after considering comparatively
more recent data from Dholavira, Kot Diji, Kunal and Harappa, S.P. Gupta
(1996: 68-100) assigned it a duration of ëat least 200 years if not moreí placing
it roughly between 2800 BCE and 2600 BCE. It was, thus, a gradual and not an
abrupt transition.

A noteworthy fact about this transition is that its core area was the
Sarasvat∂ Valley. The earliest set of Mature Harappan dates around 2600
BCE are from Kalibangan, a site on the Sarasvat∂ (Lal, 1997: 246; Table 2).
Then the Harappan sites in the Sarasvat∂ Valley outnumber those in the
Indus Valley by more than six times (Gupta, 1996: 3). These facts speak for
themselves. Though trade, commerce and industry, the basic factors leading
to any urban process, involve areas far separated from each other, the human
initiative invariably comes from certain specific quarters. It can hardly be
doubted that in case of the Harappan urbanization the initiative was
provided by the leading social groups living in the Sarasvat∂ Valley. Shaffer
and Lichtenstein (1989: 123) are of the view that the palaeoethnic group
called the Harappan that dominates the Integration Era (that is, the urban
phase) of the ëIndus-Sarasvati traditioní was created by a fusion of Hakra,
Kot Diji and Bagor ethnic groups in the Sarasvat∂ Valley. One may or may
not agree with the inclusion of Bagor group in this fusion, but the fact
remains that its locale was the Sarasvat∂ Valley. In fact, as I have discussed
in detail elsewhere (Singh, 2003: 26-28), the Vedic ideology that arose in the
Sarasvat∂ Valley, played a significant role in the rise and intensification of
the Harappan urbanization.

In the Sarsvat∂ Valley, the concentration of the Harappan sites is noticed
in three distinct localities. Joshi, Bala and Ram (1984: 513-16) designate them
as ëeconomic pocketsí meaning thereby clusters of closely-knit inter-
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dependent sites developed in the process of achieving subsistence self-
sufficiency. The first cluster of sites is located roughly in the area extending
from Kalibangan (in District Hanumangarh, Rajasthan) in the southwest to
Balu (in District Jind, Haryana) in the northeast and includes the sites of
the Mansa taluk of District Bhatinda in Punjab. Moving downstream along
the Sarasvat∂, the second cluster of sites is found in the Cholistan and the
third further downstream in Kutch. It is worthnoting that though Cholistan
has the heaviest site concentration, it has only one big site Ganweriwala,
which measures 81.5 ha. in area, all others falling in size categories that
range from less than 5 ha. to not more than 20 ha. (Chakrabarti, 1995: 31).
The concentration of sites in Kutch, where Sarasvat∂ joins the Arabian Sea,
is rather surprising in view of the areaís minimal agricultural potentiality.
Evidence at hand shows that animal breeding must have been the main
cause for the concentration of sites in this area.

It may be pointed out that the factors leading to the formation of three
distinct localities of site clusterization in the Sarasvat∂ Valley, the
concentration of the largest sites in Mansa taluk of Bhatinda in Punjab, the
emphasis on animal husbandry in Kutch, etc. are directly linked to changing
ethnogeography of the valley. In absence of a detailed analysis of inter-
assemblage variability based on specific trait distributions, these facts alone
provide us a peep into the palaeoethnicity of the area watered by Sarasvat∂
and its tributaries.

2. IN THE LOWER INDUS VALLEY

In the Early Harappan times, the lower Indus Valley was occupied by several
different social groups like the Amrians, Balakotians and others. The
Amrians derive their name from a site named Amri in western Sindh where
their cultural remains were clearly defined by J.M. Casal in the early nineteen
sixties. The presence of Amrians has been noted also at Ghazi Shah and
several other sites throughout western Sindh and Baluchistan. Agriculture,
pastoralism and fishing were three main patterns of their subsistence
(Fairservis, 1975: 208-16). Their cultural traits leave no room for doubt that
they constituted a distinct social group, but they were not living in isolation.
Their participation in an interaction system is attested to by the presence of
a few Hakran and Kot Dijian types of pottery at Amri, the finding of some
Amri-style pottery at Balakot and similarities in shapes, decorative motifs
and abstract signs in the potteries of Amri, Balakot and Kot Diji assemblages
(Shaffer, 1992: 445). The chronological horizon of the Amri culture is placed
roughly between 3500 and 2600 BCE.

The Balakotians constitute another distinct pre-Harappan community
in the lower Indus Valley. They are known from Balakot, a coastal site in
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District Las Bela, located in Khurkera alluvial plain some 88 km north-west
of Karachi. They had affinities with social groups occupying upland areas
in the north. This is indicated by the presence of specimens of a polychrome
pottery called the Nal Ware (well-known from the type-site Nal in District
Jhalawan) and the Togau-style decorative motifs on pottery (a feature of
Kalat-Anjira area) in the earliest levels of Balakot. Some pottery types from
later levels of Amri too appear in earlier levels at Balakot and increase
subsequently showing a developing interaction between the Balakotians
and Amrians. It is interesting to find that the Balakotians were using mud
bricks for constructing their houses that have side measurements in the
same ratio of 4:2:1 that was soon to become typical to Mature Harappans.
The Balakotians were present on the site throughout the fourth millennium
BCE and for a century or so even in the third.

Moving up the Indus Valley north and northeast from Balakot and
Amri, one reaches two well-known sites, Mohenjo-daro and Kot Diji,
situated at a distance of about 43 km from each other, the former on the
right bank of the Indus and the latter on the left bank of that river though a
little away from it. At both these sites lived pre-Mature Harappan
communities. The data from Mohenjo-daro is scanty (as it has always been
difficult to recover it due to rise in underground-water level) but
unmistakable. The materials recovered in borings show that pre-Mature
Harappans at Mohenjo-daro were using a sort of ëWet Wareí similar to that
found at Jalilpur (Lal, 1997: 62-63).

However, as if to compensate for the scarcity of evidence at Mohenjo-
daro, Kot Diji has presented a very rich data in this connection. The
excavations at the site have brought to light from its earliest levels an
important social group of the pre-Mature Harappan horizon designated
after the name of the site as Kot Dijians. Their pottery, mostly wheel-turned
is quite distinctive (Khan, 1965). The most significant pottery-type is a
globular pot with a thin body, slightly everted rim and fugitive broad band
painted round the neck. On one of such pots, a horned deity is painted in
black and white on a dark brown glassy slip. This may have been an earlier
depiction of the well-known horned deity (or deities) of the Mature
Harappan times. The uppermost Kot Dijian layer is sealed by a thick deposit
of burnt and charred material. The subsequent layers after a break pertain
to Mature Harappans. The chronological horizon of the Kot Dijians spans
roughly from 3000 to 2500 BCE.

The nuclear area of the Kot Dijians, it must be noted, is in the Sarasvat∂
Valley where it is found on at least 177 sites (40 in the Pakistani and 137 in
the Indian part of the valley, Lal, 2002: 48). They were the most expansionist
social group of their time. In the process of colonization, the Kot Dijians
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sometimes founded new settlements becoming their original settlers (as at
Harappa), but more often they overtook previously settled habitations from
others. Outside the Sarasvat∂ Valley, their presence is attested to at several
sites like Harappa and Jalilpur on the Ravi, at Gumla and Rehman Dheri in
Gomal basin and at Sarai Khola in Taxila area (Gandhåra) besides of course
at Kot Diji on the Indus.

3. OUTSIDE THE SARASVAT∂ AND THE LOWER INDUS VALLEYS

Archaeology reveals the presence of several distinct social groups in areas
outside the Sarasvat∂ and the lower Indus valleys that fall in the °Rgvedic
horizon. We have referred to the occupation of Gumla by the Kot Dijians.
But, before the Kot Dijians reached there two separate social groups had
already lived at the site (Dani, 1971-72). The first to settle on the site were a
pottery-less people, using a variety of microliths, who were advancing
towards what the archaeologists call the Aceramic Neolithic stage. The next
to occupy the site were a pottery-using community who had, as indicated
by their pottery-traits, affinities with social groups living in Northern
Baluchistan and in areas further west and north-west.

Similarly, Jalilpur was already inhabited by a distinct social group
characterized by a hand-made, thick and under-fired red pottery coated by
a mixture of clay and pottery-bits before the Kot Dijians joined them at the
site and soon overwhelmed them. So is the case of Rehman Dheri. Here
lived a people who used a fine red pottery with paintings in black and
chocolate. Further north from the Gomal Valley, in the Bannu basin too
there lived several ethnic units whom we meet in the course of Kot Dijian
colonization. The data at hand suggests that besides founding some new
settlements in the area (like Tarakai Qila), the Kot Dijians had overtaken
several others (like Sheri Khan Tarakai) from earlier occupants.

The Kot Dijians extended their colonization up to Gandhåra region
(that is, up to Rawalpindi and Peshawar districts in Pakistan). At Sarai Khola
(a site of the region in the vicinity of Taxila) the earliest settlers were a
Neolithic people. They have produced a distinctive brown coloured pottery
that is wheel-turned and highly burnished. These Neolithic people,
resembling their contemporaries at Burzahom, were present at this site when
the Kot Dijians arrived there and overtook the site from them.

We need to identify the various palaeoethnic units of Baluchistan and
Southern Afghanistan too because the °Rgvedic ëcontact areaí extended to
these regions. Jim G. Shaffer (1992) has identified at least nine and four
different social groups in what he designates the Baluchistan and Helmand
traditions respectively. He calls these social groups ëphasesí but, for
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convenience, we name them simply as ëpeoplesí. The Mehrgarh people
(included in Indus Tradition too) constitute the earliest and the most
important social group in the Baluchistan Tradition. The others are the Kile
Ghul Mohammad people, Kechi Beg people, Damb Sadaat people, Nal
people, Kulli people, Perano people, Bampur people and the Pirak people.
In the Helmand Tradition, he counts the Mundigak people, Bampur people,
Helmand people, Shahr-I-Sokhta people and the Seistan people. Shaffer
has ascertained their chronological spans and contextual position on the
sites they have occupied.

Coming back home, a word on the social groups of the pre-Mature
Harappan horizon in Gujarat. Valuable evidence in this regard is provided
by excavations at Dholavira. R.S. Bisht (1991) has distinguished the lowest
60-70 cm deposit at the site as pre-Mature Harappan. Though somewhat
disputed (Chakrabarti, 1995: 41), other archaeologists give due credence to
this evidence. In this context, B.B. Lal refers also to the presence of ëun-
Harappaní micaceous wares in the lowest deposits in Lothal region reported
by S.R. Rao, the discovery of some pottery at Nagwada in the Rupen estuary
that have affinities with Amri pottery of Sindh, and to the pre-Mature
Harappan radio-carbon dates made available for ëpre-Prabhas Cultureí at
Prabhas Patan (Somnath) as also for early deposits at Rojdi in Central
Saurashtra and Padri in District Bhavnagar (Lal, 1997: 84-85). That, several
pre-Mature Harappan communities were present in different areas of
Gujarat too, is beyond doubt.

LOOKING FOR ONE-TO-ONE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN
THE °RGVEDIC AND EARLY-TO-MATURE HARAPPAN

ETHNO-GEOGRAPHIC CONFIGURATIONS

The literary and archaeological pictures of ethnogeographic configurations
that we have outlined above are indeed sketchy needing much more
elaboration by further research. Nevertheless, juxtaposing the two pictures
and searching one-to-one correspondence between them, it is possible to
answer several questions of the type posed in the beginning of this paper.
For want of space, we shall consider here, as example, only the following
three questions:

1. WHERE LIVED SUDµAS, THE HERO OF THE ëBATTLE OF TEN KINGSí?

Sudås, the victor of Då‹aråj¤a, as is well-known, was an illustrious scion of
the Bharat family. Fortunately, the °Rgveda provides clinching pieces of
information to locate the Bharatas geographically. As already stated, they
are depicted as performing yaj¤as on the banks of Sarasvat∂, Dæishadvat∂
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and Åpayå (RV, 3.23.4), which means that they occupied the region watered
by these rivers. Dæishadvat∂ is identified with Chautang. Originating in the
Siwalik Range, it flowed via Jagadhari, Nilokheri, Jind, Hissar, Nohar and
Suratgarh and joined the Sarasvat∂ near the well-known archaeological site
Kalibangan (Sahai, 1976: 37). Åpayå was located between the Sarasvat∂ and
Dæishadvat∂ and flowed past Thanesar (Pusalker, 1951: 242). It is Åpagå of
the Mahåbhårata (3.83.68) described as a famous river of Kurukshetra, the
area between the rivers Sarasvat∂ and Dæishadvat∂. The geographical location
of the Bharatas given in the °Rgveda, thus, makes it evident that they lived in
what is know in archaeology as the Eastern Harappan domain (Possehl,
1982/83: 20), that is, the Haryana domain of Harappan culture.

Then, there is a clinching evidence to infer that out of all the sites in
this domain, it is Kalibangan that must be taken to be the capital of the
Bharatas. As I have shown elsewhere (Singh, 2004: 63-64), the °Rgveda depicts
the Bharata chiefs as the greatest performers of Vedic sacrifices. In fact, in
the entire text there are only a few persons, perhaps not more than five,
who are credited to have lent their names to Agni Devatå which shows
their outstanding devotion to, and enthusiasm for, sacrificial ritual. It is
worth noting that four of these five special personalities belong to the
Bharata family, the fifth and the only one non-Bharata being Trasadasyu of
the Pµuru line (RV, 8.19.32). Agni is repeatedly called ëBhårataí, meaning ëof
Bharataí or ëbelonging to the progenitor of the Bharatas (RV, 2.7.1 & 5; 4.25.4;
7.8.4). Other chiefs of the Bharata clan whose Agni has been distinguished
are: Vadhrya‹va (RV, 10.694 &101), Divodåsa (RV, 8.103.2) and Devavåta
(RV, 3.23.3).

Now, looking for an indication of this special fervour for yaj¤as in
archaeological assemblages, attention naturally turns to Kalibangan where
excavations have brought to light elaborate arrangements for performing
public as well as household sacrifices (Lal, 1997: 123-24 & 227-28). Many
houses in the Lower Town at Kalibangan have separate rooms reserved for
sacrificial ritual. In the Citadel Area, atop a platform, as many as seven
yaj¤a-kuƒŒas (fire-altars) are found arranged in a row touching a wall
oriented northsouth, so that persons performing yaj¤a could do so only
facing the east. Nearby, there was a well meant in all probability for ritual
bathing. In another area to the northeast of the Lower Town, called KLB-3,
a group of fire-altars have been discovered within a mud-brick enclosure.
Evidence even of animal sacrifice has been found at the site. Although fire-
altars have been found at a few other sites of the period in and outside the
Sarasvat∂ Valley, there is nothing comparable to what has been met with at
Kalibangan. Where else can the Bharatas, the greatest performers of yaj¤as,
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be located if not at Kalibangan? At least, until future investigations bring to
light some other site in the Haryana Harappan domain producing richer
evidence of sacrificial activities, the claim of Kalibangan as the seat of the
Bharatan authority will have to be maintained.

2. WHERE ARE THE ANCIENT SETTLEMENTS ON WHICH RESIDED THE PµURUS?

Coming now to the Pµurus, who also lived in the Sarasvat∂ Valley along
with the Bharatas, we find a significant piece of information in the °Rgveda
to isolate their location from that of the Bharatas. The text (RV, 7.76.2) informs
us that ëin the fullness of their strengthí the Pµurus dwelt on both the banks
of the Sarasvat∂. Thus, unlike the Bharatas who lived on the left (eastern)
bank of the Sarasvat∂ in what was later to be called Kurukshetra, the Pµurus
occupied both the banks of Sarasvat∂. Now, anyone conversant with the
distribution of Early and Mature Harappan sites in the Sarasvat∂ Valley
would immediately recognize the Central (that is, the Bahawalpur)
Harappan domain to be the domain of the Pµurus wherein sites are almost
equally distributed on both the banks of the river (Joshi et al. 1984: Map on
page 517; Possehl, 1982/93: Map on page 21; Lal, 1997: Map on page 33 &
103).

There is yet another consideration that supports this inference. The
Harappan ëdomainsí distinguished by settlement archaeologists are basically
manifestations of power-weilding elite groups. Although several social
groups occupied the Sarasvat∂ Valley, the Bharatas and Pµurus were
undoubtedly the two most dominant groups in the valley (Singh, 1997-98).
Hence, if literary data lead us to assign the Bharatas to the Haryana domain,
it is only reasonable that we relate the other powerful group, the Pµurus,
who were closely connected with the Bharatas, to the Bahawalpur domain.
It is most probable, then, that Gamanwala, the largest Early Harappan site
in this domain, was the capital of the Pµurus.

As noted by M.R. Mughal, a striking feature of the Mature Harappan
period in Cholistan is ëa general shift of sites from northeast to south-west
around and beyond Derawar Fortí (Mughal, 1982/93: 92). This shift of sites
in the Cholistan area may have been partly caused by a thrust of the Bharatas
on the Pµurus who were their adversaries. Under such a circumstance, it is
very likely that in the Mature Harappan times, the Pµurus might have shifted
their centre of authority from Gamanwala to Ganweriwala. At present,
pending thorough excavation work on these Pakistani sites, this seems to
be the most reasonable inference.

The illustrious Pµuru chief Trasadasyu is known to have carved out a
new territory for the Pµurus. At a place in the °Rgveda (8.19.37), we find him
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ruling on the banks of Suvåstu (Swat). As stated earlier, this must have
been in addition to his original domain in the Sarasvat∂ Valley for he says
that he has authority over two territories (RV, 4.42.1). This new Pµuru territory
may also be identified archaeologically. In this context, attention may be
drawn to the site named Sarai Khola situated close to Taxila in Gandhara
area. The culture sequence at the site makes it clear that the earliest
inhabitants at this place were a Neolithic folk using stone celts and flint
blades besides a highly burnished brown pottery. These people witnessed
the arrival of the Early Harappans on the site in Period II marked by a
decrease in the brown burnished pottery and a simultaneous increase in
Early Harappan pottery. The newcomers lived there for a considerable
duration as indicated by the thickness of their cultural deposit at the site
which is about 2.15 m. In the present stage of archaeological research, it is
only this Early Harappan expansion in the Gandhara region that may be
related to Trasadasyuís conquest and rule in that area.

3. WHERE INITIALLY DWELT THE PA±NCHA-JANµA§H BEFORE MOVING ON TO

DIFFERENT LOCATIONS?

The Pµurus, Anus, Druhyus, Yadus and Turva‹as, collectively known as the
Pa¤cha-janå¨, initially lived in the Sarasvat∂ Valley for, as noted earlier,
Sarasvat∂ is said to have increased their welfare (RV, 6.61.12). The common
designation Pa¤cha-janå¨ for these five °Rgvedic families hints at their close
connection with each other. In the Puråƒas, all of them are said to be the
descendants of Yayåti (Pargiter, 1922/97: 88). In view of this strong historical
tradition, it is very likely that initially all these people belonged to one and
the same family which by a process of gradual segmentation became five.

Looking for the location of Pa¤cha-janå¨ in the Sarasvat∂ Valley at this
early stage of their history, that is, before Anus and Druhyus moved on
towards northwest and Yadus and Turva‹as towards southwest (Singh,
1997-98), our attention is drawn towards a concentration of Harappan sites
in Mansa taluk of District Bhatinda in Punjab situated along the Sirhind
rivulet, a tributary of the Sarasvat∂. It is worth noting that five Harappan
sites of the Mansa area exceed 100 hectares in size. The approximate
measurements are: Lakhmirwala 225 ha., Dhalewan 150 ha., Gurni Kalan I
ñ 144 Ha., and Hasanpur II and Baglian Da Theh each 100 Ha (Chakrabarti,
1995: 89). These settlement sizes are indeed enormous for that early period.
It may be noted that even on liberal assessments, Mohenjo-daro and
Harappa are respectively only 200 ha. and 150 ha. in size (Chakrabarti, 1995:
61 & 83) and Dholavira about 100 Ha. (Bisht, 1991). Still more significant is
the fact that these five big sites of Mansa taluk, along with twenty others of
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much lesser dimensions in between them, are located comparatively in a
very small area measuring 1250 sq. km. only. This is an unusual case of
inter-space relationship since normally such large sites are found far
separated from each other. It indicates that at a time five powerful elite
groups were located close to each other in this part of the Sarasvat∂ Valley
making it very likely that they were the settlements of the famous Pa¤cha-
janå¨.

CONCLUSION

Vedic river Sarasvatiís reappearance is an epochal event of immense national
importance from several angles. In the field of Indian historical studies, it
has resulted in a complete paradigm change in which hitherto several long
received views like the Vedic-Harappan dichotomy, the AIT, etc. have been
proved to be totally false. It is now abundantly clear that the Vedic Åryas,
the founders of Indian civilization, were sons of the soil, not invaders or
migrants from outside. It is also beyond doubt that the Harappan culture,
representing the rise, intensification and collapse of an urban process, is
just a phase of the much earlier, more extensive and more durable Vedic
culture that still continues.

With this major paradigm shift, the historianís responsibility has
increased today as never before. He has to write afresh the entire history of
the formative period of Indian culture. He has to redefine the personality
of India that has been badly distorted by Colonial-Missionary and Marxist
historians. He has before him the tremendous task of correlating huge Vedic
literary data with equally abundant Sarasvat∂-Sindhu archaeological
findings. Above all, he has to identify and locate on terra firma the ancient
settlements where lived the enlightened °Rgvedic Rishis and other great
personalities of the time, who wisely fashioned and firmly placed the Amæita-
kala‹am whose foliage and flowers are Indian civilization and culture. Such
blessed settlements, when located, must be developed as Sånskæitika T∂rthas.
This is imperative for enhancing proper historical consciousness so
necessary for national solidarity. On the entry gate of these T∂rthas should
be engraved in bold letters for visitors from all over the world: ìHere you
are going to visit men who are supremely men.î
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I. INTRODUCTION

The theme of the conference is the Vedic River Sarasvati and Hindu
Civilization. One aspect of the study in understanding the role of the great
river is to develop some chronological markers. The Mahåbhårata war was
fought on the banks of this river1  and the pilgrimage of Balaråma at the
time of the war on the banks of the river Sarasvati provide some historical
elements needed. References to astronomical events in the epic Mahåbhårata
have been recognized as observed and not computed. These astronomical
events can be simulated using planetarium software and thus provide a
basis for dating these astronomical events. The dating of the events in the
Mahåbhårata war correlates well with the dating of the archaeological
explorations along the river. The paper presents the results of an ongoing
research over the past few years regarding the date of the Mahåbhårata
war. The progress of the research has been reported in several publications,
including monographs. The present article is based on three stages of
development represented in these publications.2

Correlation can also be made with dating of astronomical events
described in other Vedic texts such as Sa≈hitå and Bråhmaƒa texts.
Astronomy is considered to be the foremost of sciences, and has played an
important role in India since the Vedic times. Astronomy was essential in
determining the proper times for performing the ritual yaj¤a. It is generally
accepted that the §Rgjyoti¶a (RJ) recension of Vedå∆gajyoti¶a (VJ) is the earliest
codified text of astronomy of India. This paper also addresses the state of
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astronomy in India from the earliest times to Vedå∆gajyoti¶a. The accounts
of history of astronomy in ancient India that are currently available3  have
to be modified in view of the developments discussed below.

II. VEDÅÃGAJYOTI®A

It is universally accepted that RJ is the earliest text of astronomy in ancient
India. The knowledge codified in this text is attributed to sage Lagadha,
but the composition of the text which has preserved this knowledge is
attributed to ›uci, a disciple of Lagadga. RJ is more like a pocket reference
rather than a detailed treatise of astronomy and gives all the knowledge of
astronomy essential for the performance of Vedic rituals, codified in a form
akin to the style of sµutras in 36 ‹lokas, easy for memorization, but sometimes
difficult for understanding. It is declared to be the science of time, as its
primary purpose is to determine the proper time for the performance of
Vedic rituals. Some of the important concepts of RJ include tithi, nak¶atra
(defined as a division of the ecliptic), a≈‹å, kalå, a¶¢aka and parvan. Units of
time, and measurement of time, ætu, ayana, and adhimåsa and a five year
period called yuga. Pingree,4 in his eagerness to show that VJ was derived
from Mesopotamian origin, assigned a date of 

~
 400 BCE for it, while Sastry5

and others had assigned a date of 
~

 1200 BCE, based on the reference in RJ
that the winter solstice occurred at Dhani¶¢ha, and on the identification of
Dhani¶¢ha with β-Delphini. The author has argued6  that every astronomical
concept in RJ can be traced to §Rgveda and other Vedic texts. For the concept
of tithi, for example, there are several well known quotations from §Rgveda
which show that the year nominally of 360 days is divided into 12 months
of 30 days each, thus alluding to tithi, the 30th part of a lunar month:

dvåda‹åra≈ na hi tajjaråya varvarti cakra≈ paridyåmætasya/

åputrå agne mithunåso atra sapta‹atåni vim‹ati‹ca tasthu¨//
(RV I.164.11)

The moon is the one who shapes the year: samånå≈ måsa åkæti¨
(RV X. 85.5 )

Aitareya Bråhmaƒa (32.10) defines the tithi and the Taittir∂ya Bråhmaƒa
gives the names of the fifteen tithis of the waxing phase:

etånuvåkau pµurvapak¶asyåhoråtråƒå≈ nåmadheyåni//
(TB 3.10.1.1-3)

 and the names of the fifteen tithis of the waning phase:
etånuvåkå parapak¶asyåhoråtråƒå≈ nåmadheyåni//

(TB 3.10.1.2)
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The concepts of equinoxes and solstices, the scheme of adhimåsa, the
five year yuga system can all be traced to Vedic sources.7 For example,
Aitareya Bråhmaƒa (18.22) shows the knowledge of the equinox and the
period between two solstices:

yathå vai puru¶a eva≈ vi¶uvåmstasya yathå
dak¶iƒoírdha eva≈ pµurvoírdho/

vi¶uvatoyathottiroírdha evamuttaråírdho
vi¶uvatastasmåduttara ityåcak¶ate//

The practice of inserting an intercalary month is adduced to in
Veda måso dhætavato dvåda‹a prajåvata¨/ vedå ya upajåyate//

(RV I. 25.8)

II. B. NAK¶ATRA SYSTEM IS ALREADY KNOWN IN §RGVEDA

Nak¶atras, variously translated as asterisms or lunar mansions with an
enduring list of 27 (sometimes 28) in number, have been the hallmark of
Indian astronomy. They refer to stars, which lie near the path of the sun or
the moon as markers, while in RJ they refer to the divisions of the ecliptic.
Explicit mention of the names of only a few of the 27 nak¶atras is found in
§§Rgveda although the complete list of 27 (or 28) nak¶atras can be found in
other Sa≈hitå and Bråhmaƒa texts. This has led scholars to believe that not all
the nak¶atras were known at the time of §Rgveda and the development of the
full list occurred later. The author has shown that the entire list of nak¶atras8

can be found in §Rgveda, contrary to the scholarly pronouncements that
such an entire list came to be recognized only at the time of Taittir∂ya Sa≈hitå.

II. C. NAMES OF THE MONTHS CAITRA, ETC. ALREADY KNOWN IN §RGVEDA

One of the characteristic features of the Hindu calendar is the naming of
the month on the basis of the nak¶atra near which a full moon may be taken
to have occurred. These are the well known caitra, vai‹åkha, jye¶¢ha etc. The
names of the months in the Vedic texts, however, are madhu, mådhava, ‹ukra,
‹uci, nabhas, nabhasya, i¶a µurjå, sahas, sahasya, tapas and tapasya. Some scholars
have conjectured that the names of the months based on the nak¶atras was
not known during the Sa≈hitå times, but came into vogue much later. In
fact, Dikshit9  surmises that this scheme came into vogue when the vernal
equinox actually took place in caitra. Using the planetarium software, the
author has shown that there is no basis for this argument to establish a
chronology. The scheme of naming the months called the caitrådi system
has also been traced10  to §Rgveda on the basis of the connection between
Yaj¤a and the important role of Agni in it.
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III. TIME AND ITS MEASUREMENT

Astronomy is an observational science. RJ propounds a five year luni-solar
year called the yuga, comprising of ten ayanas, subdivided into ætu, måsa,
ardhamåsa, ahoråtra, kalå, muhµurta, kå¶¢å. These concepts can be traced to Vedic
sources, for instance, in Mahånåråyaƒopani¶at,

kalåmuhµurtå¨ kå¶¢å‹cåhoråtrå‹ca sarva‹a¨/
ardhamåså måså ætavassa≈vatsara‹ca kalpantå≈// (MNU 1.2.3-4)

The method of measuring time with a water clock can be traced to
Atharvaveda,11 and the method of Gnomon can also be traced to Vedic
sources. In short, the entire astronomical knowledge of Vedå∆gajyoti¶a is
traceable to §Rgveda. The related question of kaliyuga, manvantara, kalpa, etc.
will be discussed in a separate paper.

IV. IDENTIFICATION OF THE VEDIC NAK®ATRAS

Although in RJ the nak¶atras refer to divisions of the ecliptic, and the names
of the divisions correspond to bright asterisms also known by the same
names, there must have been a time when only the asterisms and not the
divisions of the ecliptic were used as the markers for the observation of
movements of the sun and the moon. It is essential to identify the Vedic
nak¶atras (the bright stars) with their modern names, for the lists that are
available in the literature are not satisfactory, some of the asterisms being
more than 30’ away from the ecliptic and could not have been used as
markers for the motion of the sun and the moon. The author has used the
simulations using the planetarium software, SkyMap Pro, of nearly 900 new
moons and full moons occurring around 2297 BCE, when kættikås (identified
with Pleiades) were on the equator and around 2220 BCE, when the vernal
equinox occurred at kættikås and has produced12  a table for identification of
the nak¶atras, which is reproduced below. This identification is based on
the view of the sky as the Vedic people themselves would have seen as
simulated by the planetarium software. On the new moon days and full
moon days, there is absolutely no question about the relative positions of
the sun and the moon, and hence of the nak¶atra, which describes the moonís
position. The details of the identification procedure can be obtained from
the reference cited above. The planetarium software produces the view of
the sky by an extrapolation of the positions of the stars in a modern
catalogue. The stars identified as a particular nak¶atra will therefore retain
the identity. This is in contrast to the procedure adopted by Pingree,13 where
the polar coordinates of stars given in a Siddhånta text is first converted to
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equatorial coordinates, then extrapolated to modern epochs to compare with
the coordinates of stars in a modern catalogue and then make the
identification.

The present list is believed to be the correct one as it is based on the
view of the sky the Vedic people themselves would have observed. It agrees
with most of the stars in the list given in the Report of the Calendar Reform
Committee,14 but there are six cases, where there is disagreement. The new
identification is based on stars, which are very close to the ecliptic and hence
better suited as markers for the motion of the sun and the moon. Besides,
the new identification easily explains a controversy15 that had plagued the
nak¶atra system, namely, classification into deva and yama nak¶atras.

V. DATE OF VEDÅÃGAJYOTI®A

The author has recently shown16  that the date for the Lagadha recension of
Vedå∆gajyoti¶a must be revised to about 1800 BCE, rather than the previously
accepted date of 1200 BCE. The date of Vedå∆gajyoti¶a, as discussed by Sastry,17

is based on the calculation of the time when winter solstice occurred at
Dhani¶¢ha. The date of 1200 BCE is based on the identification of Dhani¶¢ha
with β-Delphini according to the old identification scheme derived from
the yogatåras of the Siddhåntas, and may not correspond to what the Vedic
people themselves had observed. Based on the identification scheme

Fig. 1. Winter solstice in 1752 BCE.
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proposed by the author in Table 1, Dhani¶¢ha corresponds to δ-Capricorni.
Fig. 1 shows the star map for Delhi on January 3, 1752 BCE, the day of winter
solstice. It is clearly seen to be the month of mågha in (Fig. 2) as per the
description in RJ verses 5 and 6. It can be noted that β-Delphini is more
than 30’ away from the ecliptic and could not be a marker star, whereas
δ-Capricorni is right close to the ecliptic and would be suitable as a marker
star. Thus, it follows that the date of Lagadha recension of Vedå∆gajyoti¶a is
to be dated around 1800 BCE. That there must have been versions of
Vedå∆gajyoti¶a much older than the Lagadha recension, as for example that
followed at the time of the Mahåbhårata war.

Table 1: Identification of Vedic Nak¶atras+

Nak¶atras No. of Identification of the Principal Star Presiding Deity
stars RCRC Present

kættika 6 η-Tau η-Tau Agni
rohiƒi 1 α-Tau α-Tau Prajåpati
mæga‹ira 3 λ-Ori β-Tau* Soma
årdrå 1 α-Ori γ-Gem* Rudra
punarvasu 2 β-Gem β-Gem Aditi
pu¶ya 1 δ-Cnc δ-Cnc Bæhaspati

Fig. 2. Full Moon after the winter solstice in 1752 BCE.
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å‹le¶a 6 ε-Hya ζ-Hya Sarpa
makhå 6 α-Leo α-Leo Pitæ
pµurvaphålguƒi 2 δ-Leo δ-Leo Aryamå
uttaraphålguƒi 2 β-Leo β-Leo Bhaga
hasta 5 δ-Crv γ-Vir* Savitå
citrå 1 α-Vir α-Vir Indra
svåti 1 α-Boo π-Hya* Våyu
vi‹åkha 2 α-Lib α

2
-Lib Indråƒi

anµurådhå 4 δ-Sco δ-Sco Mitra
jye¶¢hå 1 α-Sco α-Sco Indra
mµula 7 λ-Sco λ-Sco Pitæ
pµurvå¶åŒha 4 δ-Sgr δ-Sgr Åpa¨
uttarå¶åŒha 4 σ-Sgr σ-Sgr Vi‹vedevå¨
‹ravaƒa 3 α-Aql β-Cap* Vi¶ƒu
dhani¶¢ha 5 β-Del δ-Cap* Vasu
‹atabhi¶a 1 λ-Aqr λ-Aqr Indra
pµurvåbhådra 2 α-Peg α-Peg Ajaekapåt
uttaråbhådra 2 γ-Peg γ-Peg Ahirbudhnya
revati 1 ζ-Pis ζ-Pis Pµu¶å
a‹ini 2 β-Ari β-Ari A‹vin bharaƒi
3 δ-Ari δ-Ari Yama

+ List taken from Achar (2002b).
* These identifications differ from the usual list. These stars are brighter and

closer to the ecliptic and are natural choice as markers of the motion of the
sun and the moon.

VI. DATE OF ›ATAPATHA BRÅHMA°NA

It is a well known fact that there are many references to astronomical
phenomena contained in the Bråhmaƒa texts and in fact these references
have been used in the past by scholars such as Tilak18 and Dikshit19  to
determine the dates of the events mentioned in these texts. A prime example
of such investigations is the dating of the ›atapatha Bråhaƒa by Dikshit on
the basis of the following lines referring to kættikås:

etå ha vai pråcyai di‹o na cyavante ... (SB II.1.2.3)

ìand again they do not move away from the eastern quarterî (Tr. Eggeling20 )

am∂ hy uttarå hi saptar¶aya¨ udyanti purå etå¨ .... (SB II.1.2.4)

ìthese latter, the seven æ¶is rise in the north and they (the kættikås) in
the eastî (Tr. Eggeling)
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These lines occur in the second Bråhmaƒa of the first ëadhyåyaí of the
second ëkånŒaí of SB, in connection with choosing a suitable time for
agnyådhåna, the establishment of the ritual fires for the first time by a
householder. It is suggested that the new householder should establish the
traditional gårhapatya and the åhava∂ya fires on the day of kættika nak¶atra,
for their presiding deity is Agni. The kættikås never swerve from the east
and they alone consist of many stars. He who performs agnyådhåna on the
day of kættikå is blessed with ëabundanceí and a ësteadfast familyí. But, the
second line quoted above argues against this proposition; for, Saptar¶is, who
were married to kættikås are constantly separated from the latter as they rise
only in the east, while the Saptar¶is stay in the north, implying a similar fate
befalling the new householder. However, counter arguments are presented
and finally, it is argued that kættikås are the most auspicious, but some other
nak¶atras are also suggested as equally auspicious for the purpose of
agnyådhåna.

The astronomical importance of these lines was recognized by Dikshit,
who interpreted ìthey do not move away from the eastern quarterî to mean
that the ëkættikås rise exactly at the east pointí and used this fact to determine
the date of SB as 

~

 3000 BCE. With the advent of the so-called planetarium
software, Achar21  reinvestigated this particular issue by simulations of the
view of the sky and confirmed that Dikshit was essentially correct in his
dating of SB.

VII. DATE OF THE MAHÅBHÅRATA WAR

The importance of the date of the Mahåbhårata war as the sheet-anchor22

for the chronology of Bhårata is too well known to be stated again. According
to tradition, the war between the Kauravas and Pandavas took place at the
transition between dwåpara and kaliyugas,23 around 3000 BCE. However, ever
since Western scholars showed interest some hundred years ago in the epic
and began to discuss its ëhistoricityí, a lively debate (or rather a war of
dates!) has been going on. While some scholars24  declare that the whole
epic is a myth denying any historical truth to the story of the epic, many do
believe25  that the war actually took place, but are divided as to the magnitude
of the event and as to the date when it actually took place. Some scholars
portray the epic as an exaggerated account of a family feud. A plethora of
dates ranging from before 5000 BCE to around 1000 BCE have been proposed26

on the basis of estimates arrived at by using diverse methodologies and
there appears to be no consensus for the date.

Among the diverse methodologies used, one methodology that is of
special interest here is the one based on astronomical references (of which
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there are more than one hundred and fifty in number, and occur scattered
throughout the epic). More than 40% of all the articles27  (totalling more
than 120 in number) dedicated to determining the date of the war, are based
on the astronomical references. Although the astronomical references are
scattered throughout the epic, most of them pertaining to the war occur in
ëUdyogaparvaní and ëBhishmaparvaní of the epic. Practically, all scholars
have characterized the references in ëBhishmaparvaní as astrological
omens28  and inconsistent and not suitable for a ëscientificí analysis. The
earlier works using the astronomical references were tedious and
calculations were done manually and hence chose to use only a couple of
the astronomical events out of the many available in the epic. More recent
studies have used the computer software ëplanetarium softwareí and
consequently have considered a much larger number sample of astronomical
references in the epic. Still, until recently there appeared to be no
convergence of the dates.29 Some scholars have introduced30  ad hoc
hypotheses in attempting to find some degree of coherence among the
apparently ëinconsistentí astronomical references. It is clearly shown that
the astronomical references are quite consistent and that such ad hoc
hypotheses are totally unnecessary. The present article summarizes the
results of a research conducted by the author over the past five years using
planetarium software and the results have been published in several
research publications. The research has shown conclusively that

(i) the astronomical references in the Bhishmaparvan are not merely
ëastrological effusions fit for mother gooseís talesí (as once
characterized by Professor Sengupta), but follow a Vedic tradition
of omens and describe mostly comets and not planets as generally
assumed,

(ii) the few true planetary references in this parvan are identical to
those in Udyogaparvan,

(iii) these common references leads to a unique date for the war ñ
3067 BCE.

(iv) all other astronomical references in the epic are consistent with
the date

(v) the date agrees with the date given earlier by Professor Raghavan
and is consistent with the traditional date  3000 BCE.

(vi) using the planetarium software, it can be easily demonstrated
that all other dates proposed by different authors are inconsistent
with the planetary configurations referred to in (ii) above.
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VII A. ASTRONOMICAL REFERENCES IN UDYOGAPARVAN

Kæ¶ƒaís mission for peace is so important that astronomical events in
reference to that mission are recorded.

(i) Kæ¶ƒa leaves for Hastinåpura in the maitr∂ muhµurta in the month
of Kårtika on the day of revat∂ nak¶atra.

(ii) On the way he halts at a place called Vækasthala and reaches
Hastinåpura on the day of bharaƒ∂ nak¶atra.

(iii) The meetings and discussions for peace go on till the day of pu¶ya
nak¶atra, when Duryodhana rejects all offers of peace. War
becomes imminent.

(iv) Kæ¶ƒa leaves Hastinåpura on the day of Uttara phålgun∂. Karƒa
accompanies him in his chariot and has a long conversation with
him.

(v) During the conversation Karƒa describes some omens he has seen
that indicate a great harm to the Kuru family which include the
following: ‹ani is afflicting rohiƒ∂, a∆gåraka has performed a
retrograde motion before reaching Jye¶¢hå and is prograde again
having past anµurådhå, the moon had lost all its luster on the full
moon of kårtika and a solar eclipse would appear to take place
next new moon day.

(vi) At the end of the conversation, Kæ¶ƒa sends a message to Bh∂¶ma
and Droƒa through Karƒa that seven days from that day there is
going to be an amåvåsya at jye¶tha and that war rituals be started
on that day.

Except for Professor Sengupta, these astronomical references are
generally agreed to be genuine and pertinent by most scholars. Professor
Sengupta does not have ëfaith in the astrological omensí described by Karƒa
in (v) above. However, he does believe that the reference to ëjye¶¢ha
amåvåsyaí is extremely important, but considers the reference to two eclipses
occurring within thirteen days eclipses as interpolation.

VII B. ASTRONOMICAL REFERENCES IN BH∫®MAPARVAN

Sage Vyåsa meets with Dhætarå¶tra just prior to the war and describes the
omens he has seen. Among these omens described in 76 verses in two
chapters are some 40 astronomical references given in four different
segments. These are some of the most misunderstood astronomical
references. On a superficial reading, and assuming that the astrological
references to graha pertain to planets as most scholars have done, the
references appear to be confusing and contradictory. Since they also occur
in four different segments, scholars have characterized them as unreliable
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and even as interpolations. But, by a careful analysis the author has shown
that Vyåsa is very systematic in his description and follows a very genuine
Vedic tradition of omens. The omens occur in four segments because they
pertain to four different aspects of the impending disaster: (a) an imminent
war, (b) great harm to the Kuru family, (c) destruction of both armies, and
(d) disaster to the entire population. Most of the omens pertain to comets
and not planets. The only true planetary positions are described in segment
(b) as the omens describing harm to the Kuru family; they are identical to
those described by Karƒa earlier in Udyogaparvan. This is easily
demonstrated, for example, by comparing the first segment of astronomical
references in Bh∂¶maparvan: Chapter 2, verses 20-23 with some selected
mantras from Atharvaveda Pari‹i¶¢ha.

Table 2: Comparison with Atharvaveda Pari‹i¶¢ha.

It is clear that these are omens for an imminent war according to a
Vedic tradition.

In the second segment, Vyåsa describes some omens, which forecast a
great destruction, especially to the Kuru family:

References in (MB VI.2. 20-23)

Vyåsa tells Dhætarå¶tra:

ìI observe the sun every day both
at sunrise and sunset and have seen
him as if encircled by long arms.î

ìI see the sun surrounded by halos
on all sides, halos which are tri-
colored, dark in the middle and
white and red towards the edge and
accompanied by lightning.î

ìI have been watching days and
nights, the fierce sun, the moon and
the stars shining incessantly and
have been unable to distinguish
between day and night. Surely this
forebodes utter destruction.î

ìOn the full moon night of kættika,
the moon with a fiery tinge was
hardly visible, devoid of glory and
the horizons were also of the same
hue.î

 ëyuddhalak¶aƒaí in
Atharvaveda Pari‹i¶¢ha

ì(In predicting war) one should
always consider the line of clouds
and halos around the sun and the
moon and observe whether they
appear red in color or not.î(64.5.7)

ìWhich are blue and red towards
the edges and dark in the middle
and accompanied by lightning.î
(61.1.4)

ìWhenever the sun is surrounded at
sunrise and sunset by tri-colored
clouds, it indicates a great calamity
to the earth and royal families.î
(61.1.15)

ìThe color of the moon at the time
of an eclipse indicates a battle if it is
red and disaster to cities and villages
if it smoky or fiery.î (53.5.1-2)
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rohiƒ∂≈ p∂Œayanne¶a stitho råjan ‹anai‹cara¨/
vyåvætta≈ lak¶ma somasya bhavi¶yati mahadbhaya≈//

(MB VI. 2. 32)
ìOh King, Saturn is harassing Aldebaran and the spot on the Moon

has shifted from its position. Something terrible will happen.î

abh∂k¶ƒa≈ kampate bhµumirarka≈ råhustathågrasat/
‹veto grahastathå citrå≈ samatikramya ti¶¢ati//

(MB VI. 3. 11)
ìThe Earth is experiencing tremors intermittently and Rahu (Moonís

node) has seized the Sun. ›vetagraha has transgressed Spica.î

These are identical to the omens described by Karƒa to Kæ¶ƒa in
Udyogaparvan.

Vyåsa describes in the third segment further indicators, in the form of
comets, of the calamity to the entire army (senayora‹iva≈ ghora≈ ...). He
names specifically a number of comets, ‹veta, dhµumaketu, mahågraha, paru¶a,
påvaka, dhµuma, lohitå∆ga, t∂vra, påvakaprabha, ‹yåma, ghora, and dhruvaketu, as
can be seen from the original Sanskrit verses. All these names can be found
in the list of comets given by Varåhamihira.31

The word graha (from the root grah=to grasp or to seize) refers to any
heavenly object, which can move and hence can ëgraspí or ëseizeí a star.
Thus, it can refer to a planet or to a comet. It is true that nowadays in Indian
astronomy, the word graha denotes only a planet. But, Vyåsa leaves no doubt
to the fact that in Bh∂¶maparvan, the word graha refers to a comet:

ìgrahau tåmråruƒa‹ikhau prajvalitåvubhauî (MB VI. 3. 24)
ëthe two grahås blazing with coppery red hairí.

The heavenly object graha blazing with red hair in the context here can
only refer to a comet. It may be noted that the word comet itself derives
from the Greek word for hair.

Vyåsa refers to son of Sun, sµuryaputra, explicitly, but he also refers to
the comets by the name of the parent planets, i.e., Jupiter to indicate the
comet son of Jupiter. While this is quite according to the Sanskrit grammar,
it is this notation that has caused so much confusion and most scholars
have interpreted them literally as referring to planets alone (instead of the
comets which must have been meant). This has resulted in inferring
conflicting planetary positions, when in actuality no planetary position is
indicated.

In the final segment, Vyåsa describes the omens, which indicate the
destruction of the entire population:
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caturda‹∂≈ pa¤cada‹∂≈ bhµutapurvå≈ ca ¶oŒa‹∂≈/
imå≈tu nåbhijånåmi amåvåsyå≈ trayoda‹∂≈// (MB VI. 3. 28)

candrasµuryåvubhau graståvekamåse trayoda‹∂≈/
aparvaƒi grahåvetau prajå¨ sa≈k¶apayi¶yata¨// (MB VI. 3. 29)

ìI know new Moon coinciding with fourteenth, fifteenth and also on
the sixteenth day, but I have never known it coinciding with the thirteenth
day. In one and the same month, both the Sun and the Moon are eclipsed
on the thirteenth. These ill-timed eclipses indicate destruction of the people.î

This segment contains the famous reference to sequence of two eclipses
within an interval of thirteen days and in fact, almost identical to the omens
described in Atharvaveda Pari‹i¶¢ha:

yadi tu råhurubhau ‹a‹ibhåskarau
grasati pak¶amanantaramantata¨/
puru¶a‹oƒitakardamavåhin∂
bhavati bhµur naca var¶ati mådhava¨// (AP 53.3.5)

THE IMPORTANT PLANETARY CONFIGURATIONS

The important references to planets consist of those that are common to
both Udyoga and Bh∂¶maparvans and include the following:

(i) conjunction of ‹ani with rohiƒ∂
(ii) retrograde motion of a∆gåraka just before reaching jye¶¢hå
(iii) a lunar eclipse on the kårtika pµurƒima, followed by
(iv) a solar eclipse at jye¶¢ha.

These events leads to a unique year for the war. All other references in
the epic are consistent with this date.

VIII. SIMULATIONS USING PLANETARIUM SOFTWARE AND THE
DATE OF THE WAR

A search is made for the years in which there is a conjunction of Saturn
(‹ani) with Aldebaran (rohiƒ∂) between 3500 BCE and 500 CE. As Saturn takes
an average of 29.5 years to go around the sun once, the event also repeats
with the same period. There are 137 such conjunctions during the interval
specified above. A search is then made for those years from among these
137 dates when Mars (a∆gåraka) is retrograde before reaching Antares
(jye¶¢hå). Since the retrograde motion of Mars repeats with the same period
as its synodic period, a spread of two years on either side of each of the
dates was considered in the search. The search reduced the set to just
seventeen: 3271 BCE, 3067 BCE, 2830 BCE, 2625 BCE, 2388 BCE, 2183 BCE, 1946 BCE,
1741 BCE, 1503 BCE, 1299 BCE, 1061 BCE, 857 BCE, 620 BCE, 415 BCE, 28 CE, 233 CE
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Fig. 3. Kæ¶ƒaís mission for peace: departure on September 26, 3067 BCE.

Fig. 4. Full moon of kårtika. Lunar eclipse day, September 29, 3067 BCE.
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Fig. 5. Karƒa rides with Kæ¶ƒa. Uttara phålguni nak¶atra. October 8, 3067 BCE.

Fig. 6. Jye¶¢ha amåvåsya solar eclipse day, October 14, 3067 BCE;
Retroloop of Mars.
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Fig. 7. War begins. November 22, 3067 BCE. It is bharaƒi day.

Fig. 8. Fourteenth day of war. Moon rising at 2:30 a.m. seen just above
the horizon.
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Fig. 9. Last day of the war. Balårama returns on the ‹ravaƒa day.

Fig. 10. Bh∂¶maís expiry. Mågha ‹ukla a¶¢ami rohiƒi nak¶atra.
January 16, 3066 BCE.
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and 470 CE, when Saturn was near Aldebaran and Mars executed a retrograde
motion before reaching Antares. A search is then made for those years in
which there is a lunar eclipse near Pleiades (i.e., on the kårtika pµurƒima).
This reduces the set to just two, 3067 BCE and 2183 BCE. It turns out that in
both of these years the lunar eclipse is followed by a solar eclipse at jye¶¢ha.
A sequence of ëtwo eclipses within a period of 13 daysí also occurs in the
two eclipse seasons. When one considers the fact that Bh∂¶ma passed away
on the Mågha‹uklaa¶¢am∂, after the occurrence of winter solstice, a unique
date results, for the winter solstice in January 13, 3066 BCE occurred on
‹uklapa¤cam∂, whereas the winter solstice in 2182 BCE occurred on kæ¶nacaturthi.

Thus, a unique date of 3067 BCE for the date of the war emerges. The
author has shown that this date is consistent with all the other astronomical
references in the epic in several publications with the help of copious
illustrations of star maps generated by planetarium software. Some of them
will be included as part of this essay by way of illustration.

VIIIA. ILLUSTRATIONS

The star maps in figures 3-10 show that the astronomical events are
reproduced. In (Fig. 3), the day Kæ¶ƒa starts on his diplomatic mission, it is
clearly seen that moon is near Revati, and ›ani is at Rohiƒ∂. Fig. 4 shows the

Fig. 11. Solar eclipse on July 26, 3928 BCE.
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full moon in kårtika, it also happens to be a lunar eclipse day. At this time,
Kæ¶ƒa is busy with the peace talks in Hastinåpura. In (Fig. 5), Kæ¶ƒa rides
with Karƒa after the failure of the peace mission, it is uttaraphålguƒ∂. Seven
days from that day, it will be amåvåsya at jye¶¢ha. Kæ¶ƒa sends the message
to Bh∂¶ma and Droƒa to start the war rituals that day. Fig. 6 shows the star
map for that that day, which is also a solar eclipse day. The retrograde loop
of Mars in that year is also shown in the figure. The retrograde motion of
Mars before reaching Jye¶¢ha had occurred several months earlier. Fig. 7
shows the day the war starts: moon is at bharaƒ∂. Fig. 8 shows the fourteenth
day, when the war continues until the wee hours of the morning and stops
when the moon rises. Fig. 9 shows the last day of the war, it is ‹ravaƒa
nak¶atra and Balaråma returns. Fig. 10 shows the day of Bh∂¶maís expiry:
‹ukla a¶¢am∂, rohiƒ∂ nak¶atra.

The sheer volume of astronomical data and the consistency of the
astronomical references reinforce conclusively the traditional belief that the
war took place about five thousand years ago, and that the astronomical
references are not clever interpolations of some latter day astronomer.

IX. CONSISTENCY WITH THE DATES OF OTHER VEDIC TEXTS

It will be interesting to verify astronomical information contained in other
Vedic texts and determine the dates based on simulations using planetarium
software and to see if these dates are consistent with the date of Mahåbhårata.

For example, based on the astronomical information from §Rgveda,
Sengupta32  inferred a solar eclipse on July 26, 3928 BCE. Fig. 11 shows the
star map for this date. As verified by the software RedShift, it is a central
solar eclipse, which occurred two days after the summer solstice that year,
as per Senguptaís conjecture. However, some caution must be exercised.
As has been discussed in detail by the author, in the planetarium software,
the positions of the planets and the stars are computed using the latest
theories and information available and they are highly reliable. However,
there are uncertainties when it comes to determining eclipses on dates
extrapolated to 4000 BCE. These uncertainties which may amount to about
15 minutes when extrapolated to dates around 1000 CE, jump to more than
12 hours for the time of the occurrence of the eclipse when extrapolated to
3000 BCE, and even more when taken to 4000 BCE. The exact location of the
eclipse and the exact time of visibility are uncertain, but the occurrence of
the eclipse itself is certain. As a consequence, determining the date on the
basis of eclipse data alone is risky. However, the eclipse data can be used as
secondary information to confirm that it occurred on a particular date.
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However, there are other astronomical data available in the Bråhmaƒa
texts. As already mentioned, ›atapatha Bråhmaƒa refers to kættikås rising
exactly in the east. On the basis of simulations using the planetarium
software,33 the date of the event referred to has been shown to be 2925 + 100
BCE, quite in agreement with Dikshit.34  Considering that this text is attributed
to Yåj¤avalka, a disciple of Vai‹a≈påyana, who is an important narrator of
the epic, the date of 3067 BCE for the war is consistent with the date of ‹atapatha
bråhmaƒa. As shown35  earlier (also on the basis of simulations using the
Planetarium software) that Lagadhaís Vedå∆gajyoti¶a should be dated to be
about 

~

 1800 BCE. The astronomy followed at the time of the Mahåbhårata
war is Vedå∆gajyoti¶a, but is very much pre-Lagadha. The date of Lagadhaís
Vedå∆gajyoti¶a is also consistent with the date of the war. It may be noted in
passing that ›atapatha Bråhmaƒa mentions both Parik¶it and Janamejaya.
This is an independent check on the date of the war. A passage in the
Pa¤cavi≈‹a Bråhmaƒa (XXV. 15.3) connects Janamejaya with the sarpayåga
and has been referred to by Raychaudhuri.36  The date of a solar eclipse
mentioned in the Pa¤cavi≈‹a Bråhmaƒa text has been determined by
Sengupta37  to be September 14, 2451 BCE. This date is consistent with the
date of the war and the date of the other Bråhmaƒa texts and confirmed by
the star map for this day in (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12. Solar eclipse on September 14, 2451 BCE.
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X. CONCLUSIONS

Many of the prevalent notions about Vedic astronomy have been re-
examined and are found to be modified. All the nak¶atras have been known
since §Rgveda, and not just a few. There is not a chronological development
in the list of nak¶atras. The scheme of naming months on the basis of the full
moon occurring near a nak¶atra also goes back to §Rgveda. That means the
astronomical knowledge is truly ancient. A new set of identification for the
Vedic nak¶atras has been carried out. The newly identified bright stars are
closer to the ecliptic and are better suited to act as markers for the paths of
the sun and the moon. These nak¶atras in conjunction with astronomical
information from the Vedic texts can be used to determine the dates. The
date of ›atapatha Bråhmaƒa as determined confirms Dikshitís theory. A
unique date for the Mahåbhårata war as determined agrees with Professor
Raghavanís. The date of Pa¤cavi≈‹a Bråhmaƒa as determined by Sengupta
has been confirmed and is consistent with the other dates discussed in the
paper. These provide the elements of chronological background in our quest
to understand the role of the river Sarasvati and its influence on Hindu
Civilization.
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INTRODUCTION

It is perhaps no exaggeration to say that one topic about which so much has
been written and yet remains misunderstood and misrepresented as mere
fancy is the topic of traditional time reckoning in terms of kalpa, manvantara
and yuga. The first reaction of the 18th century Western scholars who had
grown up with the tradition of the world having been created in 4004 BCE,
on encountering the immense time scales of the yuga system, was one of
disbelief and to declare them as mere fancy. That an earlier Arab scholar,
Albiruni, had expressed similar opinions only strengthened their arguments.
Later, when geological time scales discredited the 6000-year-old world view,
so much had already been written about the system of time reckoning in
ancient India that the same old criticisms continued to be repeated by these
ërationalí thinkers. It is the purpose of this paper to present the recent
findings of the author on the topic of time reckoning for purposes of
chronology and in particular on kalpa, manvantara and yuga systems and on
the saptar¶i era.

Traditionally, in India, all knowledge is traced to the Vedas. In
discussing the development of a particular branch of knowledge in India,
say, astronomy, one of the practices of especially Western scholars is first
to declare that a particular concept is not found in the §Rgveda, even though
it may be found in other Vedas. This automatically brings down the antiquity
of the concept. Then an elaborate theory is formulated as to how that concept
was borrowed from Greeks or others, building on and sometimes supporting
the now defunct Aryan Invasion Theory (AIT). Since this paper is concerned
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with the chronology of Bhårata and the methods are based on astronomy,
the first task is to examine some basic concepts of astronomy in this light.

NAK°SATRA AND THE CAITRÅDI SCHEME

The hallmark of ancient Indian astronomy is the system of 27 or 28 asterisms.
However, scholars have created some problems. First, they declared that
the complete list of nak¶atras is not found in §Rgveda, even though such lists
are found in Atharvaveda, Taittir∂ya sa≈hitå, etc. This included not only
Western scholars, who were bent on finding an outside source for the
knowledge of nak¶atras, but also Indian scholars such as Dixit and Kane.
This amounted to questioning the very root of jyoti¶a. The second problem
with the nak¶atras was their identification with modern names. Scholars
such as Pingree proceeded from the longitudinal data of the yoga tåras of
the siddhånta texts of astronomy, converted them to Right Ascension, and
Declination, extrapolated the converted data the current epoch of 1900 CE,
compared with the listings in a modern star catalogue to identify the stars.
Because of the errors associated with the conversion and the extrapolation
of the data, the results were not completely satisfactory and of course, this
provided another ammunition for these scholars to push the argument that
Indian astronomy had no tradition of observation! The identification list
produced by the Calendar Reform Committee (CRC) headed by Professor
Saha has not been recognized by the Western scholarship, which still clings
to the Pingree idealogy.

Taking the clue from Vedå∆gajyoti¶a, that each nak¶atra is presided by a
deity, and that the nak¶atra can be specified either by its own name or by
the name of the presiding deity, the author showed that §Rgveda contains
lists of deities corresponding to the presiding deities of nak¶atras at many
places, thus showing that the knowledge of the complete list of nak¶atras
was well recorded in §Rgveda. This established at one stroke the antiquity of
the astronomical knowledge and blew the theory of extraneous origin for
their knowledge.1 Recognizing the difficulties associated with the Pingree
method of identification of modern star names for the nak¶atras, the author
then employed a modern computer software, Planetarium software, in
combination with a computer programme called pa¤cå∆ga and examined
some 900 full moons and new moons, and has produced a new identification
list.2 Most of the identifications agree with that of the CRC report (Table 1),
but there are significant changes for six of them. This turns out to be very
important for purposes of chronology. For example, this confirms3 the date
assigned to ›atapatha bråhmaƒa by Dixit as 3000 BCE, but revises4 the date
assigned to Vedå∆gajyoti¶a to about 1800 BCE.
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Based on the importance of determining correct times for performing
the ritual yaj¤a, and that there are specific deities associated with nak¶atras,
the author has demonstrated5 that the caitrådi scheme of naming months is
as old as §Rgveda itself and Dixitís idea of assigning a date of 1800 BCE for the
beginning of that scheme is not tenable. All this goes to show that the
fundamental calendar ideas were well known in §Rgveda, only detailed
explanations are found in the bråhmaƒa texts, notwithstanding the scholarly
pronouncements to the contrary. The same goes for the concepts of the yuga
system and the saptar¶i era, which are examined in the following sections.
It is shown that the basics are traceable to §Rgveda even though detailed
explanations are found in other places. The idea that the concepts were not
known earlier in §Rgveda or that the concepts were borrowed from some
outside non-Vedic source is to be rejected.

KNOWLEDGE OF THE YUGA SYSTEM

It is well known that in Vedå∆gajyoti¶a, a period of five years is referred to
as a yuga and that in the siddhånta texts of astronomy, yuga refers to a much
larger unit. In particular, kaliyuga encompasses 1200 divine years (each of
which equals 360 human years), while dvåpara, tretå and kæta yugas consist
respectively of 2, 3 and 4 times the number of years in kali (Åryabha¢a gives
a slightly different count, giving a division into four equal parts rather than
the arithmetic progression of the ratio 1:2:3:4). The quartet makes one
mahåyuga, 71 mahåyugas make one manvantara and 14 of which constitute a
kalpa. In human years this works out to be 4.32 billion years including the
periods of transition between the yugas. According to the astronomical
works, kaliyuga started on 17/18 February 3102 BCE, the number of elapsed
days from that date (ahargaƒa) is used for computing planetary positions.
Scholarly opinion is almost unanimous in dismissing the beginning of
kaliyuga as purely artificial, arrived by the astronomers around 400 CE by
back calculation, and made popular by the puråƒic authors. The traditional
significance associated with the deterioration of dharma with the progress
of the yugas has also been discredited as the concoction of the authors of
puråƒa texts. The sheer duration of the time scales is dispensed with as the
pure fancy of the latter day astronomers, chosen as a method of finding the
largest common factor for the periods of planetary motion. A huge literature
exists on the topic, with contributions from great scholars such as Fleet and
Kane and Dixit, only to cite a few. The main conclusion of all this activity is
to proclaim that kaliyuga of 3102 BCE is not of any historical origin, i.e., it is
not based on the occurrence of any actual event in 3102 BCE, and there is no
evidence of its running in actual use as a historic era from that time. Some
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scholars have tried to show that the yuga system is really related to the
period of the precession of the axis of rotation of the earth, approximate it
by 24000 years, and claim that a factor of 360 was introduced by astronomers
(the blame to be shared equally by the authors of puråƒa) to produce the
number 4320000=12000 x 360. Against this background, the first job is to
trace the origin of the concept of yuga.

When looking for snippets of references to astronomical or other
mundane matters in the Vedas, we must remember that the primary purpose
of the Vedas is something entirely different, and the seers (æ¶is) probably
would not have had in mind the ërational enquiryí of the modern day
scholars. In any case, any such reference would only be perfunctory and
the detailed explanation would be left for the bråhmaƒa texts and other
vedå∆ga texts. So, it is not correct to say something like ë §Rgveda mentions
only a few of the nak¶atras, whereas the full list is available only in a bråhmaƒa
text. So it was a later developmentí. In fact, the author has shown that the
entire list of nak¶atras is available in §Rgveda. The following statement must
be remembered: parok¶apriyåhi devå¨ ...

Perhaps it is not an exaggeration to say that the Hindu Civilization
had developed the most sophisticated ideas about Time, going all the way
back to the Vedas. From the beginning two distinct aspects of Time were
recognized, a macro and a micro aspect. Failure to recognize these two
aspects and mistaking the cycles of Time with the cycles in time has resulted
in misunderstanding the whole concept of kalpa, etc. and discrediting the
use of kaliyuga as an element of chronological record-keeping on the one
hand and misrepresenting the history of Bhårata on the other.

YUGA AND KALPA IN °RGVEDA

According to Kane, the word yuga occurs some 33 times in §Rgveda, the most
prominent meanings being a short and a long period. In ëd∂ghatamå måmateyo
jujurvånda‹ame yugeí, (RV. I.158.6). (Dirghatama, son of Mamata became
old in the tenth yuga), yuga obviously refers to a short period of five years.

In ëa‹vo na krandajjanibhi¨ samidhyate vai‹vånara¨ ku‹ikebhir yuge yugeí,
(RV. III. 55.18) (like a neighing horse by its mother, agni is kindled by the
ku‹ikås in each yuga), yuga may mean everyday. In ëtvå≈ dµutamagne amæta≈
yuge yuge havyavåha≈ dadhire påyum∂dhya≈í (RV. VI. 15.8) (Oh deathless agni,
men have made you in every yuga their envoy, bearer of offerings, guard
adorable, Såyaƒa explains yuge yuge as kåle kåle, yattadyåga anu¶¢håna samaye,
every time appropriate for performing yåga. In ëyuge yuge vidathya≈
gæƒadbhyo agne rayi≈ ya‹asa≈ dhehi navyas∂≈í (RV. VI. 8 5) (Oh agni, in every
age bestow upon the singers, wealth, glory, ever anew). Såyaƒa again
explains yuge yuge as kåle kåle just as in the previous quote.
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However, in ëyå au¶adh∂¨ pµurvåjåtå devebhya¨ triyuga≈ puråí (RV. X.97.1),
Nirukta explains as devebhya¨ tr∂ƒi yugåni purå, while Såyaƒa explains as
kætådi yuga traya≈, the three yugas beginning with kæta. Clearly, the reference
here is to a long duration of time with the well known divisions of what is
now referred to as a mahåyuga.

In ësa hi månu¶å yugå sidadhotå kavikratu¨í (RV. VI.16.23) Såyaƒa explains
månu¶å yugå as månu¶åƒi yugåni, as pertaining to the scale of human yugas.

Kane has pointed out that there is a clear reference to the four yugas
and that the yugas meant a very long period of time, several thousand years
in ë‹ata≈ te yuta≈ håyanåndve yuge tr∂ƒi catvåri kæƒma¨í (AV. VIII. 2.21) (We
make your hundred years of life span ten thousand years extending over
two, three, four yugas).

The words kæta, tretå, dvåpara, and åskanda (for kali) occur in Taittir∂ya
sa≈hitå, Taittir∂ya bråhmaƒa and ›atapatha bråhmaƒa. Even the concepts of
deterioration (of dharma) with progress of yugas, explained in great detail
in the puråƒa texts can be traced to Aitareya bråhmaƒa: ëkali¨ ‹ayåno bhavati
sa¤jihånastu dvåpara¨  utti¶¢ha≈stretå bhavati kæta≈ sampadyate caran í (AB.
33.3). MuƒŒakopani¶at refers to the yåj¤ik rites performed in the treta yuga:
ëtadetad satya≈ mantre¶u karmåƒi kavayo yånyanapa‹ya≈ ståni tretåyå≈ bahudhå
santatåni í(MU. I.2.1)

According to Kane, even the idea of kalpa is attested in ësµuryå candramasau
dhåtå yathå pµurva makalpayatí (RV. X. 190.3). According to Dixit, Nirukta defines
Brahmåís day as 1000 yugas, although it does not specify which yuga is meant,
it is thought that it refers to the divine scale. In fact, the factor of 360 between
the human and divine scales is specified in ëeka≈ vå etaddevånåmåha¨í (TB.
III. 6. 22) (one year of the humans is one day of the devas).

It is clear that the concepts of the yuga system, including the kalpa, are
all traced to Vedic sources, including the factor of 360. The fact that kalpa is
referred to in the epigraphs of A‹oka should put an end to the speculations
that these were introduced by latter day astronomers of the 5th century CE.
Furthermore, these scales of time are cosmic in the sense they are connected
with jagat sæ¶¢i can be seen from the exposition on time in Atharvaveda.

TIME IN ATHARVAVEDA

One of the most sublime conception of time is embodied in two sµuktas of
Atharvaveda (AV. XIX. 53 and 54). The first sµukta starts with a metaphor for
time, in which time is pulling a chariot:

kålo a‹vo vahati saptara‹mi¨ sahasråk¶o bhµuriretå¨
tamårohanti kavayo vipa‹citastasya cakrå bhuvanåni vi‹vå

(AV. XIX.53.1)
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The vast chariot (representing the sun) whose wheels are composed
of all the existing creatures is pulled by time in the shape of a horse. The
vision is cosmic in range and metaphysical in tone. The enigmatic verse

pµurƒa¨ kumbho adikala åhitasta≈ vai pa‹yåmo bahudhånu santa¨
sa imå vi‹vå bhuvanåni pratya∆ kåla≈ tamåhu¨ parame vyoman

(AV. XIX. 53.3)

has been discussed by the author. It has been shown that this implies the
use of water clock for measurement of time, the possibility of existence of
different forms of water clock. The concept of time as Cosmic is exemplified
by the following:

kålo ha sarvasye‹varo ya¨ pitås∂t prajåpate¨  (AV. XIX.53.8)
kålo ha brahma bhµutvå bibharti parame¶¢hina≈  (AV. XIX.53.9)

This is reflected in the statement from the Bhagavadg∂ta:

kålosmi loka k¶ayakæt pravætta¨  (BG. XI. 32

It is clear from the above discussion that the concepts of yuga, the four
yugas, kali, dvåpara, tretå and kæta have been known for a long time and that
they can all be traced to Vedic sources. It is also clear that this has nothing
to do with the period of precession of the earthís axis and that the factor 360
was not invented by the astronomers of the early centuries of CE. The
questions that remain to be addressed are the beginning of kali era in 3102
BCE and the saptar¶i era for chronological reckoning. This will be taken after
a brief discussion of time in the Vedic texts.

TIME IN THE VEDIC TEXTS

Taittir∂ya araƒyaka contains an excellent exposition on time: smæta≈ kåla
vi‹e¶aƒa≈  It goes on to say that in particular, kålå samvatsaragg‹ritå¨
aƒu‹a‹ca mahadbhi‹ca  there are two aspects, a macro and a micro aspect.
The entities kalå, muhµurtå¨ kå¶¢hå¨, etc. comprise the micro aspect, where as
kalpa refers to the macro. In ›atapatha bråhmaƒa, there is an equivalence of
prajåpati with samvatsara and the fire altar. ëda‹a ca vai sahasråƒya¶¢au ca ‹atåni
samvatsarasya muhµurtå¨ í there are 10800 muhµurtas in a year. This is also the
number of pa∆ktis in §Rgveda. Considering that there are 40 syllables in a
pa∆kti, this gives the nominal count of syllables in §Rgveda to be 432000, the
number of years in kaliyuga.

TIME RECKONING

Of the two time scales, the macro or the cosmic time scale in terms of kalpa
manvantara, mahåyuga and yuga would be useful only to describe large scale
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phenomena of the universe such as sæ¶¢i, but would not be appropriate to
describe events on the human scale. On a very short term basis, it does not
have the correct number of days even, based on the factor of 360. The five
year yuga comes in handy for that purpose. It is properly luni-solar adjusted.
However, it would not be suitable for time reckoning on a long term basis,
as the adjustments are not fine enough and would quickly fall out of step, if
not corrected frequently. It was amid such a dilemma that the ancient æ¶is
found a useful era, the saptar¶i era for purposes of chronology. Accordingly,
the saptar¶is move around and spend a 100 years in each of the 27 nak¶atras
making a cycle of 2700 years. Saptar¶is are representative of many aspects
of human life, including the breaths. Of course, one of the representations
is the Big Dipper in the sky. There is no motion of the Big Dipper among
the nak¶atras along the ecliptic that can be associated with this motion. There
have been some recent attempts to find an astronomical justification for
this supposed movement by using Planetarium software. But such efforts
do not have any credibility as such for the astronomical movement of the
Big Dipper. To relate what might have been a slight shift at one time due to
the precession of the earthís axis and to develop a model based on that is
not credible. But, the origin of the saptar¶i era can be traced to a metaphysical
concept in Taittir∂yår aƒyaka:

æ¶ayassaptåtriya‹ca yat sarve atrayo agastya‹ca
nak¶atrai‹‹a≈kæto vasann

The seven atri and other æ¶is live among the nak¶atras doing good to
the world. A more direct reference can be suggested from the following æk
from the famous asyavåm∂ya sµukta (RV. I. 164.11)

dvåda‹åram nahi tajjaråya varvarti cakram paridyåmætasya
å putrå agne mithunåso atra sapta ‹atåni vi≈‹ati‹ca tasthu¨

This is translated by Griffiths as follows:
ìFormed with twelve spokes by the length of time, unweakened, rolls

around this wheel of during order. Herein established, joined in pairs
together, seven hundred sons and twenty stand, O Agni. It is a strained
explanation of the word putrå¨ hereî.

A slight rearrangement of words, sapta vi≈‹ati ‹atåni (sa≈vatsaråƒi)
putrå¨ tasthu¨ would mean the sons stay for 2700 years on this wheel of
time rolling in the heavens. The wheel of time rolling in the heaven is the
ecliptic (dvåda‹åram cakram varvarti). The saptr¶is who are considered to be
the månasa putrås of Brahmå, can be thought to have been referred to here,
by å putrå¨ above. Thus, there appears to be a direct reference to the saptar¶i
era here. They were in magha at the time of Yudhi¶¢hira.
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KALI ERA

Then what about the kaliyuga, for purposes of time reckoning which is
thought to start in 3102 BCE? Let us call this kali era, just to distinguish it
from the time interval of the same name kali, which is one of the quartet
kali, dvåpara, tretå and kæta, making up a mahåyuga. The traditional kali is
part of the scheme to describe the sæ¶¢i and subsequent evolution and
dissolution of the universe and is intimately connected with the status of
dharma. It is a cosmic scale. When one yuga changes into another, there is no
sharp change, but one diffuses into another through a transitional sandhi
period. There was such a change of dharma at the time of the Mahåbhårata
war. In the epic there is no definite statement about when this occurred.
The war itself took place at the junction:

antare caiva sa≈pråpte kali dvåparayo rabhµut
syamanta pa¤cake yuddham kuru påƒŒava senayo¨

There is some evidence that the kali may have already started when
the war actually took place. There are other traditions, however, that link
the beginning of kali with the departure of Kæ¶ƒa from this mortal world.
Kali may have already started by the time of the war, but its influence was
deterred as long as Kæ¶ƒaís feet touched this world. As such there would be
no conflict whether kali actually started before the war or only after the
departure of the Lord. (This discussion becomes important as the date of
the war based on simulations of the Planetarium software turns out to be
3067 BCE.)

Kali era is a scheme based on the count of number of days elapsed
since the conjunction, in 3102 BCE, which is used for computation of the
planetary positions by the makers of pa¤cå∆ga. It may have been an actual
conjunction observed around the time, and the date corresponding to
amåvåsya was chosen for calendrical purposes. It bears the same name kali
as the cosmic change took place around the same time. That the kali era has
been in use for a long time as a chronological marker is proved by
epigraphical data.

To give an example of analogous modern development, one counts
the number of years from the ëBig Bangí event, in billions of years, but that
count can hardly be used for chronological purposes. Astronomers use the
Julian days, the number of days elapsed from January 1,4713 BCE for
computing planetary positions. The difference between the kali of the
manvantara scheme and the kali era of the pa¤cå∆ga makers is exactly the
same, except that pa¤cå∆ga makers had done it thousands of years earlier.
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CONCLUSIONS

There is a sublime sense of appreciation of Time and its nature in Vedic
literature both in its cosmic and mundane aspects. Schemes developed for
reckoning in terms kalpa, manvantara and mahåyuga as well as the mundane
schemes of tracking in terms of the saptar¶i and kali eras are awe-inspiring.

ABBREVIATIONS

AB Aitareya bråhmaƒa
AV Atharvaveda
BG Bhagavadgita
MU MuƒŒakopani¶at
RV §Rgveda
SB ›atapatha bråhmaƒa
TB Taittir∂ya bråhmaƒa
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Discovery of the Sarasvat∂-Sindhu Civilization in 1922 was a great setback
to the Europeanists who were bent upon keeping down the date of §Rgveda.
But they did not accept the truth and invented several myths not only for
the history of Bhårata but also in the world history. The Vedic and Pauråƒik
tradition has preserved the earliest history of mankind and points out that
the Uttara-Kuru (South Soviet Russia) and the Pamir region including
Afghanistan and Bhårata was the earliest cradle of humanity from where
the Indo-Europeans as well as Indo-Aryans dispersed throughout the globe
with their languages (derived from Sanskrit), which in due course of time
underwent several changes beyond recognition. During last two centuries
or so the Europeanists have created some myths in world history and allotted
new sense to some terms frequently used in history. Before we begin it
seems necessary to clear the definitions of some of such words.

DEFINITIONS

The term ëAryaí was borrowed from the Vedas and the Sanskrit literature
but was transformed into ëAryaní to mean a European (they call Indo-
European) who invaded India a few millennia back and ruled over the
country; and the British were the modern incarnation of the ancient Aryas.
They gave ëIndiaí a special connotation to mean the territories conquered
and ruled by the British that extended up to Baluchistan in the north-west;
beyond which were foreign lands from where tribes were in the habit of
invading India and rule.
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BHÅRATA: A WELL DEFINED COUNTRY

In modern times notions of nation and country almost overlap. This is the
contribution of post renaissance Europe. In ancient times it was not so.
Several nationalities could be part of one state or political power, or, a single
nation could have more than one state or kingdom. Ancient Bhårata was a
well defined geographical unit having natural sea border on all three sides.
In the north are formidable Himalayas. There is no other country in the
world so well defined by nature. Modern historians believe that ancient
Bhårata was confined up to the northwestern boundaries of the erstwhile
British Raj but as we will see this was not so. The Vedic civilization was
extended to the north and south of the Pamir mountains in which Bhårata
was just one unit among the nine. In this short paper we intend to present
an account of historical tradition and archaeological remains that go to
disclose Vedic background of the region. This, I hope, will make the much
debated question of Indo-European and the quest for the original home of
the Indo-Aryans, irrelevant.

THE JAMBUDV∫PA AND ITS NINE VARSHAS

The history starts from Manu. His eldest issue Ilå, was an epicene. Her
kingdom was Ilåvæitvarsha in the centre of Sumeru or Pamir. The geography
of Jambudv∂pa is described by the Puråƒas with Ilåvæitavasha in the centre.
In the extreme north was the Uttarakuruvarsha, then Hiraƒymayavarsha
followed by Ramyakavarsha. In the centre was Ilåvæitavarsha. To its south
the first country is Bhåratavarsha, second Kimpurushavarsha and third
Harivarsha. To the east of Ilåvæitavarsha is Bhadrå‹vavarsha and to its west
is Ketumålavarsha.1 This whole region covers most of South Asia and Central
Asia where the Vedic culture prevailed; and, we will discuss the earliest
history and archaeology of this region. But first we will like to outline the
geographical boundaries of ancient Bhårata.

NORTH AND EAST WERE THE TWO DIVISIONS OF BHÅRATA

Little attention was paid to that sµutra of Påƒini2 on which the Kå‹ikå says
that the Dakshas lived outside the region of the eastern Bharatas. V. S.
Agrawala, discussing about the Daksha tribe observes

ìThat the Dakshas belonged to the north-west is suggested by the Kå‹ikåís
discussion on Sa≈j¤åya≈ kantho‹∂nareshu (II. 4. 20) citing a counter-
example to show that the place named Dåksh∂-kanthå lay outside the
geographical limits of U‹∂nara. According to Påƒini, U‹∂nara formed part
of Våh∂ka (IV.2.117-118). That the Dakshas did not belong to the eastern
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part of India either is shown by another comment (Kå‹ikå on IV.2.113),
where it is said that the Dakshas lived outside the Pråchya-Bharata region,
i.e., towards west. Påta¤jaliís interpretation of Pråchya-Bharata on Påƒini
II.4.66 shows that the Pråchya country or eastern India began from the
region of Bharata or Kuru-janapada (I.493). Strictly speaking the Bharatas
although residing in east Punjab were considered to form part of the
Pråchyas....The Gopatha Bråhmaƒa mentions the Ud∂chyas with the
Madras (Gopatha, I.2.10), and the two jointly formed Våh∂ka.î3

Dr. Agrawala further notes

The ›aradaƒŒa must have been settled along the ›aradaƒŒå river
mentioned above. Nothing is known about it, but the first part of the
two names ›aradaƒŒå and ›aråvat∂ points out to their being one and the
same river. The latter formed the boundary between the Pråchya (eastern)
and the Ud∂chaya (northern) divisions of India and may be identified
with the Dæishadvat∂ or Chitå∆g.4

Here it is to be noted that during the time of Påƒini India had two
divisions:

1) East and 2) North; i.e. not East and West. Thus the Kurus of
Kurukshetra were regarded as easterners. Dr. Agrawala informs

The region between the triangle of Thanshwar, Hisar and Hastinåpura
was distinguished by three different names: Kuru-råsha¢ra proper
between the Ga∆gå and the Yamunå with its capital at Hastinåpura;
Kurujå∆gala equal to Rohtak, Hansi, Hissar; and Kurukshetra to the north
with its centre at Thåneshwara, Kaithal, Karnal. The Kå‹ikå mentions all
the three as distinct geographical units (dq:o'p dq:{ks=ka p dq:{ks=ke~_ dq:o'p

dq:tkÄõya p dq:tkÄõye~, II.47).5

This reminds us of the Greek writer Ptolemy (2nd century AD) who
was aware of two divisions of India ëIndia Intra Gangem and India Extra
Gangem.í6 B.N. Mukherjee asserts that ìthe latter (included) not only the
parts of the subcontinent to the north and east of the Ganges, but also some
countries of South-East Asia.î But in the light of the information supplied
by Påƒini we must revise Mukherjeeís opinion to accept Ganga as the
dividing line instead of Dæishadvat∂ during second century AD for east and
west (or north) of India because the region of Afghanistan was still under
the cultural embrace of India as the Yavanas, the ›akas, the Kushanas, etc.
from Bactria all known to profess Indian culture.7

Påƒiniís information of the existence of eastern Kurus not only confirms
the existence of a northern Kuru or Uttara-Kuru, so frequently mentioned
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in the Vedas and the Puråƒas, but also indicates a very close relation between
the two. Thus the Uttara-Kuru was a region where the Kurus used to live
and there the Vedic civilization flourished during antiquity.8 We may find
an echo of this in the extensive archaeological remains of Andronovo and
many other cultures which will be discussed later.

Uttara-Kuru is not the solitary example of a country prefixed with the
term ëUttaraí. We know of a Uttara Kosala also. Rama, a prince of Ayodhya
or Kosala lived in DaƒŒaka forest in the Vindhyas for fourteen years and
the area became Kosala. He established a kingdom there and anointed his
younger son, Ku‹a, as king there. The original kingdom became Uttara
Kosala. The literature mostly refers the original Kosala lying to the south
and north of the river Sarayu as Uttara-Kosala and the Kosala in the
Vindhyas is generally referred simply as Kosala.9 Similarly, as we will
presently see the Uttara-Kuru must have been the original kingdom of the
royal family of the Ailas in beginning.

A third example is that of Madra in Punjab and Uttara-Madra beyond
Himalayas. This is mentioned in Aitareya Bråhmaƒa (VIII. 14).10

It is interesting to note the geographical expanse of the country during
Påƒiniís time which extended from Ferghana in Central Asia to Gandhåra,
and beyond. Dr. Agrawala notes

The extent of the country known to him (Påƒini) is indicated by several
landmarks mentioned in the sµutras. The western-most point is Prakaƒva
corresponding to the term Parikanioi mentioned by Herodotus and to
the modern country of Ferghana. It may be noted that Påƒini names ≈ishi
Praskaƒva in sµutra VI.1.153, and from this name is derived as a counter-
example, as given by the Kå‹ikå, the name of the country called Prakaƒva.
To the south of Ferghana lay Kamboja (IV.1.175), which as will be shown
later may be identified with the region of Badakshan-Pamir. South of it
lay Kåpi‹∂ (IV.2.99), capital of the kingdom of Kåpi‹a, which may be
identified with modern Kohistan, south of Hindukush. East of Kåpi‹∂
was situated the country of Vråtyas (the ancient Lohita-maƒŒala, modern
Kafiristan), and the Dir (Dviravat∂ka), and Gandhåra (IV.1.169)
comprising the valley of Kabul river, with its frontier outpost at
Taksha‹ilå (IV.3.93).11

Agrawala also describes, on the basis of Påƒini, four divisions of
northern portion.

Kamboja (IV. 1. 175): Gandhåra, Kapi‹a, Båhl∂ka, and Kambuja are the
four janapadas the relative positions of which should be clearly
understood. Of these Gandhåra extended from Taksha‹ilå, its eastern
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capital to the river Kunara, its western boundary, and from the river
Kåbul in the south to Swat in the north. Next to it was the kingdom of
Kapi‹a coinciding with modern Kohistan and occupiying the whole area
between the river Kunar and the Hindukush (Cun. Geog., pp. 20-23). The
latter mountain identified as Rohitågiri separated Kapi‹a from Båhl∂ka.
Sometimes politically formed part of Gandhåra, as in the reign of Darius,
and then the name Gandhåra was applies to both of them. In none of
these janapadas can Kambuja be included, It stands as a separate
janapada, which Lassen correctly identified with the head-waters of the
Oxus comprising the Ghalcha-speaking area of Påm∂r.

This identification is also supported by linguistic evidence, viz. that the
root ‹ava ëto goí which was noticed by Yåska as a peculiarity of Kamboja
speech (›vatir-gatikarmå Kambojeshveva bhåshyate, Nirukta, II. 2), is
still current there. (Cf. Grierson, Linguistic Survey of India, Vol. X, pp.
468, 473, 474, 476, 500, etc.; Jayachandra, Bhårata-Bhµumi, pp. 297-303).
The Kambojas are known as Kambujiya in Old-Persian Inscriptions. In
the Aitareya Bråhmaƒa the Uttarakurus and the Uttaramadras are
described as living beyond the Himålaya(VIII. 14); and the Va≈‹a
Bråhmaƒa Kåmboja Aupamanyava is spoken of as a pupil of Madragåra,
from which the Vedic Index postulates a possible connection of the
Uttaramadras with the Kambujas, who probably had Iranian affinities,
(Vedic Index, I, 84, 138ff. also Jean Przylusky, ëAn Ancient People of the
Punjab: The Udumbarasí, Journal Asiatique, 1926, p. 11 showing that
Båhl∂ka was an Iranian settlement of the Madras; Båhl∂ka-Uttaramadra).12

THE EARLIEST BHÅRATA

Thus from Uttarakuru to the plains of Sarasvat∂ was the scene of most of
the early events that find mention in the §Rgveda and in the early strata of
Pauråƒic narrations of history. This whole geographical expanse was
divided in to nine varshas (or segments) and Bhårata was only one among
them. We can perceive that the extent of the Sarasvat∂-Sindhu Civilization
was the Earliest Bhåratavarsha of which the river Sarasvat∂ was the eastern
boundary. The history of Ilå and her immediate descendents was staged in
a greater geographical expanse from Uttarakuru to at least western Haryana
and Gujarat including Pakistan, Afghanistan and even parts of Iran. The
story of Saraƒyµu, the daughter of Tvash¢å, and wife of Viva‹vat, is related
to Uttarakuru.

Saraƒyµu, the daughter of Tvash¢å, was given in marriage to Viva‹vat,
and had by him Yama and Yam∂. Intimidated by his ardour, she
substituted another female, her shadow, Chåyå, for herself, and going to
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Uttarakuru, changed herself to a mare. Viva‹vat begot Manu by Chåyå,
when finding his error, he set off to look for his wife. Discovering her
disguise, he transformed himself to a horse, and had by his wife the two
A‹vins.13

This, on the one hand points out that Uttarakuru was the scene of early
history, while on the other it indicates the horse breeding in the region. We
will shortly see that Kurgan people and the widespread Andronovo culture
to the north of Caspian, BMAC culture to its south as well as the Sarasvat∂-
Sindhu Civilization of Bhårata are marked by the same Vedic culture.

SOME ANOMALIES CREATED BY MODERN HISTORIANS

With this geographical background of Jambudv∂pa we now turn to the
Pauråƒika account of the early history of mankind which is coeval with the
up thrust of the Himalayas. But before attempting it is required to castoff
some myths and misunderstandings in history created by the westerners.
These are:

1. That the Ape-like creatures developed enough intelligence to
make stone implements for cutting up animals they have killed,
thus marking the transition to primitive man and human
civilizations and cultures began in Holocene period only, i.e. ten
thousand years ago.

2. That the Egyptian, Mesopotamian, Indian and all ancient
civilizations/cultures should be dated within four millennia
before the birth of Christ. Now, the knowledge has progressed
much and several other sciences have pushed back the date of
the origin of man by millions of years but the archaeologists cling
to the old notion.

3. That the human history revolves around tool-making and search,
production and storage of food (i.e. hunting, gathering,
domestication of plants and animals for food) and evolving in
this way the man reached the nuclear age.

4. That the humanity is divided into four races of which some are
higher and some inferior intellectually as well as biologically.

5. Considering all this the Western intellectual cynicism14 should
stop interpreting archaeological findings in terms of ëone-wayí
movement of human beings from Eastern Europe or Central Asia
with the sole mission to invade India via Iran.

6. It should also stop search for the ëOriginal Home of the Indo-
Aryansí, a people that never existed.
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ANTIQUITY AND EARLY HISTORY OF MAN

MODERN SCIENCE ON ANTIQUITY OF MAN

The Hindu scriptures specifically say that man was born about 120 million
years ago in the Himalayan region. Before we give some other details it
seems necessary to point out the changing views of western scientists on
the time of the emergence of man on this planet. The archaeologists used to
fix the antiquity of man to about 1 million years during the sixties of the
last century but by its end they evolved it to about four to four and a half
million years. On the other hand scholars of some other disciplines have
arrived at higher dates for it. For example the noted historian Arnold J.
Toynbee unhesitatingly states ìMan would have been in existence for about
twenty million to twenty-five million years by now.î15 On the other hand
the biological science accepts it to be 75 million years. Asimov writes

ìWhen biochemists developed techniques for determining the precise
amino acid structure of proteins, in 1950s, this method of arranging
species according to protein structure was vastly sharpened. ...In 1965,
even more detailed studies were reported on the hemoglobin molecules
of various types of primates, including man. Of the two kinds of peptide
chains in hemoglobin, one, the ëalpha chainí, varied considerably.
Between a particular primate and man there were only six differences in
the amino acids and the alpha chain, but twenty-three in those of the
beta chains. Judging by differences in the hemoglobin molecules, it is
believed man diverged from the other apes about 75 million years ago,
or just about the time the ancestral horse and donkeys diverged.16

But the most astonishing part of this progress is that all ancient
civilizations are still dated within ten thousand years of Holocene.

We can hope that with the advancement of science the time for the
emergence of man may reach Pauråƒic statistics but even 75 million years
will not effect our scheme because according to geologists ìThe Himalayas
as great mountains came into existence not more than 65-70 million years
ago, though the rocks that make them up had undergone tectonic
deformation in some earlier times as well.î17 But, the time factor should not
hamper our understanding of early history of mankind as revealed by the
Vedic and Pauråƒic literature.

PAURÅ°NIK VIEW

ILµA THE FIRST DYNAST AND DAUGHTER OF MANU

All the Puråƒas agree that the present species of man emerged with Manu,
the son of Vivasvat. According to the Bhågavata Puråƒa18 he was issueless


